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Abstract
Forensic science is defined as “The application of scientific methods and techniques to matters
under investigation by a court of law”1. The definition of forensic science does not include nontraditional forensic science customers including military, intelligence agencies, benefit and
fraud investigators, the financial market regulator, transport safety boards, competition
authorities, the United Nations, and international tribunals and criminal courts. Forensic
support to military police investigations has a long history and in 2003 during the Iraq conflict,
forensic science was employed beyond its traditional law enforcement objectives and applied
to counter the increased threat from Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs). The forensic
science capability in support of the expeditionary (deployed) military force in a theatre of
operation is referred to as expeditionary forensic science (also known as battlefield forensics).
Establishment of the expeditionary forensic science capability in Iraq was ad-hoc and was not
part of a deliberate strategy. Organizational theory has previously been applied to forensic
science in support of law enforcement and criminal justice system objectives, but has not been
applied to military forensic science. This study applies modern organizational theory,
specifically the systems approach, to the development of a military forensic science framework.
This research addresses the question:
“What is the most efficient framework for Defence to undertake forensic and
technical exploitation activities as a coordinated joint capability?”
Military organizations are moving away from platform approaches and towards systems of
systems, which is defined as a set or arrangement of systems that results when independent and
useful systems are integrated into a larger system that delivers unique capabilities. Most
military systems are part of a system of systems even if they are not explicitly described as
such. Similarly, forensic science can be described as a system of systems even though it has
not previously been described as one. Applying modern organizational theory to military
forensic science determined that the system of systems approach was the most efficient
framework for Defence to undertake forensic and technical exploitation activities as a
coordinated joint capability.
The forensic science system of systems describes forensic science as a sub-system within the
larger criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence, and military system. Systems are made
up of components, sub-systems, and units that take stimuli from the environment and process
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them to add value. The important components of the forensic science system of systems are
risk and issues management, quality management system, and all-source intelligence. The
secondary sub-systems include the biometric system and forensic intelligence model. The
forensic science system of systems provides a holistic, end-to-end framework that promotes
interactions between the parts in a complex network of relationships. A key advantage of the
forensic science system of systems is that it is based on contingency theory that postulates that
there is no one ideal organizational model and the model will be contingent on the operating
environment. This mitigates against the risk of the system not being mission capable and will
ensure that the forensic science system of systems is able to meet the current threat from nonstate actors and any future threats from state or non-state actors.
There have been no previous in-depth unclassified academic studies on military forensic and
technical exploitation and this research makes a significant contribution to this field and lays
the foundation for future academic studies.

Pictorial abstract. The forensic science system of systems describes forensic science as a sub-system
in the larger criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence, and military systems. Important
components of the forensic science system of systems includes risk and issue management, quality
management and all-source intelligence fusion. The secondary sub-systems include forensic
intelligence and biometrics systems. The forensic science system of systems design is based on
contingency theory to ensure that the system is mission capable.
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AtN

Attack the Network

AGD
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ANZPAA, NIFS

Australian and New Zealand Policing Advisory Association, National Institute
of Forensic
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Australian Defence Force

ADF IS
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Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecution
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Concept of Operations
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Defence Intelligence Organisation

DST

Defence Science and Technology

DFSC

Defense Forensic Science Centre

DFAT

Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade

DIBP

Department of Immigration and Border Protection

DOMEX

Document and Media Exploitation
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FBI, TEDAC

Federal Bureau of Investigation, Terrorist Explosive Device Analytical Center

HQ JOC

Head Quarters Joint Operation Command

I2

Identity Intelligence

IED

Improvised Explosive Device

ISO

International Organization for Standization

ISIS

Islamic State of Iraq and Syria

JCIT

Joint Counter Improvised Threat

JOAD

Joint Operations Analysis Division

L154

Land 154, Weapons Technical Intelligence

L2110

Land 2110, Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear (CBRN) Defence

L3025

Land 3025, Deployable SOER capability

L8410

Land 8410, specialist intelligence capabilities, inclusive of exploitation

LDIS

Local DNA Indexing System

NAS

National Academy of Sciences

NATA

National Association of Testing Authorities

NDIS

National DNA Indexing System

NIC

National Intelligence Community

NSSTC

National Security Science and Technology Centre

NATO

North Atlantic Treaty Organization

PM&C

Prime Minister and Cabinet

PHLN

Public Health Laboratory Network

SFC

Sergeant First Class

SOCOMD

Special Operations Command

SOER

Special Operations Engineer Regiment

WCSD

Weapons Combat Systems Division

WTI

Weapons Technical Intelligence
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Thesis structure and format
This thesis is submitted as a thesis by publication and the core chapters consist of papers that
have been published or submitted for publication. All publications have been peer reviewed.
All papers as part of this thesis have been researched and written after enrolment.
The majority of these papers have been published or submitted to the Australian Journal of
Forensic Sciences for publication. To be consistent with the majority of published papers, the
Taylor and Francis style guide and referencing has been used throughout the thesis except for
the papers submitted to other journals.
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Chapter 1

1. Military forensic and technical exploitation introduction
1.1. Forensic science
Forensic science is defined as “The application of scientific methods and techniques to matters
under investigation by a court of law”1. The term ‘forensic science’ encompasses a broad range
of forensic disciplines and there is no universally agreed set of disciplines that encompass
forensic science2. The disciplines can include, but are not limited to, anthropology, ballistics,
biology/deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), chemical criminalistics, clandestine laboratories, crime
scene examination, document examination, electronic evidence, entomology, fingerprints,
illicit drug analysis, mortuary, odontology, and toxicology3. Historically, forensic science has
been used primarily in investigation, which seeks to identify the likely perpetrator of a crime,
and prosecution, which seeks to prove the guilt or innocence of a defendant beyond a
reasonable doubt4. Non-traditional forensic science customers include military, intelligence
agencies, benefit and fraud investigators, the financial market regulator, transport safety
boards, competition authorities, the United Nations, and international tribunals and criminal
courts5.

1.2. Evolution of forensic science
Forensic science has evolved since its first iteration in the late 1800s and early 1900s. Dr
Edmond Locard (1877-1966), a French criminalist, established the first crime lab in an attic of
the Lyon Police Department6. In 1920, Locard developed the exchanged principle “the
perpetrator of a crime will bring something into the crime scene and leave with something from
it, and that both can be used as forensic evidence7.” Since this time, there have been significant
developments in forensic science technology and procedures that have enhanced the detection
of trace material.
Although forensic science encompasses multiple disciplines, advances in fingerprint and DNA
detection technology have arguably made the most significant impact on forensic science. The
first use of fingerprints to support a criminal investigation was in the late 1800s and, by the
early 1900s, fingerprint evidence was being used in support of law enforcement investigations8,
9

. However, it was not until the mid-1980s when there was a significant leap forward in forensic

science due to DNA techniques being applied to law enforcement investigation and criminal
prosecution.
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for the amplification of DNA was invented in 1985 by Dr
Kary Mullis in the United States (US)10. The significance of the PCR technique for science was
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recognized through the award of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1993 to Dr Mullis. Also in
1985 in the United Kingdom (UK) Professor Sir Alec Jeffreys at the University of Leicester
developed the technique of ‘DNA fingerprinting’, which allowed for the visualization of DNA
into fragments that gave rise to the typical ‘DNA bar-coding’ profile that is synonymous with
DNA profiling. DNA fingerprinting could be used for individualization of people11, 12 and was
first used in support of a criminal investigation in 198613.
The completion of the human genome project, published in Nature in 2010, provided the first
sequence of the whole human genome. The project mapped short tandem repeats (STRs), single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), and structural variants in the genome14. The human genome
project took 13 years to complete the whole-genome sequencing and today it only takes one to
two days. The future of DNA technologies in support of forensic science includes massively
parallel sequencing (MPS – also referred to as next generation sequencing)15 and rapid DNA16.
Advances in the forensic DNA discipline revealed that in some criminal cases faulty forensic
science analysis and testimony contributed to wrongful convictions of innocent people
resulting in miscarriage of justice2, 4. With the increased reliance on forensic science in support
of law enforcement investigations and criminal prosecutions there has been subsequent scrutiny
of forensic science procedures, analysis, and reporting. The National Academy of Sciences
(NAS) report ‘Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States: A Path Forward’
recognized that “The forensic science system, encompassing both research and practice, has
serious problems that can only be addressed by a national commitment to overhaul the current
structure that supports the forensic science community in this country [United States]2.” A key
recommendation from the NAS report was the establishment in the US of a National Institute
of Forensic Science to address issues identified in the report2. While the National Institute of
Forensic Science was never established due to financial constraints, some progress towards
addressing the recommendations in the NAS report in the US has been made through the
Subcommittee on Forensic Science, which operated until December 201217, and the National
Commission on Forensic Science (NCFS) from 201218. The US Attorney General has
announced that the NCFS will not be renewed in favor of the appointment of a yet to be named
senior forensic adviser, efforts under an internal department crime task force, and a public
comment period on advancing forensic science19. Until these new efforts have been articulated
and implemented, it is unknown if they will address the recommendations in the NAS report.
The President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) report (2016) had
a focus on pattern comparison or cognitive forensic disciplines, which are the disciplines where
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the human is the instrument. Pattern comparisons are based on the presence of similar patterns,
impressions, or other features in a sample (e.g. from a crime scene) and the reference sample
(e.g. from a suspect). Examples of pattern comparison methods include the analysis of hair,
latent prints, ballistics, toolmarks, bitemarks, shoeprints, tire tracks, and handwriting. The key
recommendations from the PCAST report were a need for clarity about the scientific standards
for the validity and reliability of forensic methods and a need to evaluate specific forensic
methods to determine whether they have been scientifically established to be valid and
reliable4.
Over the last decade, critical reviews of the forensic science industry provide important
recommendations for consideration for the future of forensic science2, 4. Developments in
forensic science – including innovative analytical methods that improve traceability – and
advances in policing techniques has resulted in the need for a modern framework to holistically
use the forensic case data to inform the police investigation, intelligence, and decision
making20, 21.

1.3. Modern forensic science framework
In the past, science tried to explain phenomena by reducing them to units that could be
investigated independently of each other. This is a reductionist approach, which seeks to
identify and understand the individual parts of a system to gain an understanding of the whole.22
Criminalistics was originally conceived as a discipline that combined all trace types to support
the criminal investigation23, which is a holistic system approach24, also referred to as holism22.
Holism puts the study of the whole before that of the parts. It does not try to break down the
systems into parts in order to understand them independently of each other22. With the
increased reliance on forensic trace such as fingerprints or DNA for identification, forensic
science moved towards a reductionist approach23, 25. The emergence of forensic intelligence
models with a multi-case, multi-disciplinary focus has shifted forensic science back into a
holistic systems approach20, 21, 23, 25-34.

1.4. Organizational theory
Application of organizational theory to forensic science provides a mechanism to address the
need for a modern framework to holistically use the forensic case data to inform the police
investigation, intelligence, and decision making. Organizational theory is the study of
objectives, people, structure, and management35, and organizational theory has been applied to
forensic science in support of law enforcement and criminal prosecution objectives36.
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There are several academic theories that set out to explain how organizations function,
including classical, neo-classical, and modern organizational theory. Classical organizational
theory focuses on an understanding of organizational objectives to improve the processes and
it prescribes one best organizational structure37. Robertson (2015) has observed that there is no
ideal organizational model for the provision of forensic support36. Classical organizational
theory primarily focuses on the structure of the organization and is prescriptive37. Classical
organizational theory articulates that a clear understanding of the purpose of an organization is
essential to understand how the organization works and how its process of working can be
improved. Identification of objectives leads to clarification of the purpose and responsibilities
at all levels of the organization and to the most effective structure37, 38. One of the criticisms of
classical organizational theory is that decisions rested on what was identified as interventions
to improve the organization as a whole and the needs of employees were not considered37.
Neo-classical organization theory builds on classical theory, but broadens and expands it to
add a more human element; however, little emphasis is placed on the organizational structure
37

. Neo-classical theory introduces the principle of behavioral science and studies how the

process of the formal and informal organization is impacted by human behavior and thus
includes human relations37. The classical approach suggests one best form of the organizational
structure and places emphasis on organizations (organizations without people). The neoclassical approach places little attention on the structure (people without organizations).
Modern organizational theory was developed to take into account organizational and
behavioral theory38.
Modern organizational theory is based on the principle that the only meaningful way to study
an organization is to study it as a system. Von Bertalanffy (1950) developed the concept of a
‘system’ as a solution to the limitations of individual disciplines in addressing complex
problems24. Contingency theory is a sub-set of modern organizational systems theory that
outlines that there is no one ideal organizational structure and it is contingent on the operating
environment. For a certain set of organizational, environmental, and performance conditions,
an optimal strategy exists for those given circumstances35. The contingency theory could
explain why there is no best practice model for forensic science services36 as they are
‘contingent’ on the different systems that they operate under.
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1.5. Organizational models for forensic science delivery
There are various organizational models for forensic science delivery that are based on their
operating environment. Forensic science services are provided by private enterprises (not-forprofit, profit, and public-private partnerships) and public sector organizations38,39. The forensic
facilities may be medical, pathology, private, law enforcement, university, or military
facilities36. The next section explores the organizational models for the UK, US and Australia’s
forensic science delivery. These forensic science organizational models are presented in this
thesis due to the research being conducted in Australia and case studies on the UK and US
forensic science models were undertaken during this research.
1.5.1. United Kingdom forensic science organizational model

Forensic Science in the UK has undergone many changes since the 1980s, with the major
change being the closure of the Forensic Science Service in March 2012 and the move to a
mixed model of forensic service providers and in-house police forensic science capability40.
Until the early 1990s, the Forensic Science Service had a virtual monopoly on forensic service
provision in the UK. Since that time, it has been in constant flux until its closure in March
2012. Prior to its closure, the Forensic Science Service had been an Executive Agency of the
Home Office, a Trading Fund, Government-owned contractor-operated, and was intended to
transition into a Public-Private Partnership, which never occurred. The morphing of the
Government owned Forensic Science Service into an increasingly commercial organization
had an impact on the organization and broader forensic service market40, 41.
The key factors that resulted in the closure of the Forensic Science Service was the inability of
the trading fund model to compete with private forensic services providers that had penetrated
the market. The Local Government Act introduced the need for police services to obtain best
value and the introduction of the forensic procurement framework drove down prices. This
resulted in the Forensic Science Service no longer being the preferred supplier for the
Association of Chief Police Officers and the Metropolitan Police. There was a subsequent
growth of private forensic service providers and, between 2005-2009, police in-sourcing rose
by 10.1 percent of total police forensic expenditure. Together, this resulted in the Forensic
Science Service’s inability to compete in the market and resulted in serious financial difficulty.
Prior to its closure, the Forensic Science Service was reported to be generating a loss of around
£1.56 million per month42.
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The decision to close the Forensic Science Service on commercial and legal grounds was
controversial and two inquiries by the House of Commons Science and Technology Committee
reviewed the UK Government’s decision and the impact on forensic science. The inquiries
noted that the UK Government overlooked the impact that the closure of the Forensic Science
Service would have on the wider costs to the criminal justice system, value for money, and the
future of forensic-related research and development in favor of the financial bottom line40, 43.
The majority of forensic science services in the UK are now procured through the National
Forensic Framework Next Generation managed by the Home Office44. The National Forensic
Framework Next Generation is not a mandatory framework, and police can procure services
through other mechanisms such as in-services and only out-sourcing the analytical services. In
the UK, there are thirteen Forensic Service Providers on the National Forensic Framework Next
Generation43; the three largest forensic science service providers are Cellmark, LGC, and Key
Forensic.
The UK is the only country that has a majority privatized forensic science market. Other
countries, such as the US, have some private forensic service providers, but most of the forensic
services are provided as a public service.
1.5.2. United States forensic science organizational model

The forensic science models in the US vary greatly in organizational structure regarding how
forensic science examinations are conducted and evidence is admitted into court. The forensic
science models include federal, state, and local crime laboratories, medical examiners, private
forensic science laboratories (for-profit entities), law enforcement identification, and crime
scene units.
Data from the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) 2014 report ‘Publicly Funded Forensic Crime
Laboratories: Resources and Services’ indicated that the US has 409 publicly funded forensic
science laboratories of which 193 are state, 98 county, 79 municipal and 39 federal45. In 2014,
3.8 million forensic services requests were received by publicly funded crime laboratories,
down from 4.1 million requests in 200945, 46. The estimated budget for all publicly funded
forensic science laboratories in 2002 was about $USD 1.0 billion, 2009 $USD1.646 and 2014
$USD1.745. Some laboratories are full-service facilities conducting a full range of forensic
services while others might conduct only the more common analyses, or may just conduct DNA
analysis2, 45, 46.
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The largest publicly funded forensic laboratory in the US is the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) Laboratory in Quantico, Virginia. There are other federal forensic science laboratories
in the US Secret Service, the US Department of Defence, the Drug Enforcement
Administration, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF), the US
Postal Service, the Internal Revenue Service, and the US Fish and Wildlife Service. The US
also has for-profit forensic science service providers, but no census data is available on the size
of these private facilities2.
1.5.3. Australian forensic science model

Australia has a multi-provider forensic science model, with forensic science services provided
from within policing organizations in the States and Territories, health departments, justice
agencies, and academic institutions (Table 1.1)3. There are very few private forensic science
services in Australia that provide independent forensic science advice, except for forensic
document examination.
The Australian Federal Police (AFP) is the federal law enforcement agency with
responsibilities to enforce Commonwealth criminal law, contribute to combating complex,
transnational, and serious and organized crime impacting Australia's national security and to
protect Commonwealth interests from criminal activity in Australia and overseas. The AFP has
policing responsibility for the Australian Capital Territory (including Jervis Bay) and
Australia’s territories (Christmas Island, Cocos (Keeling) Islands, and Norfolk Island)47.
Non-policing or non-forensic science facilities also provide support to law enforcement
investigations including the state and territory Public Health Laboratory Network (PHLN), the
Chemical Weapons Laboratory Network (CWLN), and Australian Nuclear Science and
Technology Organisation (ANSTO). Within The Australian Government Department of
Defence (Defence), the Defence Science and Technology (DST) group has pockets of forensic
science capabilities48. The current Australian forensic science industry is not regulated by
Government and these non-policing non-forensic science facilities may not be forensically
accredited to ISO 17025 General requirements for the competence of testing and calibration
laboratories.
Coordination of forensic science in Australia is the responsibility of the National Institute of
Forensic Science (NIFS), which was established in 1991 by agreement between the
Commonwealth and the States and Territories3. NIFS performs a function comparable to what
was envisioned for the US National Institute of Forensic Science if it was established as
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Table 1.1: Australia’s forensic science facilities49.
Jurisdiction
Federal
ACT (including Jervis Bay)
New South Wales

Agencies
•
•

Australian Federal Police (AFP).
National Measurements Institute.

•

AFP.

•

•

New South Wales Health Pathology – Forensic and
Analytical Science Service (FASS).
New South Wales Police Force – Forensic Evidence
and Technical Services Command
Northern Territory Police.

•
•

Forensic Science South Australia (FSSA).
South Australia Police – Forensic Services Branch.

•

•
Northern Territory
South Australia

Tasmania

•
•

Queensland Health – Forensic and Scientific
Services (FSS).
Queensland Police Service – Forensic Science
Group.
Forensic Science Service Tasmania (FSST).
Tasmania Police.

Victoria

•
•

Victorian Institute of Forensic Medicine.
Victoria Police – Forensic Services Department.

Western Australia

•
•

PathWest Laboratory Medicine.
ChemCentre Western Australia, Forensic Science
Laboratory.
Western Australia Police.

Queensland

•

•

recommended in the NAS report. NIFS was incorporated into the newly formed Australian
New Zealand Policing Advisory Association (ANZPAA) in 200850.
Due to the governance structure and processes of ANZPAA NIFS not supporting a reactive
and flexible approach to the implementation of initiatives, an independent review of NIFS was
conducted by the Honorable Frank Vincent AO, QC in 201350. The review recommended that
NIFS should be an independent entity; however, due to NIFS being too small to operate
effectively in isolation, NIFS was to remain ANZPAA NIFS in the interim. The review also
recommended that NIFS should represent the broader forensic landscape in Australia including
consideration of an increased funding base3.
In 2015, the new operating framework and governance for ANZPAA NIFS was approved,
which included the establishment of the Australia New Zealand Forensic Executive Committee
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(ANZFEC) and an ANZPAA NIFS service level agreement was signed by 17 agencies. The
service level agreement provided the mechanism for financial contribution to ANZPAA NIFS
and to obtain a seat on ANZFEC. Under the new governance structure, the roles of ANZPAA
NIFS are coordination, innovation, information management, education and training, and
quality50. One of the impacts of the new governance model for ANZPAA NIFS was that the
ANZFEC membership significantly overlapped with Senior Managers of Australia New
Zealand Forensic Laboratories (SMANZFL)50. SMANZFL membership included leaders of all
the major forensic science service providers within government and policing agencies. The aim
of SMANZFL was to facilitate regular communication among the forensic science service
providers51. Due to the duplication in membership between SMANZFL and ANZFEC, some
agencies decided to move away from SMANZFL engagement and focus their resources and
funding on ANZFEC. Under the new ANZPAA NIFS funding model financial decisions could
no longer be endorsed by SMANZFL and ANZFEC had the sole financial decision
responsibility. This significantly reduced the impact of SMANZFL and members voted
unanimously to amalgamate SMANZFL into ANZFEC. The management of the specialist
advisory groups (biology, documents, chemical criminalistics, illicit drugs, electronic
evidence, crime scene and ballistics, medical sciences, toxicology and fingerprints) was also
transferred from SMANZFL to ANZPAA NIFS, with reporting lines to ANZFEC50, 52.

1.6. Summary of forensic science organizational model
There is no one best practice model for forensic science service delivery36 and there are
different models contingent on the operational environment. Organizational theory has
provided a framework for the study of forensic science in support of law enforcement
objectives and criminal prosecution. Organizational theory has not previously been applied to
the study of forensic science in the military domain and can provide insights into the most
appropriate operational framework.

1.7. Military organizations
It could be argued that organizational and behavior theory has been applied to military
organizations since the 5th century BC when Sun Tzu published the Art of War53. Military
organizations can be described using classical organizational theory, specifically the
bureaucratic approach. Bureaucracies are characterized by features of hierarchy, rules,
authority, procedures, officialdom, expertise, impersonality, and division of labor.
Organizational and management theorists have outlined several issues with bureaucracy
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including: focusing on procedures and rules rather than the outcome; initiative and innovation
maybe stifled by a lack of flexibility; resistant to organizational and behavioral change;
managers can avoid accountability by focusing on procedures; and a lack of focus from
stakeholders perspectives38.
In Australia, Defence has undergone multiple reviews that address the complex and
bureaucratic nature of the organization. These reviews were designed to adapt Defence to
changes in external operating environment including advances in technology, external threats
(i.e. asymmetrical warfare), changing political landscape, and financial constraints. There have
been three end-to-end holistic reviews of Defence. The Tange Report in 1973, resulted in the
formation of the Australian Defence Organisation from the single services (Navy, Air Force
and Army) under a diarchy (Secretary and Chief of Defence Force)54. The Defence Efficiency
Review in 1997 resulted in the Defence Efficiency Program which aimed to save AUD $1
billion per year55. The most recent major reform was conducted under the First Principles
Review, which sought to answer the question “what is the most effective and efficient
organization that will enable Defence to deliver the outcomes required of it?”56.
The First Principles Review found that the Defence model has many of the issues that are
inherent with bureaucracies identified by organizational theorists. Defence is complicated,
slow and inefficient, operating as a loose federation and has a weak center with unclear
accountabilities.56 The review found that external stakeholders see Defence as inward looking,
complicated, and difficult to deal with. The Defence organizational culture is risk averse and
resistant to change56, 57. The First Principles Review recommended a ‘One Defence’ approach
of a more unified and integrated organization that is more consistently linked to its strategy and
lead by its strategic center to provide clear direction56. This approach addresses the issue of
Defence operating as a federation of separate parts that has endured since the formation of the
Australian Defence Organisation as a result of the Tange Report.
An outcome of the First Principles Review is that the Vice Chief of Defence Force has the new
responsibility as the joint capability authority56. The 2016 Defence White Paper notes that
“More emphasis will be placed on the joint force, bringing together different capabilities so the
ADF [Australian Defence Force] can apply more force more rapidly and more effectively when
required”57. There is more emphasis on the joint force, which brings together the different land,
air, sea, intelligence, electronic warfare, cyber, and space capabilities. The new permanent
future force design function in Defence will strengthen Defence’s capacity to deliver joint and
integrated capabilities56, 57.
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1.8. Military forensic science
Forensic science is traditionally thought of as a capability that supports law enforcement and
the criminal justice system. The military are non-traditional customers of forensic science5.
Military organizations have or are developing forensic science capabilities and in the US the
Department of Defense has a large forensic science capability58. Military forensic science is
often left out or not considered alongside traditional forensic science and thus military forensic
science can be considered the black sheep of the forensic family.
1.8.1. Military police forensic science capability

TV shows such as NCIS (Naval Criminal Investigative Service) have introduced to the general
public that military law enforcement agencies have forensic science capability. NCIS has
fictionalized forensic science capability and the actual military police service laboratories are
located at the US Army Criminal Investigation Laboratory (USACIL), in Atlanta Georgia. The
USACIL provides forensic laboratory services to the Department of Defense investigative
agencies and other Federal law enforcement agencies59. In the UK the Royal Military Police
(RMP) is the branch of the British Army responsible for the policing of service personnel and
provides a military police presence on service property, operations, and exercises60. The
Australian military police are under the Australian Defence Force (ADF) Investigative
Services, which is a tri-service (Army, Navy, Air Force) policing organization61.
Military organizations have a long history of forensic support to law enforcement investigation
of military personnel. However, in 2003 expeditionary (battlefield) forensic capability in
support of the expeditionary (deployed) force in a theatre of operation (in-theatre) was
developed to support the Iraq war62. The research discussed in this thesis considers military
police forensic science capabilities, but focuses on expeditionary forensic science.
1.8.2. Expeditionary forensic science

Expeditionary Force is a term applied to a military force that is deployed to fight in a conflict
in a foreign country, referred to as the ‘host country’. For example, coalition forces deployed
to the Iraq conflict (2003). The term expeditionary forensic science has been coined to describe
forensic science capability in support of the expeditionary force.
Expeditionary forensic science was first applied during the Iraq conflict when the coalition
forces were faced with an increased Improvised Explosive Device (IED) threat. Forensic
science was employed beyond its traditional law enforcement investigation and criminal justice
objectives to help to counter the IED threat. This required concepts of operations to identify
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threat actors that were often indistinguishable from the general population62,

63

, network

analysis to attack the insurgent threat networks, identification of new techniques and
technologies employed by threat actors, and the strategic analysis of events2, 64, 65.
During the Iraq conflict expeditionary forensic science was developed from an ad-hoc working
group and subsequently employed during the Afghanistan conflict62. The expeditionary
forensic science facilities are deployed in-theatre away from the point of collection and can
consist of containerized solutions that are scalable, modular, and adaptable to support the
mission (Figure 1.1). The expeditionary forensic science disciplines typically include triage,
case management, trace analysis, DNA analysis, document and media examination (including
mobile phone exploitation and computer triage, and analysis), latent print examination, forensic
chemistry, firearms, and toolmarks65. The expeditionary forensic science support to military
operations goes beyond the IED threat62 and was employed to also counter threats from
conventional weapons such as the sniper threat encountered in Iraq62, chemical, biological,
radiological, nuclear (CBRN)66, and dual use technology including, unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAV), Icom radios, phones, and computers.

Figure 1.1. Expeditionary forensic science capability. The United States (US) Defense Forensic Science
Center (DFSC) established expeditionary forensic science capabilities at the Shoalwater Bay training
area during exercise Talisman Sabre 2017 (biennial combined Australian and US training exercise). A)
two expeditionary forensic science facilities established in the technical exploitation facility at
Shoalwater Bay training area. B) chemistry expeditionary forensic science facility, which included the
explosive chemistry, drug chemistry, toolmarks, and firearms disciplines. C) biometrics and technical
exploitation facility that included the latent print discipline and technical exploitation.
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Military forensic science in Iraq to counter the IED threats evolved from tactics, techniques,
and procedures developed during Operation Banner. Operation Banner spanned 37 years in
which the British Army integrated with law enforcement procedures and the criminal justice
system to fight against the Irish Republican Army (IRA) on British soil67. The British
experience in Northern Ireland was not transitioned into counter-IED doctrine and the
expeditionary forensic science capability established in Iraq relied on the acquired knowledge
of the British soldiers who participated in Operation Banner campaign68. Organizational theory
was not applied to the development of the expeditionary forensic science capability in Iraq and
was an ad-hoc capability that was not developed with an underpinning enduring strategy.
Following the drawdown of coalition forces from active theatres of operation, there is the need
to develop enduring strategic forensic science policy and doctrine. It has taken the US
Department of Defense 12 years to establish the associated strategic policy and assign highlevel authority for forensic science2 and in absence of an approved strategic plan, the single
services (Army, Navy, and Air Force) developed their own forensic science guidance and
plans64, 69, 70. The changing nature of war in relation to global terrorism, foreign fighters, and
the length of operation argues for a longer term strategic approach to military forensic science
operations.

1.9. Key differences between military expeditionary and traditional
forensic science
The military and traditional forensic science capabilities have different objectives and
operating environments and they have evolved somewhat independently from each other.
There are key differences between military and traditional forensic science including different
terminology, exploitation levels, logistics, objectives, types of materiel for exploitation,
disciplines, operating environments, and legislative constraints. Understanding of the key
defenses is required to enhance the coordination and interoperability of military and traditional
forensic science.
1.9.1. Terminology

Military and law enforcement agencies use different terminology (appendix B: Lexicon). The
use of the military terminology exploitation is an example of differing terminology between
military and law enforcement agencies. In the military domain exploitation is used to mean
taking full advantage of any information that has come to hand for tactical, operational, or
strategic purposes and forensic science analysis is a type of information that is exploited during
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military operations. In the law enforcement domain exploitation is more commonly associated
with ‘child exploitation’. Another classic example of differing military terminology, which is
often considered a spelling mistake by those outside the military domain, is the use of materiel
verses material. In the military domain, materiel refers to equipment, apparatus, and supplies
used by a military organization. Forensic science refers to material, which is defined as a
general term including but not limited to ‘physical material’. The use of different terminology
between agencies is a significant issue and can make communication between agencies
difficult.
1.9.2.Exploitation levels

Reference to exploitation levels is another example of differing terminology between
traditional forensic science and military forensic science. Law enforcement agencies are not
familiar with the exploitation levels unless they work closely with military forensic science
counterparts. Like traditional forensic science, military forensic science includes level 1 site
exploitation66 (crime scene), level 2 forward-deployed analysis (mobile laboratories), and level
3 strategic rear-analysis (national forensic science laboratories)71 (Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2. Forensic and technical exploitation levels.
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Level 1 site exploitation includes recognition, recording, recovery, and transport of captured
enemy materiel (items of potential forensic value). Akin to crime scene processing presumptive
or preliminary analysis for tactical level decision making can occur at the site or away from the
site in mobile/deployable facilities66. Level 2 facilities are expeditionary facilities that are
deployed in-theatre away from the point of collection. The expeditionary level 2 facilities might
consist of the same or similar capabilities as level 3 national rear-analysis forensic science
facilities that undertake the confirmatory level forensic science analysis. The national
laboratories provide validation of expeditionary forensic science results and may contain
specialist capabilities that are not available in-theatre71.
1.9.3. Logistics

Military logistics is the discipline of planning and carrying out the movement and maintenance
of military forces and to deploy the level 2 expeditionary facilities is a complex logistics
operation (Figure 1.3). The level 2 facilities are transported on military transport aircraft such
as a C130 Hercules or by sea. Once the facilities are deployed and established in-theatre
logistics operations are required to establish the facilities equipment, which includes calibration
and verification. Transport of reagents for the continual running of the facilities adds
complexity as the reagents could expire during long transit times or may be compromised if
not stored appropriately during transport. Furthermore, captured enemy materiel (items of
potential forensic value) that is required to be further analyzed at level 3 national laboratories
needs to be transported out of the theatre of operation to the national level 3 laboratories. The
logistical operations are essential to running the level 2 expeditionary facilities and for
coordination of analysis with level 3 national laboratories.
1.1.1. Objectives

The objectives and outcomes of Defence forensic science operations have commonality with
law enforcement objectives including intelligence, investigation, support to criminal
prosecution, and humanitarian and disaster relief. Military objectives also include national
security, counter terrorism, and counter proliferation.
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Figure 1.3. Expeditionary forensic science capability. A) logistics of establishing the deployable
expeditionary forensic science capabilities. B) two expeditionary forensic science capabilities
established at Shoalwater Bay training area during exercise Talisman Sabre 2017.

In the military domain in Australia the 2016 Defence White Paper outlines the strategic defence
interests and objectives. The Defence objectives that relate to military forensic science include:
1) deter, deny and defeat any attempt by a hostile country or non-state actor to attack, threaten
or coerce Australia; and 2) provide meaningful contributions to global response to address
threats to the rules-based global order that threaten Australia and its interests57. Figure 1.4
articulates the military forensic science objectives and their relationship to the military system
objectives stated in the 2016 Defence White Paper57. The outcomes of law enforcement and
military forensic science have commonalities and differences. Law enforcement outcomes
include intelligence to disrupt and prevent crime, and prosecution in the criminal justice
system. Similarly, military forensic science outcomes include target identification for
disruption and prevention, and prosecution in the criminal justice system. Conversely, military
forensic science outcomes also include force protection and battle damage assessment.
The rise in global terrorism and foreign fighters has contributed to a blurring of the line between
military and law enforcement objectives and operations that originate on the battlefield can
transition into law enforcement investigations and ultimately prosecution in the criminal justice
system. To achieve Defence’s strategic objectives to deter, deny and defeat any attempt by a
hostile country or non-state actor to attack, threaten or coerce Australia and for a rules based
global order Defence needs to work with law enforcement agencies. The AFP’s responsibility
to enforce Commonwealth criminal law, contributing to combating complex, transnational,
serious, and organized crime impacting Australia's national security and to protect
Commonwealth interests from criminal activity in Australia and overseas47 makes the AFP the
primary law enforcement agency for Defence engagement. The ADF and AFP have a history
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Figure 1.4. The Australian Government Department of Defence forensic science exploitation
objectives.

of joint operations, including in the Solomon Islands and Timor-Leste. However, there is the
need for enhanced coordination between Defence and AFP to achieve shared objectives72.
1.1.2. Types of materiel for forensic exploitation

The different focus of military (intelligence) and traditional forensic science (investigation and
support to criminal prosecution) means that the military examine captured enemy materiel
while traditional forensic science examines items of potential evidentiary value. The different
terminology is used because in the military domain forensic examination of captured enemy
materiel is more likely to support forensic intelligence rather than criminal prosecution. If
captured enemy materiel is used in a criminal prosecution then it will become evidence. IEDs
can be thought of as military forensic science ‘volume crime’ as they compose the large
majority of items to be forensically examined in the level 2 expeditionary facilities and at
national level 3 laboratories. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Terrorist Explosive
Device Analytical Center (TEDAC) located in the Huntsville, Alabama provides the US level
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3 strategic forensic and technical examination of IEDs collected in-theatre. TEDAC was
established in 2003 and, since then, has received thousands of IEDs from in-theatre73.
1.1.3. Disciplines

The difference in materiel to be forensically examined by the military means that the level 2
deployed disciplines differ from traditional forensic science. Due to the volume of IEDs
examined in-theatre military exploitation in level 2 facilities combines forensic science
disciplines (triage, trace analysis, DNA analysis, document and media examination, latent print
examination, forensic chemistry, firearms, and toolmarks65) with technical exploitation
(electronic engineering and mechanical exploitation). Electronic engineering focus on the rapid
exploitation of electronic systems and components, and documentation of the resulting
information which feeds technical intelligence and force protection countermeasures (such as
jamming of radio controlled IEDs). Mechanical exploitation provides the analysis of
mechanical components and their relationships with other electrical and explosive elements
and sub-systems. Although technical exploitation is not a forensic science discipline it works
hand-in-hand with the forensic science disciplines.
1.1.4. Operating environment

One of the differences between military deliberate site exploitation and crime scene processing
is that the military is more likely to operate in high-threat, high-tempo, austere (extreme)
environments71, or sensitive sites (for example CBRN facilities, government buildings, or sites
with high-value targets)66. Hasty site exploitation involves minimal planning and preparation
as a result of the need for speedy execution66 and different from conventional crime scene
processing the site is not cordoned off and military collectors may have limited time on target71.
The military operating environment adds complexity for level 1 collection of captured enemy
materiel71.
1.1.5. Legislation constraints

Expeditionary forensic and technical exploitation operations in-theatre are required to comply
with relevant Australian, international, and host nation legislation. A host nation is the nation
that receives forces to be located on, to operate in, or to transit through its territory. Military
forensic science has supported host nation rule of law for prosecutions in the Iraq or
Afghanistan criminal justice system74. This requires a Status of Force Agreement (SOFA) to
be established between the host nation and foreign nation that are stationing military forces in
the host country. For example, the US and Iraq SOFA implemented on January 1, 2009
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provided provision for the US to support the Government of Iraq in the prosecution of terrorists
in the Iraqi criminal justice system75. The US expeditionary forensic laboratories in Iraq
produced unclassified Apprehension and Detention Warrants based on forensic analysis. The
reports were translated into Arabic for Iraqi judges to consider and US forensic specialists
testified in the Iraqi court of law. The US Department of Defense also supported Afghanistan
host nation rule of law and provided 120 prosecution support packages to the Afghan court,
which resulted in a 97% conviction rate76.
The conduct of armed conflict is also regulated by international humanitarian law, which
comprises the 1949 Geneva Conventions and the 1977 Additional Protocols. The international
humanitarian laws need to be considered during forensic operations, including the collection
of biometrics from captured persons. However, the international humanitarian laws were
drafted before the use of battlefield biometrics and thus do not specifically refer to biometrics.
The international humanitarian law provides the same provision for insurgent detainees as
prisoners of war, who are only required to provide their surname, first name, rank, date of birth,
personnel or serial number, or equivalent information. Biometrics could be considered
equivalent information as the principle of distinction stipulates that parties to the conflict must
always distinguish between civilians and threat actors. Distinction can be achieved through the
collection, matching, and sharing of biometric data71.

1.2. Australian military forensic and technical exploitation current state
In Australia the current military forensic science and traditional forensic science systems are
currently not coordinated at the whole-of-government enterprise level71. Figure 1.5 outlines the
current Australian agencies and capabilities in support of military forensic science, which are
dispersed (Figure 1.5). Within Defence there are multiple areas that undertake forensic and
technical exploitation operations with different operational objectives and DST Group have
pockets of forensic and technical exploitation activities. The Australian Defence forensic
science capability has significantly diminished since the draw down from Iraq and Afghanistan.
Defence does not currently have a level 2 capability but is developing level 2 capability through
the Land 154 Weapons Technical Intelligence Project, which will deliver scalable and modular
deployable facilities (appendix C). Australia does not have a single level 3 facility, like FBI
TEDAC, but has dispersed level 3 laboratories throughout Australia, including facilities in
DST, AFP, state and territory police, the PHLN, ABLN, CWLN, and ANSTO.
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Figure 1.5. The current dispersed Australian agencies and capabilities that support military forensic
science. For abbreviations please refer to preface key acronyms page v.

With the introduction into services of major Defence capability projects, such as Land 154
there is a need to ensure that the new capabilities are coordinated and interoperable within
Defence, whole-of-government and at an international level through the Five Eye partner
nations (Australia, US, UK, Canada, and New Zealand).

1.3.Australian strategic environment future state
The Australian Government national security and defence strategic environments are broadly
moving towards a more coordinated and interoperable framework. Strategic reviews such as
the Independent Intelligence Review,77 2016 Defence White Paper,57 and Defence First
Principles Review56 all recommend enhanced coordination and interoperability between
relevant agencies. The Independent Intelligence Review’s recommendation for a more
cooperative and interoperable Australian intelligence community is in-line with the Defence
joint approach and ‘One Defence’ strategy.
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The Australian Government has recently established a new Department of Home Affairs to
strengthen coordination across Australian Government including Australia's federal law
enforcement, national and transport security, criminal justice, emergency management,
multicultural affairs and immigration, border-related functions, and agencies78. The Australian
Government is also in the process of establishing the Office of National Intelligence (ONI) in
the Prime Minister’s portfolio, which subsumes the Office of National Assessments (ONA).
ONI will be responsible for enterprise-level management of the National Intelligence
Community (NIC) to promote coordination and synergies of intelligence priorities77. The new
Australian strategic environment should assist with enhancing the coordination and
interoperability of Australia’s forensic science capability to help address the need for enhanced
military forensic science capabilities and coordination across the whole-of-government
enterprise.

1.4. Need for a forensic and technical exploitation system
The strategic need for enhancement of Defence forensic science capabilities are outlined in the
2016 Defence White Paper which states “Australians will continue to be threatened by
terrorism at home and abroad. The spread of extremism and violence is likely to be worsened
by foreign terrorist fighters returning from conflicts to Australia and other countries in our
region.” Implementation of a coordinated and interoperable military forensic science
framework will contribute to the Defence strategic objective to deter, deny and defeat returned
foreign fighters and global terrorist networks, such as Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS)57.
To meet this strategic objective, this research addresses the question:
“What is the most efficient framework for Defence to undertake forensic and
technical exploitation activities as a coordinated joint capability?”

1.5. Purpose
The purpose of this research is to develop a framework for a military forensic and technical
exploitation system that includes risk management, quality management, biometric, and
forensic intelligence models.

1.6. Themes
This research focuses on five major themes including forensic science system of systems
(chapter 3)71, risk and issue management system (chapter 4), fit-for-purpose quality
management system (chapter 5)79, forensic intelligence (chapter 6)23, and biometric system
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(chapter 7)63. These themes are explored in the case study on Crown Prosecution of a British
citizen for the extraterritorial murder of Sergeant First Class Randy Johnson, United States 2nd
Cavalry Regiment (chapter 8). The aim of the case study is to discuss the themes of this research
through a practical real-world example.

1.7. Aims
Forensic science is traditionally thought of as a capability that supports law enforcement and
the criminal justice system. The changing nature of war in relation to global terrorism, foreign
fighters, and the length of operation justifies a longer-term strategic approach to military
forensic science operations. The changing strategic environment is contributing to the blurring
of the lines between law enforcement and military objectives, which require a forensic science
framework that is coordinated and interoperable. The main aim of this research project is to
develop a systematic model to support a coordinated and interoperable framework for Defence
forensic and technical exploitation. In developing a model, there is a need to address:
•

Risk and issues management: The aim of the risk and issues management system is
to identify risks at the system, sub-system, and unit level to identify and mitigate risks
to help prevent critical system failures, such as a miscarriage of justice.

•

Forensic science quality management: The aim of the forensic science quality
management system in the military domain is to ensure that expeditionary military
forensic science meets the required standards without compromising timeliness of
reporting or stifling innovation.

•

Forensic intelligence: The aim of the military forensic intelligence model is to develop
a principle-based approach that provides a flexible and adaptive model across the
spectrum of military conflicts to ensure that intelligence and the criminal justice system
objectives are achieved.

•

Biometrics: The aim of the biometric system is to map the open-source US military
biometric system to the forensic science framework to validate the model and provide
a framework for the Australian biometric system.

These aims were addressed using qualitative research methodologies to develop concepts,
insights, and understanding of forensic science and to understand the context in which
decisions and actions have taken place80. The next chapter discusses the qualitative research
methodologies applied to this research project.
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2. Methodology
Forensic science research methodologies include qualitative and quantitative methods.
Quantitative methods can include laboratory experiments, probabilistic inference, and
simulations. Qualitative research methodologies are used to develop concepts, insights, and
understanding of forensic science management. Using qualitative research, data is collected to
develop models, hypotheses, or theories and not to assess preconceived notions. Qualitative
research methods are used to help understand the context in which decisions and actions have
taken place80. Qualitative research was assessed to be the most appropriate research
methodology to apply to the development of a military forensic and technical intelligence
framework.
Application of qualitative scientific methodology to forensic science management is a social
science study. In social science, there are two dominant ideologies: interpretivism and
positivism. This qualitative research applies the interpretivist paradigm as there are multiple
realities of forensic science management, which are relative to the context (the ontology)81 and
there is a relationship between the researcher and the reality (epistemology)82. The aim of
interpretivist research is to interpret and make sense of human behavior and organizations81.
The interpretivism paradigm is applied to this research as the researcher and the subject matter
are interdependent. Conversely, the positivist ontology states that there is a single objective
reality to any situation or research phenomenon irrespective of the researcher’s perspective or
belief81. Positivist researchers do not intervene with the research subject, distinguish between
science and personal experience and use objective research methodology. Positivists typically
apply quantitative research methodology82. Thus, the positivist paradigm is not applicable to
this research study. The next sections describe the qualitative research methodology.

2.1. Qualitative research methodology
Triangulation involves the use of more than one research methodology, data collection
technique or combines qualitative and quantitative research80. Qualitative triangulation of data
combines data drawn from different sources and at different times and places and possibly
collected by different people80. In this research study the qualitative methods included
grounded theory, action research, and case studies. Data was collected from semi-structured
interviews (from different sources, times, and places), literature review, and field work (Figure
2.1). Although, the primary research methodology is qualitative, the coding of the data
combined qualitative
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Figure 2.1. Qualitative research methods. Using the triangulation concept, the data was collected and
analyzed using different qualitative techniques to inform the grounded theory, action research, and
case study research methods.

analysis with quantitative counts of the codes.

2.2.Grounded theory
Grounded theory is the development of a new theory that is ‘grounded’ in the data through
empirical observation and analysis80, 83, 84. Grounded theory is an inductive research technique
that develops a theoretical account of the topic while concurrently grounding the account in
empirical data or observations85. Grounded theory is a useful qualitative research technique to
develop new theories from the data rather than to validate existing theories80. There have been
limited academic studies of military forensic science and relatively few theories developed.
Therefore, grounded theory is an appropriate qualitative research method to apply to the study
of military forensic science framework. Grounded theory was used in this research project to
obtain a greater understanding of the big picture, which led to new theories on organizational
forensic and technical exploitation enterprises.

2.3.Action research
The aim of action research is two-fold, to solve current practical problems, while expanding
scientific knowledge. Rapoport’s (1970) definition of action research is “to contribute both to
the practical concerns of people in an immediate problematic situation and to the goals of social
science by joint collaboration within a mutually acceptable ethical framework.” Action
research differs from grounded theory in that grounded theory aims to develop new theories
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from data, while action research also aims to solve current problems80. The advantage of action
research is that the research has practical relevance for organizations to improve process and
make an impact. The complexity is ensuring that the research outcomes are implemented to
make organizational changes that result in improvements80. Action research involve
collaboration between the researcher and the subject(s) being studied and thus applies the
interpretivist paradigm. The researcher undertaking the action research deliberately intervenes
while at the same time studies the effect of that intervention. In other qualitative research
methodologies the researcher is required to not intervene or interfere with the subject matter
and act more as an interested observer rather than an active participant80, 86.
Action research was applied to this study to expand the scientific knowledge in organizational
forensic and technical exploitation system (the ‘theory’) and contribute to the practical
organizational change by making recommendations to the Secretary of Defence on military
forensic and technical exploitation (the ‘action’). Action research was an appropriate
qualitative research methodology to apply in this study since I work for the Australian
Government Department of Defence (Defence). Researchers who do not work for Defence
would not have been given the same level of access to relevant Defence groups and services
and counterparts in the United States (US) and United Kingdom (UK) to apply action research
to military forensic and technical exploitation.

2.4. Case Study
Case studies provide empirical evidence for the understanding of processes and they make
contributions to the body of knowledge80. Case studies of law enforcement, military and
forensic science organizations were undertaken to provide real-world context to gain an
understanding of forensic and technical exploitation in relation to the military context87.
2.4.1. United Kingdom forensic science framework

The purpose of the UK forensic framework case study was to critically reflect on the history
of forensic and technical exploitation capability that has led to the UK current framework. The
UK forensic framework case study provided lessons learned from the UK experience, which
influenced the development of the forensic science framework. The UK case study was
undertaken through visits to key law enforcement and military forensic science organizations
in the UK from 17 October – 28 October 2017.
The organizations visited included:
•

Cranfield University Defence Academy of the United Kingdom;
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•

Forensic Science Regulator, UK Home Office;

•

Metropolitan Police, Forensic Laboratory;

•

Metropolitan Police, SO15, Forensic Management Team;

•

Bomb Data Centre;

•

Knowledge Transfer, Forensic Science Manager;

•

LGC, Forensic Service Provider;

•

Defence science and technology laboratory (Dstl), Fort Halstead;

•

Defence science and technology laboratory (Dstl), Porton Down;

•

Metropolitan Police, Forensic Exploitation Laboratory (FEL);

•

Ministry of Defence, 2 Military Intelligence (MI) Battalion; and

•

Cellmark Forensic Science Service.
2.4.2. United States forensic science capability

The purpose of the US forensic science capability case study was to critically reflect on the
current forensic and technical exploitation capability, especially establishment of deployable
expeditionary forensic facilities. The US forensic science capability case study provided
lessons learned from the US experience, which influenced the development of forensic science
framework presented in this thesis. The US case study was undertaken through visits to key
law enforcement and military forensic science organizations in the US from 8 May – 19 May
2018.
The organizations visited included:
•

Joint Improvised Threat Defeat Organization (JIDO);

•

Naval Surface Warfare Centre (NSWC) Expeditionary Systems Integration Branch;

•

Center for Naval Analysis (CNA);

•

Combating Terrorism Technical Support Office (CTTSO);

•

Defence Forensic and Biometrics Agency (DFBA);

•

Department of Homeland Security (DHS);

•

Naval Surface Warfare Center (NCWC) Expeditionary Exploitation Unit One;

•

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Quantico;

•

US Army Criminal Investigation Command;

•

Defense Forensic Science Center (DFSC);

•

FBI, Terrorist Explosive Device Analytical Center (TEDAC);

•

Special Operations Forces Industry Conference (SOFIC); and
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•

National Forensic Science Technology Center (NFSTC).
2.4.3. Crown Prosecution of a British citizen for the extraterritorial murder of Sergeant
First Class Randy Johnson, United States 2nd Cavalry Regiment

The purpose of the case study on Crown Prosecution of a British citizen for the extraterritorial
murder of Sergeant First Class Randy Johnson, United States 2nd Cavalry Regiment was to
highlight lessons learned and key issues that are addressed in this thesis, including:
•

Interoperability and coordination;

•

Biometric databases and information sharing;

•

Forensic execution strategy;

•

Fit for purpose quality management systems;

•

Forensic intelligence model; and

•

Criminal prosecution of returned foreign fighters.

Data was collected for this case study through open source research and briefings from
Metropolitan Police SO15 in the UK and FBI TEDAC in the US.

2.5. Data collection techniques
Several qualitative data collection techniques including literature review, semi-structured
interviews, and field work were used during this research project. The data was collected and
analyzed to inform the different research methods (grounded theory, action research and case
study).
2.5.1. Literature review

A literature review was conducted using various documents including journal articles,
standards, unclassified government documents, media reports, court transcripts and reports.
The literature review informed the grounded theory, action research, and case studies.
2.5.2. Semi-structured interviews

Interviews were conducted to add value from unpublished data. The interview technique used
was semi-structured involving a number of open ended questions (appendix D), but provided
the opportunity to discuss some areas of interest in more detail80, 83.
Interviewees were selected from various relevant national and international organizations at
different levels to provide a cross section of opinions. The data collected from the interviews
informed the grounded theory, action research, and case studies.
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Human research ethics approval (refer to appendix D) to conduct the semi-structured
interviews was obtained from the University of Canberra Human Research Ethics Committee
(HREC 16:178) and the Australian Government Department of Defence Low Risk Ethics Panel
(DPR-LREP 032/16).
2.5.3. Field work

Table top exercise. Qualitative field work was conducted during a table top exercises and
field exercises held on 24 February 2018 at Defence Science and Technology (DST) Group,
Fairbairn, Canberra. The purpose of the table top exercise was to discuss the whole-ofgovernment response to an off-shore forensic and technical exploitation scenario (appendix
E). The objective of the discussion was to inform the future development of the military
forensic and technical exploitation system.
The themes from the table top exercise included:
•

Forensic execution strategy for the efficient process of captured enemy materiel (items
of potential forensic value) from the point of collection, forward deployed facilities,
and national forensic laboratories.

•

Fit for purpose military forensic science quality management systems that meet
intelligence objectives and preserve the prosecution option.

•

The need for development of a pool of deployable forensic scientists.

•

Defence biometric databases and information sharing, including the need for
elimination databases.

The table top exercise was attended by key Australian organizations including Defence, law
enforcement, forensic scientists, and whole-of-government organizations including:
•

Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission;

•

Australian Defence Force;

•

Australian Federal Police;

•

Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation;

•

Australian New Zealand Policing Advisory Agency, National Institute of Forensic
Science;

•

Defence Science and Technology Group;

•

Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade;

•

Department of Immigration and Border Protection;
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•

J3Seven;

•

National Centre for Forensic Studies, University of Canberra;

•

NEC;

•

New South Wales Police Force, Forensic Evidence and Technical Services Command;

•

New South Wales Police Forensic Services Group;

•

Victoria Police Forensic Science Department;

•

Western Sydney University; and

•

XTEK Pty Ltd.

The table top exercise scenario was designed to address key assumptions and processes in the
development of a military forensic and technical exploitation system and forensic intelligence
model.
•

Purpose: To discuss the whole-of-government response to an off-shore forensic
exploitation scenario.

•

Objective: To inform the future development of the military forensic exploitation
system.

•

Scope: The fictional scenario-driven table top exercise was used to stimulate discussion
from participants in relation to response to an off-shore forensic exploitation operation.

The questions were developed to stimulate discussion around the key issues in the scenario.
The questions were semi-structured to allow other areas of interest to be explored during the
scenario.
Field research. Field research was conducted during exercise Talisman Saber 2017, which is
a biennial combined Australian and US training activity. Talisman Saber 2017 included a field
training exercise, which included the maneuvering of extensive forces at Shoalwater Bay
Training Area, near Rockhampton in Central Queensland. The field research was conducted
between 11 - 19 July 2017. The US DFSC established a forward deployed forensic and
technical exploitation facility as part of the exercise. DFSC deployed two facilities and a triage
shelter to Shoalwater Bay Training Facility and integrated into the 1 Intelligence Battalion (1
Int Bn) technical exploitation facility. The purpose of the field research was to observe the
point of collection of captured enemy materiel, triage, execution strategy, and analysis in the
DFSC level 2 expeditionary facility. The objective was to gain data to inform the development
of the military forensic and technical exploitation framework. The majority of data from the
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Talisman Saber 2017 field exercise is unclassified for official use only. Thus, the data is not
directly reported in this thesis. However, participation in the field exercise provided relevant
operational experience in an expeditionary level 2 facility that greatly influenced the thinking
behind the development of the forensic and technical exploitation framework.

2.6. Data analysis
The data analysis phase followed the data collection phase, but was also iterative. An iterative
approach allowed for analysis of the results to inform future data collection strategies.
2.6.1. Coding

Coding is a qualitative analytical process through which data are fractured, conceptualized, and
integrated to form a theory84. Coding of the data collected from interviews and field work
informed the grounded theory, action research, and the case study narrative.
A three-step coding process was used to analyze the data:
1. Open coding (descriptive) is the first analytical step, where the data are categorised with
descriptive words. The codes were contained in a codebook, which contains a dynamic list
of the open codes and their proprieties (Table 2.1).
2. Axial coding was used to interpret the categories and properties and identify interactions
that occur between the open codes. Themes and trends emerged from the data (Table 2.2).
3. Theoretical coding created inferential and predictive statements that result in theory
formulation (Table 2.3)80.

2.7. Results
The data collected from the semi-structured interviews and field research were combined
during the analysis phase and coded by open and axial coding to infer new theories (Table 2.1,
2.2, and 2.3). The consent to undertake the semi-structured interviews (appendix D) noted that
the interviewees will not be identified in any material associated with the data or their identity
will not be revealed by the researcher in any discussions, briefings, or publications. The data
collected from the semi-structured interviews was not directly discussed in the publications,
but informed the development of the publications. Coding of the data collected was used to
inform the gap analysis (section 2.7.2) and the gap analysis informed the requirement for the
forensic science framework. For the complete coding, please refer to the supplementary Excel
coding spreadsheet.
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Table 2.1 Open coding
Open Code
Accreditation
Biometric Modality
Capability
Capacity
Certification
Continuity
Coordination
Database
Discipline
Doctrine

Property
Third party accreditation of forensic facilities.
The type of biometric to be collected and analyzed.
The ability to meet objective.
The amount to meet objective.
Certification of personnel.
Maintaining chain of custody.
Coordination of activities.
Databases for storage of biometric and forensic data.
Forensic science disciplines.
The fundamental principles by which military forces guide their actions in
support of objectives.

Evidence
presentation
Execution strategy
Exploitation Level 1
Exploitation Level 2
Exploitation Level 3

Presentation of evidence in a court of law.

Issue

Realization of risks or ongoing issues that affect forensic science and
exploitation objectives (knowns).

Legislation
Reporting
Requirement

Forensic science laws considered collectively.
Forensic science reporting.
Gaps in forensics and exploitation capabilities that require addressing to
enhance the capability.

Roles
Stakeholders
Standards

The duty of the organization, agency, group, or service.
Personnel or organizations that have a stake in the outcome.
Documents that provide requirements, specifications, guidelines, or
characteristics that can be used consistently to ensure that materials,
products, processes, and services are fit for their purpose.

The strategy for execution of forensic analysis of trace material.
Tactical exploitation capability.
Operational exploitation capability.
Strategic exploitation capability, including forensic science and exploitation
service providers.
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Table 2.2 Axial coding
Axial Code
Biometric system

Property
The biometric system encompassing collection, matching, storage, transfer,
and sharing of biometrics and biometric data.

Exploitation

Taking full advantage of any information that has come to hand for tactical
or strategic purposes.

Forensic Framework

Framework with which forensic science operates under.

Forensic Intelligence The intelligence resulting from the collection, processing, analysis, and
interpretation of forensic materials and data, and the contextual data
associated therewith, and other available intelligence, which answers a
commander’s or decision maker’s information needs concerning events,
locations, ideology, persons, networks, or populations of interest.
Implementation

The fundamental principles by which military forces guide their actions in
support of objectives.

Information
Management

Management of information and data generated during the course of a
forensic investigation.

Miscellaneous
Partnership
Pipeline
Research and
Development

Does not fall into a specific code.
Engagement with partner agencies.
The pipeline of forensic practitioners.
Science and technology research and development.

Strategic policy

A plan of action designed to achieve a long-term or overall objective.

Training

Training needs and requirements to develop personnel capability.

Quality
Management
System

A set of policies, processes, and procedures required for planning and
execution (production/development/service) the core business area of an
organization.
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Table 2.3 Theoretical coding
Biometric system
Australian Defence force does not have biometrics capability for the collection, storage, transfer,
sharing, and matching of biometrics.
Biometric systems require quality management processes.
The United Kingdom (UK) has biometric capability for the collection, storage, transfer, sharing, and
matching of biometrics.
Exploitation
Robust collection techniques, tactics and procedures (TTPs) are required to ensure the highest level
of exploitation.
There are a variety of items/materiel that can be exploited in-theatre.
Forensic Framework
A Defence forensic and technical exploitation framework is required to ensure coordination and
integration across the system.
Development of a forensic science framework needs to take into consideration capacity issues as
reduced capacity in specific areas will leave gaps in the system.
Development of a forensic science framework requires a good understanding of the current system.
Level 1 exploitation are responsible for the collection of material, which is analyzed in the level 2
deployed facilities. Verification of level 2 analysis is conducted in the level 3 national forensic
science laboratories.
Military organizations have developed forensic and technical exploitation doctrine.
Siloing of forensic science capability or disciplines can prevent information sharing across the
system.
The forensic and technical exploitation framework is composed of forensic science disciplines, which
need to be coordinated across the system.
The forensic science system requires a robust execution strategy to ensure that the flow of
materiel/trace through the disciplines.
The Naval Police Coxswains do not present evidence in a court of law as part of their duties.
Forensic Intelligence
There is a need to develop forensic intelligence models in organizations that have not yet
implemented a forensic intelligence discipline.
Forensic intelligence models are being developed and integrated into forensic science organizations
to ensure the timely reporting of intelligence.
Forensic intelligence models are required to comply with relevant standards.
Forensic intelligence model requires multiple report types including, but not limited to: forensic
intelligence report, force protection counter measures, and briefing of evidence.
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Information Management
Information management and sharing arrangements need to be established between relevant
organizations to ensure the appropriate flow of information across the forensic and technical
exploitation system.
There is a need for elimination databases to upload military or law enforcement personnel
biometrics to ensure that any contaminating biometrics are not uploaded on to the biometric
databases.
Partnership
Defence forensic science capability is difficult for external agencies to engage with. Coordinated
Defence forensic science capability would provide a single point of contact for external agencies to
engage.
Close working relationship with relevant stakeholders have been established in some areas,
however enhanced engagement is required to ensure that partnerships between agencies (or within
Defence) are strengthened.
The primary law enforcement partner of the ADF is the AFP, however the ADF will also engage with
the State and Territory policing agencies.
The majority of private forensic service provision in the UK is provided by Cellmark and LCG.
There is a need to coordinate evidence, resources and capability between different agencies this
requires good partnership arrangements.
There is a need to provide the host nation with forensic data and analysis from items collected in
the host country to ensure a good relationship.
Pipeline
There is a need for forensic science staff to be trained, developed, certified, and proficiency tested
to ensure that there are quality staff in the pipeline.
Quality Management System
Forensic laboratories require a quality management system to be implemented to ensure the quality
of the results.
Quality standards are applicable to both law enforcement and military organizations.
A military quality management system needs to meet military and law enforcement objectives to
preserve the prosecution option.
The Defence does not operate under a coordinated quality management system.
There are different standards that are applied to forensic science organizations.
The main standard applied to forensic science is ISO 17025.
There are different accreditation statuses of forensic science organizations depending on their
operating model.
There is a need to balance the cost of accreditation with the benefit that accreditation will bring to
an organization to help meet its objective.
Maintaining accreditation of a level 2 expeditionary forensic science facility has added complexity.
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Continuity (chain of custody) is required under a quality management system to preserve the
prosecution option.
Certification is required under a quality management system to ensure that staff are appropriately
trained and competent to perform their duties.
Verification and validation studies are required for all forensic analysis that is conducted in the
facility.
Quality management systems require the appropriate quality culture within the organization.
The UK is implementing statutory powers for the forensic science regulator.
Research and Development
Forensic science facilities have capability for research and development. Facilities that support
operations mostly focus on validation and verification studies and universities also undertake blue
sky research.
Research and development in forensic science requires central coordination to ensure that the
outcomes have the highest possible impact on the future forensic science capability.
The research and development requirements in forensic science include identification of body fluids,
sensor technology, fingerprinting, pattern comparison, soil provenancing, biometric data sharing,
emerging threat detection, deployable kit, document translation, and trend analysis (such as
detection of low metal content of IEDs).
Requirement for development and validation of field deployable technologies.
Requirement for research and development in digital forensic science.
Requirement for research and development to reduce the turn-around time of forensic science
results.
The biggest area of research and development in DNA technology is massively parallel sequencing.
Strategic policy
There are current strategic policies in place in relation to forensic science, however there is a need
for Defence forensic and technical exploitation strategic policies, including Memoranda of
Understanding (MOU) with relevant agencies.
There are legislative constraints relating to the collection, storage, transfer, matching, and sharing of
biometric data.
There are legislative constraints relating to chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear material.
There is a need for a Defence forensic and technical exploitation strategic policy in relation to
collection and handling of forensic materiel.
Training
There are current forensic and exploitation training programs (including Defence specific training),
but there is the need to enhance training of personnel.
Note: data that was not relevant to the study is not included in the table.
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2.7.1. Coding example

Fifteen percent of the interview responses related to quality management system and 36% of
the quality management system axial coding related to the open code accreditation. Therefore,
quality management system and accreditation are shown below as an example of theoretical
coding.
•

“The digital forensic capability is not accredited. This is due to the expense of
accreditation and capacity as it is only one-person unit.”

•

“I [representing ADF IS] present in court as an expert witness. They have never
question reporting of evidence that is not a NATA [National Association of Testing
Authorities] report.”

•

“Most tests are accredited it is very rare for FASS [Forensic and Analytical Science
Service] to do testing that is not accredited. If they need to do testing that they are not
accredited to then they will caveat the report or out-source the service.”

•

“Any work that is reported, if it is not under the NATA accreditation system then it
needs to be competent, confidence, and validated.”

•

“If Defence does not accredit its facilities then it will need to prove that they can collect
appropriately, bag and tag and secure transport to maintain chain of custody.”

•

“Land 154 facility QMS [quality management system] two options. 1) Parent facility is
accredited and allow cross over accreditation of the facility as a branch laboratory. 2)
Not accredited but work to standard then it is not peer reviewed to determine that it is
appropriate. Need to discuss with CDPP [Commonwealth Director of Public
Prosecutions].”

•

“Defence will need to participate in proficiency program, irrespective of accreditation
status.”

•

“The quality management system is well managed now, took a while to get everything
included from NSW FSG [Forensic Services Group] have a quality section with 4 full
time people. FSG is NATA accredited. At first the quality management system was a
pain. Now using the software Qpulse, to manage the quality system, get prompts when
things need to be calibrated. On line makes it a lot easier. Making sure that you are
doing what the SOP [Standard Operating Procedure] say you are doing. NATA want to
make sure that you are doing what the SOP are saying you are doing. There is a need
to make sure reagents are in date. Make sure the examination rooms are clean. Deep
clean once per months, and general clean before using them. Anything with a statement
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has to have a tech review and admin review. Documentation is on line, easier to manage.
Previously had to find all documents and replace the print outs if changes. MSDS
[Material Safety Data Sheet] are on line. Centrally managed by quality team and having
the quality team has helped. Do audit once per year (internal) and then NATA
inspection. Quality team do inspection to make sure everything is okay. Experienced
people do the assessor courses. Generally, the quality system works really well and is
not too onerous.”
•

“Is NATA absolutely critical? Having the NATA guys come around ensures that that
one time per year everything is up to date and in order. Seems like NATA are not
checking quality, not checking if you did a good job at the scene, which is hard to
check.”

•

“Not essential for military to have NATA accreditation. Main thing for police forensic
is the fear from NATA. Cost-benefit may not apply in the military setting. Military
would need to meet everything to be accredited, but do not necessarily need to seek
accreditation. Meeting the standard, but not accredited might be an acceptable way for
the military to go.”

•

“Most people in Australia are accredited so would stand out if not accredited.”

•

“Accreditation works well for standard procedures. It allows the MetPol [Metropolitan
Police] forensic services to justify the data in court.”

•

“For niche areas or small sample numbers the methods will be validated but not
accredited.”

•

“Cellmark are working to increase the understanding of forensic. Things that Cellmark
can do practically are making sure there is a good understanding of what they are
presenting. Cellmark does not move away from quality management system even if the
evidence is being presented in a foreign court.”

•

“For a supplier to provide DNA profile into the national database they must take part
in the accreditation scheme. Disciplines from October 2017 have to be accredited
against ISO 17025 and also the code of practice.”

•

“Chemex [Chemical Exploitation] is not accredited. If something comes in from the
police then FEL [Forensic Exploitation Laboratory] is accredited but not chemex.
Chemex use best practice but can stray from best practice if required, for example
deliver for intelligence only. Chemex are in the process of being accredited to ISO
17025.”
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Theoretical coding. The theoretical code developed from the data is: there is a need to balance
the cost of accreditation with the benefit that accreditation will bring to an organization to help
the organization meet its objective.

2.8. System thinking approaches
As discussed in the introduction (section 1.2), modern organizational theory is based on the
principle that the only meaningful way to study an organization is to study it as a system.
Contemporary science disciplines have moved towards the concept of ‘holism’24, which
considers the system to be more than the sum of its parts, it is interested in the parts and
particularly the network of relationships between the parts, but primarily in terms of how they
give rise to and sustain the whole. Systems can be studied using system thinking
methodologies, which include hard system, soft system, emancipatory and postmodern system
thinking22, 88.
2.8.1. Hard system thinking.

Hard system thinking endeavors to find the best means of getting from the present state of the
system to some optimum state in pursuit of clearly identified objectives89. Hard system thinking
methodologies are most applicable to engineering type problems22 and include system
engineering90, systems analysis91, and operation research92. Hard system thinking
methodologies broadly involve formulation of the problem, researching the alternative states
of the solution, quantitative analysis to build models of the alternative states, and
implementation of the optimum state22.
2.8.2. Soft system approach

Soft system approaches were designed to treat messy, and ill-structured problems that cannot
be solved with hard system thinking. Soft system thinking acknowledges that there are multiple
perceptions of reality from the different stakeholder's viewpoints and recognizes the
importance of probing these worldviews.88 Churchman (1979), an early pioneer of the soft
system approach, stated that "the system approach begins when first you see the world through
the eyes of another93". There are multiple soft system methodologies12 including, but not
limited to: strategic assumption surfacing and testing (SAST)94; strategic options development
and analysis (SODA)

95

; and soft systems methodology (SSM)88, 96. Soft system approaches

use qualitative techniques to analyze the system and the measures of success are effectiveness
– is the system actually achieving what it is designed to achieve – and elegance – do the
stakeholders find what is designed appropriate22.
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2.8.3. Emancipatory systems thinking

Emancipatory system thinking aims to support those disadvantaged by present systemic
arrangements so that their full contribution to the system design is realized. The measures of
success for emancipatory approaches are empowerment and emancipation97.
2.8.4. Postmodern systems approach

The postmodern systems approach seeks to promote diversity in problem resolution. This is
the most recent system approach and as such it is less developed then the other approaches97.
The measures of success for the postmodern system approach include exception – what
otherwise marginalized viewpoints have been brought to force and emotion – does the action
that is now being proposed feel appropriate and good in the local circumstances in which they
are acting22, 97.
2.8.5. Creative holism

Creative holism also referred to as ‘holistic system thinking’ or ‘critical system thinking’
integrates the divergent management science methods and models to work, cohesively,
according to each methodology’s strengths and weaknesses22. Creative holism is applied to
system design by utilizing aspects of the most appropriate hard system, soft system,
emancipatory, and postmodern system thinking approaches22, 88.
2.8.6. Problem context

To understand the problem context that the forensic and technical system operates in the type
of system and stakeholders within the system need to be determined. The problem context can
be defined using an ‘ideal-type’ grid (Figure 2.2). It is important to note that the grid does not
suggest that real life problems situations can be defined as fitting exactly within one of the
boxes22, 88 and indeed the complex forensic science system does not easily conform to the idealtype grid. The data that was collected through literature reviews, semi-structured interviews
and field work was used to assess the forensic and technical exploitation problem context in
the military domain. The problem context assesses the type of system and the participants
(stakeholders) to help to determine the most appropriate system thinking approach.
Simple systems have few sub-systems that are involved in only a small number of highly
structured interactions and do not change much over time. Simple systems are relatively
unaffected by the independent actions of their parts or by environmental influences.
Conversely, complex systems are characterized as having many sub-systems that are involved
in much more loosely structured interactions, the outcome of which is not predetermined.
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Complex systems adapt and evolve over time as they are affected by their own purposeful parts
and by the turbulent environments in which they exist22,

88

. The forensic and technical

exploitation system of systems is a complex system as it has multiple sub-systems.
The stakeholders (participants) of systems can have a unitary, pluralist, or coercive view of the
system. Unitary stakeholders have similar values, beliefs and interests. The stakeholders share
common purposes and are all involved, in one way or another, in decision-making about how
to realize their agreed objectives. In a pluralist view of the system the stakeholders have basic
interests that are compatible, but they do not share the same values and beliefs. Space needs to
be made available within which debate, disagreement, even conflict, can take place. If this is
done, and all stakeholders feel they have been involved in decision-making, then
accommodations and compromises can be found. Participants will come to agree, at least
temporarily, on productive ways forward and will act accordingly. Coercive stakeholders have
few interests in common, and, if free to express them, would hold conflicting values and beliefs.
Compromise is not possible and there are no agreed objectives that can direct action. Decisions
are taken based on who has most power and various forms of coercion employed to ensure
adherence to commands22, 88. The stakeholders in the forensic and technical exploitation system
at a whole-of-government level have a pluralist view as there are different objectives of the
criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence, and military systems. At the Defence level the
participants hold more of a unitary view as they share common objectives, but the Defence
bureaucratic hierarchical structure does not allow for unitary decision-making and Defence
sometimes applies more of a coercive decision-making framework.

Figure 2.2. Problem context can be defined using an ‘ideal-type’ grid, which defines the problem
context as simple-unitary, simple-pluralist, simple-coercive, complex-unitary, complex-pluralist, or
complex-coercive.
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2.8.7. Systems approach

‘Simple-unitary’ systems apply hard system approach, as the system needs to be simple enough
to be mathematically modelled. The limitation to hard system thinking for the forensic and
technical exploitation system is that the system is too complex to be mathematically modelled.
Furthermore, the various stakeholders have multiple (and sometimes conflicting) views in
relation to the objectives of the system22. However, aspects of hard system thinking including
system engineering92, systems analysis91, and operation research92 can be applied to the
forensic and technical exploitation system.
The forensic science system of systems is a complex system and at the Defence level the
stakeholders have a unitary view and can be classified as a complex-unitary system, however
Defence decision making can be coercive and thus the system is also complex-coercive. At the
whole-of-government level the stakeholders have a pluralist view and the system is
characterized as complex-pluralist. Thus, the military forensic science system does not fit
neatly into the ideal-type grid for determining the problem context to inform the system
approach methodology.
2.8.8. Creative holism system approach

It was assessed that there was no one ideal systems approach that could be applied to
development of the forensic and technical exploitation system. Thus, creative holism that
combines the system thinking approaches depending on their strengths and weakness was
assessed as the most appropriate systems approach. The creative holism approach combined
hard system thinking to develop the forensic and technical exploitation framework and will
utilize soft system metrics to assess the system once implemented. A four-phase approach was
developed. Phase 1 (system analysis) and phase 2 (system design) were undertaken during this
research study. Phase 3 (system implementation) and phase 4 (system operation) will be
conducted by Defence after this study.
Phase 1: system analysis. A systems analysis approach was used to define the problem, the
wider system and the current Defence forensic and technical exploitation system. This were
achieved through literature review, semi-structured interviews, field work (table top exercise
and field exercise), and case studies.
A gap analysis was conducted to articulate the current state of Defence forensic and technical
exploitation system to determine the needs and requirements of the future framework.
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Questions that were addressed during the gap analysis included:
•

What is required to go from the current state to the future desired state?

•

Who is responsible for implementation of the future desired state?

•

Who is accountable for operation of the future desired state?

•

Who is consulted in regards to the future desired state (two way communication)?

•

Who is informed of the future desired state (one-way communication)?

Phase 2: system design. The forensic and technical exploitation system was designed in close
consultation with key Defence and external stakeholders (action research) to ensure that the
multiple world views were taken into consideration. The design phase considered the
constituent units in the forensic and technical exploitation system. Articulation of the units of
the forensic science system provides a framework for the end-to-end management of the
forensic science activities.
Phase 3: implementation. Implementation of the proposed forensic and technical exploitation
system is outside the scope of this research study. The implementation phase will be conducted
by Defence.
Phase 4: operation. Initial operation of the forensic and technical exploitation system will be
achieved when there is appropriate strategic policy, doctrine, and concepts of operations.
Evaluation of the forensic and technical exploitation system will utilize soft system approach
as the system is too complex to be mathematically modelled using hard systems thinking.
Current gaps. The future state for the military forensic and technical exploitation system
proposed in this thesis is a system of systems. To get from the current dispersed state to the
proposed future state requires addressing the gaps as identified through the interviews, field
work, and coding of the data. The identified gaps include:
•

The Defence forensic and technical exploitation is not coordinated and integrated across
the system.

•

There are capacity issues within the Defence forensic and technical exploitation
capability.

•

The Defence forensic and technical exploitation system is currently siloed, which
prevents information sharing across the system.

•

Australian Defence force does not have biometrics capability for the collection, storage,
transfer, sharing, and matching of biometrics.
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•

Biometric systems require quality management processes.

•

There currently are no robust collection techniques, tactics, and procedures (TTPs) to
ensure the highest level of exploitation.

•

Defence does not have a forensic intelligence model to ensure that the primary
intelligence objectives are realized and potential prosecution option is preserved.

•

Defence does not have current information management and sharing arrangements with
relevant organizations to ensure the appropriate flow of information across the forensic
and technical exploitation system.

•

Defence does not have elimination databases to upload military personnel biometrics
to ensure that any contaminating biometrics are not uploaded on to the biometric
databases.

•

Defence forensic science capability is difficult for external agencies to engage with.
Coordinated Defence forensic science capability would provide a single point of contact
for external agencies to engage.

•

Close working relationships with relevant stakeholders have been established in some
areas, however enhanced engagement is required to ensure that partnerships between
agencies (or within Defence) are strengthened.

•

There is a need to coordinate evidence, resources, and capability between different
agencies, which requires good partnership arrangements.

•

Defence does not have any policy for providing the host nation with forensic data and
analysis from items collected in the host country to ensure a good relationship.

•

Defence needs to ensure that there is a pipeline for forensic science staff to be trained,
developed, certified, and proficiency tested to ensure that there are quality staff in the
pipeline.

•

Defence does not operate under a coordinated quality management system.

•

Defence quality management system needs to meet military and law enforcement
objectives to preserve the prosecution option.

•

Defence needs to consider the cost of accreditation with the benefit that accreditation
will bring to help meet forensic and technical exploitation objectives.

•

Defence needs to maintain continuity (chain of custody) under a quality management
system to preserve the prosecution option.
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•

Defence needs to establish certification of personnel under a quality management
system to ensure that staff are appropriately trained and competent to perform their
duties.

•

Defence needs to establish verification and validation studies for all forensic analysis
that is conducted at all levels.

•

Defence needs to develop forensic and technical exploitation strategic policy, including
MOU with relevant agencies.

•

Defence needs to review the legislative constraints relating to the collection, storage,
transfer, matching, and sharing of biometric data.

•

There is a need for a Defence forensic and technical exploitation strategic policy in
relation to collection and handling of forensic materiel.

•

There is the need to enhance Defence forensic and technical exploitation training of
personnel.

2.9. Summary
Qualitative analysis was used to study the current Defence forensic and technical exploitation
system to determine the most efficient means to get from the current state to the future state.
Triangulation methodology was used to combine different qualitative techniques for the
collection (literature review, semi-structured interviews, and field work), and analysis
(grounded theory, action research, and case study) of data to determine the most effective
military forensic and technical exploitation framework. The future state of the military forensic
and technical exploitation framework was developed using creative holism that combines the
different system thinking methodologies based on their strengths and weaknesses. The most
efficient framework was determined to be the forensic science system of systems, which is
described in the subsequent chapters.
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3. Developing a model concept for the systematic support of a
coordinated and integrated forensic science framework
3.1. Aim
The main aim of this research project was to develop a systematic model to support coordinated
and interoperable framework for the Australian Government Department of Defence (Defence)
forensic and technical exploitation.

3.2. Background
Military forensic science capabilities have previously been developed in an ad-hoc nature or
have grown organically from existing law enforcement capabilities. The changing nature of
war in relation to global terrorism, foreign fighters, and the length of operation argues for a
longer-term strategic approach to military forensic science. Organizational theory has
previously been applied to forensic science in support of law enforcement and criminal justice
system objectives36, but was not previously applied to the development of military forensic
science capability. It was assessed that modern organization theory, specifically systems
approach was the most appropriate organizational theory to apply to military forensic and
technical exploitation to develop an effective framework for coordination and interoperability
at the organizational, national, and international level. Modern organizational theory is based
on the principle that the only meaningful way to study an organization is to study it as a
system24. Applying modern organizational theory system approach to military forensic science
allows for the development of a holistic framework that recognizes that forensic science is an
end-to-end process98.
3.2.1. System requirements

The literature review and semi-structured interviews informed the requirements for a military
forensic science framework including:
•

A Defence forensic science framework is required to ensure coordination and
integration across the system;

•

Development of a forensic science framework needs to take into consideration capacity
issues as reduced capacity in specific areas will leave gaps in the system;

•

Development of a forensic science framework requires a good understanding of the
current system;

•

The forensic science framework needs to be mission capable;
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•

Flexible and adaptable to the range of operating environments, potential and emerging
threats, and shifts in the strategic environment;

•

Meets the current threat from non-state actors and future threats that could involve state
or non-state actors;

•

Threat agnostic to be able to meet the current threat from Improvised Explosive Devices
(IEDs), but also needs to be able to meet emerging and future threats, such as the threat
from Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs);

•

Operations need to be conducted to the right standard to ensure intelligence and
potential criminal justice objectives are achieved; and

•

Risks and issues need to be identified, analysed, evaluated, and mitigated.

When independent and useful systems are integrated into a larger system that delivers unique
capabilities, it is referred to as a system of systems. Military organizations are increasing the
emphasis on the system of systems; they are moving away from a platform focus and are
placing greater emphases on the capabilities. Most military systems are part of a system of
systems even if they are not explicitly described as such99. Similarly, forensic science is a
system of systems even though this is the first time it has been described as one71. The forensic
science system of systems describes forensic science as a sub-system in the larger criminal
justice, law enforcement, intelligence, and military system.
The current military forensic science capabilities are not coordinated and interoperable. The
proposed forensic science system of systems provides a modern holistic framework that meets
the needs of the contemporary Australian strategy for enhanced coordination and
interoperability at the organizational, national, and international level. The forensic science
system of systems provides a framework for the end-to-end process, which integrates
individual systems, sub-systems, and units to enable communication across the complex
network of relationships.

3.3. Publications
This chapter is composed of the following publications:
•

“A systems approach to forensic science applied in the military domain”71, published
in the Australian Journal of Forensic Sciences online on the 9th April 2017.

•

“The black sheep of forensic science: military forensic and technical exploitation”
published online in the Australian Journal of Forensic Sciences 7 November 2018 in
the Australian New Zealand Forensic Science Symposium (ANZFSS) special issue.
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•

“Why do we need a systems thinking approach to military forensic science in the
contemporary world?” first submitted to the Australian Journal of Forensic Science on
published online 4 June 2018.
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3.3.1. A systems approach to forensic
science applied in the military domain
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ABSTRACT

Forensic science is undertaken in support of law enforcement
investigations, criminal justice prosecutions, intelligence, and military
objectives. There are different forensic operating models to meet
these various objectives and no unified approach to forensic science
has been described. There are common challenges in the military
domain, which impacts the delivery of forensic science, including:
different terminology between organizations, complex operating
environments, operating siloes, inward-looking military structures,
quality management, and resource constraints. One solution to
these challenges is to apply modern organizational theory to
military-focused forensic science. Organizational theory is the study
of organizations in a structural sense, including objectives, people,
structure and management. The modern organizational theory
systems approach describes how organizations should be viewed as
systems within larger systems. In the work presented in this paper,
a systems approach has been applied, for the first time, to military
forensic exploitation to address the common issues faced by military
organizations. The advantages of applying a systems approach to
military forensic exploitation are that it is applicable across forensic
science organizations, it is flexible and scalable to meet the changing
external environment, and it articulates the redundancies in the
system to help address system failures.
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Introduction
There are various organizational models for forensic science delivery that are based on their
operating environment. Forensic science is commonly thought of as an activity that supports
law enforcement and the criminal justice system (CJS) with the objectives of criminal investigation, intelligence and potential prosecution1. However, forensic science also supports
military objectives. In the United States, the largest forensic science capability resides in the
Department of Defense2. Forensic science services are provided by private enterprises (notfor-profit, profit, public-private partnerships) and public sector organizations3,4. The forensic
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facilities may be medical, pathology, private, law enforcement, university, or military facilities1. The organization and delivery of forensic support in the military domain has not
attracted significant academic consideration. In this paper we seek to address this shortcoming and provide a foundation for future papers that will examine the specific issues
raised in this paper in greater detail.

Challenges for military forensic exploitation science
There are common challenges that military organizations face in the delivery of forensic
science; these challenges are also common to law enforcement and forensic organizations.
The application of forensic science for boarder intelligence purposes, although not new, has
gained increased interest in recent years5,6. Robertson1 has observed that there is no ideal
organizational model for the provision of forensic support. The primary author of this paper
undertook a visit to the United Kingdom in October 2016, with the aim of reviewing the
military and law enforcement forensic systems and discussing the common challenges that
face military organizations. Thus, this paper will focus on, but is not limited to, the common
challenges faced by the Australian Defence Organization and the UK Ministry of Defence.
The UK Ministry of Defence recognizes that ‘Our strong bilateral defence and security relationship with Australia reflects a modern partnership which addresses issues of common
concern.’7
The Australian Defence Organization has recently undergone an end-to-end First
Principles Review, which sought to answer the question: ‘what is the most effective and
efficient organization that will enable Defence to deliver the outcomes required of it?’ Many
of the recommendations from the Defence First Principles Review are applicable to the
delivery of an integrated military forensic exploitation capability. The First Principles Review
found that the Australian Defence Organization is complicated, slow and inefficient, operating as a loose federation with a weak centre with unclear accountabilities. The First
Principles Review recommended a “One Defence’ approach of a more unified and integrated
organization that is more consistently linked to its strategy, with centralised authority in the
strategic center that provides clear direction”8. Broadly, any future model for the delivery of
military forensic exploitation needs to pay particular attention to these themes of a more
unified and integrated approach.

Different terminology
Forensic science support to law enforcement agencies and the military have different operational objectives and in Australia they have evolved somewhat independently from each
other. This has resulted in the use of different terminology. For example, the military refer
to level 1–3 exploitation capabilities. This is not common terminology in forensic science,
unless there is a strong partnership between military and external agencies. Military level 1
refers to a sample collection capability that is analogous to crime scene processing. Level 2
is forward-deployed initial analysis and examination, which is similar to the concept of forensic mobile laboratories. Level 3 consists of the national laboratories where the confirmatory
analysis and detailed examination of materiel occurs9. The use of the military terminology
materiel is a classic example of differing terminology. In the military domain, materiel refers
to equipment, apparatus, and supplies used by a military organization. Forensic science
refers to material, which is defined as a general term including but not limited to ‘physical
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material10. The use of different terminology between agencies is a significant issue and makes
communication between agencies difficult. Communication issues can add to the perception
that Defence is inward-looking.

Inward-looking
Military organizations by design are closed systems, which represents challenges for engagement with external agencies. The First Principles Review found that external stakeholders
see Defence as inward-looking, complicated and difficult to deal with8,11. One aim of the
One Defence approach is to establish better relationships with external stakeholders and
re-position Defence as a truly integrated agency8.
One mechanism to address the perceived inward-looking nature of Defence is through
the Australian Government’s new approach to Defence innovation, which focuses on promoting strong partnerships and collaboration11. The 2016 Defence Industry Policy Statement
outlines how fragmentation of current Australian defence research and development programs will be addressed through the Defence Innovation Hub and the Next Generation
Technology Fund, with investment of about $640 million and $730 million, respectively, over
the next decade11.
A complex operating environment
The military forensic exploitation operating environment has inherent complexity8 due to
the requirement to coordinate across jurisdictions and the likelihood of operating in highthreat, high-tempo situations. For example, the military level 1 collectors are unlikely to
cordon off a site for an extended period of time in the way that law enforcement examiners
process a crime scene. Therefore, military level 1 collectors will have limited time on target.
Although the military operating environment adds complexity, it should not prevent the
military forensic exploitation system working to a quality standard.
Quality management system
The need for forensic science to operate under a fit-for-purpose forensic quality management
system has been articulated in a range of international reviews12−20. A quality management
system is a set of policies, processes and procedures required for planning and execution of
the core business area of an organization that impacts the organization’s ability to meet
objectives21.
The application of a forensic science quality management system includes accreditation
of facilities to international and/or Australian standards and certification of personnel22.
There are two main international standards that are applicable to forensic science. ISO/IEC
17025:2005 General requirements for the competence of testing and calibration laboratories
(ISO 17025)23 and ISO/IEC 17020:2012 Conformity assessment – Requirements for the operation
of various types of bodies performing inspection (ISO 17020)24. Australia has developed core
forensic standard framework AS 538825. The four-part standard covers the recognition,
recording, recovery, transport and storage of material (Part 1)10, the analysis of material (Part
2)26, interpretation (Part 3)27 and reporting (Part 4)28.
There is the need for military forensic exploitation to operate under an integrated fit-forpurpose quality management system for forensic intelligence and potential prosecution
objectives.
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Figure 1. Modern organizational theory states that the only meaningful way to study an organization is
as a system. The military forensic exploitation system takes inputs from the environment from a threat
or event. The forensic science system processes the inputs at levels 1, 2 or 3 to provide the exploitation
outputs that add value. There is a continuous feedback loop in the system.

Operating siloes
The First Principles Review noted that the Australian Defence Organization operates as a
loose federation and has a weak centre with unclear accountabilities8. The One Defence
approach places more emphasis on the joint force with the Vice Chief of Defence Force
having a new responsibility as the joint capability authority8. The Australian Government
Department of Defence has dispersed forensic exploitation capabilities across the various
Groups and Services that are not currently integrated and thus do not meet the intent of
this One Defence approach. Viewing forensic exploitation activities as a joint enterprise
would help to break down the operating siloes. The key challenge for Defence, that this
study aims to address, is how to develop a joint forensic exploitation enterprise that would
meet the One Defence approach.
Resource constraints
Over the last ten years, there has been a reduction in North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) military budgets and, in 2015, only five NATO countries were meeting the targeted
2% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) expenditure on defence29. The Australian Defence
Organization had $18.2 billion removed from its budget from the financial year 2009–2010
onwards8. The resource constraints have directly impacted on the full time equivalent (FTE).
For example, the 2016 Defence white paper has provisions of 18,000 FTE for Australian Public
Service staff, this is down from 22,300 FTE in June 201211. However, the Australian Defence
Organization and the UK Ministry of Defence are now spending 2% of GDP on defence7,8,11.
The resource constraints have resulted in the need for increased efficiency, and how to
achieve this and be effective can be through partnerships and more efficient organizational
structures.
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Figure 2. In the forensic science system of systems, forensic science is a supporting system that is made
up of constituent units (objectives, activities, relationships, integration and dependencies). The forensic
science system supports the larger criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence and military systems.
The organizational structure, processes, culture and management are contingent on the operating
environment and affected by quality management and risk management subsystems.

Organizational theory
Organizational theory is the study of objectives, people, structure and management. There
are several academic theories that set out to explain how organizations function. Classical
organizational theory focuses on an understanding of organizational objectives to improve
the processes and it prescribes one best organizational structure30, 31. Neo-classical organizational theory broadens this to encompass the human element; however, little emphasis
is placed on the organizational structure30, 31. Modern organizational theory was developed
to take into account organizational and behavioural theory3.
Modern organizational theory is based on the principle that the only meaningful way to
study an organization is to study it as a system. A systems approach views the organization
both as a whole and a part of a larger environment (Figure 1). The systems approach is a tool
to study organizations as systems of mutually dependent variables and relies on empirical
research data and the integrated nature of the organization3. Although, organizational theory
has been applied to forensic institutes in the past, this paper, for the first time, describes the
application of a modern organizational theory systems approach to forensic science.

Discussion
This paper proposes that military forensic exploitation be described using the systems
approach, where the inputs are received from the threat environment or an event. The forensic science processing occurs at level 1 (point of collection), level 2 (forward-deployed laboratories) and level 3 (national laboratories), and provides the output that adds value, which
is referred to as exploitation. The proposed application of a systems approach to military
forensic exploitation can help to address the common challenges that face military organizations by providing an integrated system that breaks down operating siloes, it is more
efficient to address resource constraints, and is cognisant of the complex operating environment and different terminology.
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A systems approach can also be used to describe forensic science as a system that supports larger systems (criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence and military systems).
Subsystems, such as quality management and risk management, are important components
of what can be described as the forensic science system of systems (Figure 2). Quality management and risk management as subsystems are complex and will be addressed in future
papers. Military organizations are familiar with the systems approach and system of systems
thinking32, which could assist with the implementation of the proposed forensic science
system of systems into military organizations.

Advantage of the forensic science systems approach
There are several advantages to describing forensic science as a system of systems. A key
advantage is that it takes into account contingency theory, which is a subset of the systems
approach that postulates that there is no one best universal organizational structure. As
stated earlier, Robertson1 also makes this point. The contingency approach describes the
organizational, environmental and performance conditions to determine the optimal strategy for the given system33. This is divergent from the classical organizational theory that
prescribes one best form for the organization. The contingency theory could explain why
there has been no unified approach or best-practice model for forensic science services as
they are ‘contingent’ on their operating environment and the different systems that they
operate under. The forensic science system of systems described here is based on the contingency theory and thus it can be applied to all forensic science systems, contingent on
their operating environment.
A common factor of all systems is that they have redundancies built into them to help
prevent system failures. The system is made up of one or more units and, for a critical system
failure to occur, there needs to be failures in multiple units. Critical system failures in a forensic
science system occur when failures in forensic science are carried through to the larger
criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence or military systems. These critical system failures have resulted in reviews of the forensic science industry12−20,34. Identification of the
redundancies in the forensic science system of systems allows for risk mitigation treatments
to be identified and implemented as controls, which will strengthen the overall forensic
science system.

Forensic science system
Systems are made up of units that take stimuli from the environment and process them to
provide outputs that add value to larger systems (Figure 1). The forensic science systems
approach was used to develop the military forensic exploitation system by describing the
constituent units (Figure 3). Articulation of the units of the forensic science system provides
a framework for the integrated end-to-end17 management of military forensic science that
meets the One Defence approach.

Objectives
Articulating the objectives of the forensic exploitation system allows for organizations to
conduct risk assessments. Risk is the effect of uncertainty on achieving objectives35 and if
the objectives of the system are not articulated then the risk cannot be analysed. The
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Figure 3. The forensic science system is made up of units that are common to all forensic organizations
including: objectives (dependent on the operating environment); activities (level 1–3 exploitation);
relationships (internal and external); interdependencies (materiel/information collection, disciplines
and execution strategy); and dependencies (strategic policy, research and development, and innovation).

objectives of forensic science will vary across different organizations. For example, the objectives for law enforcement systems include criminal investigation, intelligence, and potential
prosecutions. The objectives for military forensic exploitation are wider ranging and can
include: counter terrorism, counter proliferation law enforcement, national security, and
humanitarian and disaster relief.

Activities
The common activities that are undertaken in the end-to-end military forensic exploitation
systems include level 1 collection, level 2 forward-deployed analyses, and level 3 national
laboratory analyses. There is the need for the military to maintain continuity from level 1
point of collection to the level 2 forward-deployed laboratory and/or the level 3 national
laboratories. This will be addressed through complex logistic operations, strategic policies,
doctrine, and compliance with national and international legislation.
Relationships
An open system means that the organization interacts with the broader external environment of which it is part. By design, military organizations are closed systems, which can make
it difficult for engagement by external organizations8. The internal and external relationships
that are formed between organizations that undertake the level 1–3 activities can facilitate
military organizations achieving their objectives. It is important for a forensic science system
to undertake an audit of the key players and stakeholders that form the system, as there are
multiple organizations and complex relationships. Articulation of the complex relationships
will help to establish mechanisms to enhance partnerships between agencies.
Integration
Integration of the activities that are undertaken by the forensic science system is achieved
through articulation of the materiel and information that could be collected from a scene,
disciplines and the examination strategy. The examination strategy is an integrating activity
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that articulates the prioritization process for the collection of the material and information
from a scene, and the analysis of the items in level 2 forward-deployed laboratories or level
3 national facilities. During the examination phase, procedure selection and the sequence
of sampling, examination and testing will be decided. This is often done in negotiation with
stakeholders to maximize the exploitation value35. Implementation of policies and procedures for the examination strategy as an integrated activity will help to break down operating
siloes and build partnerships.

Dependencies
Forensic science systems are dependent on whole-of-government organizations that set
the strategic policy, research and development, and innovation agenda. Strategic policy
establishes the forensic science operating environment. For example, in England and Wales,
the morphing of the UK Government owned Forensic Science Services into an increasingly
commercial organization influenced the organization and broader forensic service market.
In 2012, the Forensic Science Services was closed on commercial and legal grounds, which
had a significant impact on the forensic science operating environment13,14. The majority of
forensic science services in England and Wales are now procured through the National
Forensic Framework Next Generation managed by the UK Home Office12. The privatization
of the forensic service providers has resulted in the need for a Forensic Science Regulator to
ensure that the provision of forensic science services is subject to an appropriate regime of
scientific quality standards. The UK Government has announced the intent for a clearer
statutory role for the Forensic Science Regulator12,20.

Conclusion
This paper, for the first time, describes the application of a modern organizational theory
systems approach to the military forensic exploitation system of systems. The forensic science
system articulates the common units of the system, including objectives, activities, relationships, interdependencies and dependencies. The advantages of the forensic science system
of systems are that it is applicable to all forensic science systems as it is dependent on the
external operational environment. This means that it is flexible and scalable to meet different
operating objectives. The forensic science system of systems articulates the redundancies
that are built into systems and provides mechanisms for organizations to mitigate against
critical system failures. These advantages of the forensic science system of systems approach
can help to address the common challenges that face military forensic exploitation capabilities. In future papers we shall examine a quality management system in support of a forensic
exploitation system, a military forensic intelligence model, a risk management system applied
to the forensic execution strategy, and a research and development program to provide
innovation to military forensic exploitation.
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ABSTRACT
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The Improvised Explosive Device (IED) threat faced by coalition partners in Iraq and Afghanistan required concepts of operations to
identify threat actors, network analysis to attack the network, and
counter-IED strategies to defeat the devices. Forensic science was
employed beyond its traditional law enforcement investigation and
criminal justice objectives, and provided a capability for military
organizations to help to counter IEDs. Forensic science in support
of the expeditionary force on the battleﬁeld is referred to as expeditionary forensic science, which is not well understood outside of the
military domain. Military forensic science could be considered the
black sheep of the forensic family as it is often left out or not
considered alongside traditional forensic science. The purpose of
this paper and plenary address, presented at the Australian and
New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS) 24th International
Symposium, is to provide the broader forensic science community
with a better understanding of military expeditionary forensic
science. The aim is to promote greater partnerships between law
enforcement, intelligence, the criminal justice system, and military
forensic science as part of the broader forensic science ‘system of
systems’.
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Introduction
‘Black sheep’ in urban terminology refers to someone who feels left out of the family.1
The black sheep analogy can be applied to military forensic science as it is often left out
or not considered alongside traditional forensic science. Military forensic science has
evolved somewhat independently from forensic science in support of law enforcement
and the criminal justice system, resulting in capabilities that are poorly integrated.2 The
exception is the United Kingdom during Operation Banner, where the British Army
fought against the Irish Republican Army (IRA) on British soil. Operation Banner spanned
37 years and resulted in the integration of the British Army with law enforcement
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procedures and the criminal justice system. During the campaign, the Army placed great
emphasis on the importance of forensic science as evidence and the use of eﬀective
intelligence that could be converted into evidence. The British Army developed tactics,
techniques and procedures for countering the improvised explosive device (IED) threats
posed by the IRA. This resulted in the prosecution of terrorists in the criminal justice
system.3 It was this UK experience with the IRA bombing campaign in Northern Ireland
that helped to establish the coalition forces expeditionary forensic science capability
(forensic science in support of the expeditionary force) in Iraq.4,5
The purpose of this paper and plenary address, presented at the Australian and New
Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS) 24th International Symposium, is to provide
the broader forensic science community with a better understanding of military expeditionary forensic science. Keeping with the symposium theme of ‘forensic science without
borders’, the aim is to promote greater partnerships between law enforcement, intelligence, the criminal justice system and military forensic science as part of the broader
forensic science ‘system of systems’.2,6
This paper discusses the establishment of the expeditionary forensic science capability by the US and coalition forces in Iraq and Afghanistan to provide lessons learned for
future capability development. We propose the implementation of the forensic science
system of systems, which integrates the criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence,
and military systems to provide a holistic framework for the end-to-end forensic science
function.2 It is anticipated that the system of systems approach will help to counter the
black sheep eﬀect and set the conditions for greater engagement between military and
law enforcement forensic science, to the signiﬁcant mutual beneﬁt of all stakeholders.

Military expeditionary forensic science
In Iraq and Afghanistan, coalition military forces employed forensic science beyond its traditional law enforcement investigation and criminal justice objectives to military operations.7–9
The IED threat faced by coalition partners in Iraq and Afghanistan required concepts of
operations to identify threat actors that were often indistinguishable from the general
population,4,10 network analysis to attack the network, identiﬁcation of new techniques and
technologies employed by threat actors, and the strategic analysis of events. Prior to 2001, IEDs
collected in-theatre were rendered safe by explosive ordnance disposal technicians and were
not further forensically or technically exploited.4,11 Forensic science provided a capability for
military organizations to help counter the IED threat. However, the expeditionary forensic
science support to military operations goes beyond the IED threat4 and is employed to also
counter threats from conventional weapons, such as the large sniper threat encountered in
Iraq,4 chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear (CBRN),12 and dual use items including
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), icom radios, phones and computers.

Expeditionary forensic science capabilities
Similar to traditional forensic science, expeditionary forensic science includes level 1 site
exploitation12 (crime scene), level 2 forward-deployed analysis (deployable laboratories),
and level 3 strategic rear-analysis (forensic science laboratories).2 Site exploitation occurs
at the point of collection and is conducted by conventional or specialist units. It includes
recognition, recording, recovery and transport of materiel (trace). Akin to crime scene
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processing, presumptive or preliminary analysis for tactical level decision making can
occur and the expected turnaround time is minutes to hours.12
Forward exploitation occurs away from the point of collection, but within the theatre of
operation, in forward deployed level 2 forensic and technical exploitation facilities. Level 2
facilities can consist of containerized solutions that are scalable, modular and adaptable to
support the mission (Figure 1). The forward deployed exploitation facility can be modular and
scalable to allow deployment of required capability. Forward exploitation outputs support
operational-level decision-making and the expected turnaround time is hours to days.
The forward-deployed forensic science disciplines typically include triage, trace analysis, DNA analysis, document and media examination (including mobile phone exploitation and computer triage and analysis), latent print examination, forensic chemistry,
ﬁrearms and toolmarks.8 The forward-deployed level 2 facilities might consist of the
same or similar capabilities as level 3 national rear-analysis forensic science facilities that
provide reach back for level 1 and 2 and also support strategic decision-making. The
national laboratories provide validation of expeditionary results and may contain specialist capabilities that are not available in-theatre.2

Expeditionary forensic science case study
The US and coalition partners’ development of expeditionary forensic science capabilities provides a good case study for lessons learned from the development of an ad-hoc
working group in Iraq4 to the US Department of Defense forensic enterprise.13

Figure 1. Expeditionary forensic science capability. The United States (US) Defense Forensic Science
Center (DFSC) established expeditionary forensic science capabilities at the Shoalwater Bay training
area during the Talisman Sabre 2017 exercise (biennial combined Australian and US training
exercise). (a) Logistics of establishing the deployable expeditionary forensic science capabilities;
(b) expeditionary forensic science facility; (c) two expeditionary forensic science capabilities established at Shoalwater Bay training area; (d) example latent print capability.
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Combined Explosive Exploitation Cell (CEXC)
In 2003, following the fall of the Hussein regime, there was a dramatic increase in IED
incidents facilitated by al-Zarqawi.5,14 To counter the surge of IEDs in Iraq, the US, UK
and Australia formed an ad-hoc working group, which was based on the UK experience
with the IRA in Northern Ireland.4,5 In 2004, the Combined Explosive Exploitation Cell
(CEXC – pronounced ‘sexy’) forward-deployed forensic science facility was established in
Iraq.4,5,14 CEXC was staﬀed with personnel from the US, UK and Australia. The US
agencies included the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI), Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF), and National
Ground Intelligence Centre (NGIC).4 CEXC also had staﬀ judge advocate (SJA) attorneys
who produced unclassiﬁed apprehension and detention warrants that were translated
into Arabic for Iraqi judges to support host nation rule of law, and CEXC specialists
testiﬁed in front of Iraqi judges.4 The CEXC facilities were employed in both Iraq (seven
facilities) and Afghanistan (eight facilities). The disciplines included latent prints, DNA
analysis, document and media examination, as well as technical exploitation.4 The CEXC
platoons are under the control of the Navy’s Indian Head Explosive Ordnance Disposal
Technical Support Division and focus on triage and electronic engineering.15
Joint Expeditionary Forensic Facility (JEFFs)
The Joint Expeditionary Forensic Facility (JEFF) was established in December 2006 at
Camp Victory, Baghdad, to focus on non-IED related forensic exploitation. In Iraq,
coalition partners were facing a signiﬁcant threat from snipers and, to counter this
threat, the JEFF disciplines included latent print examination, forensic chemistry, DNA
analysis, and ﬁrearms and toolmarks. The decrease in sniper threat and increase in IED
threat meant that the JEFFs need to evolve and expand and some of the JEFFs were colocated and partnered with CEXC facilities, which allowed for co-processing of cases. The
JEFFs were originally established as a Navy capability, but became a collaboration
between the US Navy, US Marine Corps, and the US Army Criminal Investigation
Laboratory (USACIL).4 From September 2015, all JEFFs were transitioned under the
administrative control of the Defense Forensic Science Center4,16 (DFSC – previously
named USACIL) and are now named the Forensic Exploitation Directorate.17
Afghanistan Captured Material Exploitation (ACME) laboratory
In Afghanistan, the JEFF and CEXC capabilities were combined to form the Afghanistan
Captured Materiel Exploitation (ACME) laboratory. From 2011, the ACME laboratories
were under the technical control of DFSC.18,19 ACME laboratories helped to support host
nation rule of law by providing forensic data to aid prosecution support packages.18 In
2012, the US Department of Defense provided 120 prosecution support packages to the
Afghan court, which resulted in a 97% conviction rate.19
Forensic exploitation directorate
The enduring DFSC expeditionary forensic science and technical exploitation capability
is provided by the Forensic Exploitation Directorate, which deploys a scalable and
modular forensic exploitation team to provide a deployable forensic capability.17
Several of the Forensic Exploitation Directorate laboratories are accredited to ISO
17025. Law enforcement agents or former agents deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan
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provided a large contribution to the establishment of the CEXC and JEFF laboratories
and ultimately the Forensic Exploitation Directorate. These facilities had a primary
intelligence objective; however, the expertise that the law enforcement agents brought
resulted in the facilities operating under forensic standards.

Terrorist Explosive Device Analytical Center (TEDAC)
The FBI’s Terrorist Explosive Device Analytical Center (TEDAC) located in the US provides
level 3 strategic forensic science and technical examination of IEDs collected in-theatre.
TEDAC was established in 2003 and, since then, has received thousands of IEDs from intheatre,20 which may have already passed through the JEFF, CEXC or ACME forwarddeployed facilities.4,14,19 The disciplines at TEDAC include evidence management, latent
prints, DNA analysis, forensic chemistry, technical exploitation, trace evidence, toolmarks,
and hazardous device examination. FBI TEDAC is an example of a capability that bridges law
enforcement and military objectives.20
US Department of Defense forensic enterprise
The US Department of Defense executed directive 5205.15E was established in 2011 to
provide policy guidance and assign responsibilities to developing and maintaining an
enduring, holistic and global forensic capability to support the full range of military operations referred to as the Defense forensic enterprise.21 However, by 2013, a Defense forensic
enterprise strategy was not yet developed and the US Government Accountability Oﬃce
was requested by Congress to provide a report on ‘defense forensics’. The Government
Accountability Oﬃce found that additional planning and oversight was needed to establish
an enduring expeditionary forensic capability.22 In 2015, the US Department of Defense
published the Defense forensic enterprise strategy23 and implementation plan.24
Lessons learned
The British experience in Northern Ireland was not transitioned into a counter-IED
doctrine and the expeditionary forensic science capability established in Iraq relied on
the acquired knowledge of the British soldiers who participated in the Operation Banner
campaign.5 Following the drawdown of coalition forces from active theatres of operation, there is the need to develop enduring strategic policy and doctrine. The US and
coalition forces’ expeditionary forensic capability developed organically in Iraq and
Afghanistan and was not a deliberate strategy.5 It took the US Department of Defense
12 years to establish the associated strategic policy and assign high-level authority9 and,
in the absence of an approved strategic plan, the single services developed their own
forensic science guidance and plans.7,25,26 The US and coalition forces’ experiences in
establishing expeditionary forensic science capabilities in Iraq and Afghanistan provides
lessons learned that should be applied to future capabilities.
The US Department of Defense recognized that an integrated whole-of-government
approach will best position the US to counter the IED threat.27 McIntyre5 argues that ‘the
counter-IED collection and exploitation eﬀort in Iraq and Afghanistan evolved into
a system of systems design in all but name without realizing it’. The Army Uniﬁed
Exploitation Concept of Operations 2012–2018 noted the lack of a ‘systems approach’
to eﬀectively integrate multiple organizations, disciplines, functions and processes that
support forensic science and technical exploitation.26 Furthermore, the Marine Corps
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recognized that they must deploy with a systems approach to integrate biometric and
forensic science capabilities.25 The absence of an organized forensic science and technical exploitation framework in the US to develop actionable information or intelligence
from materiel or people, has resulted in a knowledge void, which could compromise
operations.26 An enduring system of systems approach for collection and exploitation is
yet to be achieved in the US. The US Defense forensic enterprise strategy and implementation plan23,24 is a step towards establishing a holistic framework; however, the
impact of the strategy will not be fully felt until it has been implemented and reviewed.
The Australian Government Department of Defence (Defence) has also recognized the
need to implement a forensic science and technical exploitation system of systems.2,6

Discussion
In Australia, the strategic threat environment is changing because of global terrorism
and foreign ﬁghters, which is contributing to the blurring of the lines between military
objectives and law enforcement activities. There is the need for greater integration
between military and law enforcement forensic capabilities28 which will help to counter
the black sheep eﬀect.

Black sheep eﬀect
There are various factors that have contributed to the military forensic science black
sheep eﬀect, including: diﬀering terminology; fundamental diﬀerences between military
and law enforcement forensic science; diverse operating environments; and objectives.
These factors have resulted in military forensic science being somewhat isolated from
traditional forensic science.

Terminology
‘Materiel collected at level 1 in-theatre is sent to the level 2 WTI facility for exploitation
by the various modalities’. For the non-military reader, this sentence is composed of
military jargon that is likely to be hard to understand. The use of diﬀerent terminology
can make communication between agencies diﬃcult,2 which can result in a divide
between agencies. Clearer communication such as ‘forensic trace collected from a site
on the battleﬁeld is sent to the expeditionary forensic science facility for analysis
through the various disciplines’ enables broader understanding.
Fundamental diﬀerences between military and law enforcement forensic science
There are fundamental diﬀerences between military and law enforcement forensic
science due to the operating environment and diverse objectives. Expeditionary forensic
science focuses on the analysis of materiel collected in the theatre of war (in-theatre)
and, as such, the materiel diﬀers from traditional forensic evidence. For example, in Iraq
and Afghanistan, thousands of IEDs were exploited, which required the fusion of forensic
science with non-forensic science functions. The non-forensic science functions include
explosive ordnance disposal, technical exploitation, and technical intelligence. Explosive
ordnance disposal technicians provide a render-safe capability for IEDs that are received
in the forward-deployed facility.8 Technical exploitation includes mechanical and
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electronic exploitation of devices for force protection countermeasures29 and operational intelligence on threat networks to enable counter network strategies.11,30 For
example, identiﬁcation of transmit and receive radio frequencies of remote-detonated
IEDs allows for the jamming of speciﬁc radio frequency signals to provide force protection to the soldiers on the battleﬁeld by inhibiting a threat actor’s ability to employ their
radio-controlled IED remote switches of choice. Technical intelligence is the assessment
of weapons systems.30

Operating environments
As the name suggests, expeditionary forensic science is conducted in a deployed environment in support of the expeditionary forces, which includes operating in high-threat
environments that are distinct from the law enforcement operating environment.2 Law
enforcement collects forensic trace from crime scenes or person of interest, whereas the
military collect materiel from sites or captured persons (CPERS). Site exploitation is the
systematic searching for and collection of information, materiel and persons from
a designated location, and analysing them to answer information requirements, facilitate
subsequent operations or support criminal prosecution. Site exploitation can be deliberate
or hasty depending on the Commander’s intent and operating environment. Deliberate site
exploitation is based on detailed intelligence and involves coordinated and comprehensive
planning.12 One of the diﬀerences between military deliberate site exploitation and crime
scene processing is that the military is more likely to operate in high-threat, high-tempo,
austere (extreme) environments,2 or sensitive sites (for example CBRN facilities, government
buildings, or sites with high-value targets12). Hasty site exploitation involves minimal planning and preparation as a result of the need for speedy execution,12 unlike conventional
crime scene processing where the site is cordoned oﬀ for the required period of time.2
Objectives
The military forensic science objectives are broader than law enforcement objectives and
include law enforcement investigations, criminal prosecution, counter-terrorism, counterproliferation, national security, humanitarian and disaster relief, and intelligence.2,31 The
primary objective of expeditionary forensic science is intelligence for force protection,
targeting of insurgents, and network analysis in order to attack the network and to defeat
the device. Expeditionary forensic science has supported the host nation rule of law, but it is
less likely that forensic analysis conducted in forward-deployed facilities will be presented as
evidence to support prosecutions in Australia. Although, materiel collected in-theatre has
been analysed in national level 3 laboratories resulting in successful prosecution of foreign
ﬁghters.32 These diﬀerences in priority between military and law enforcement forensic
science can contribute to the black sheep eﬀect.
The black sheep eﬀect has resulted in a forensic science capability that is not eﬀectively
integrated at the national and international level. This has resulted in military forensic
science being isolated from the broader forensic science community. For example, deﬁnitions of forensic science do not encompass military forensic science; the Oxford English
Dictionary deﬁnes forensic science as ‘The application of scientiﬁc methods and techniques
to matters under investigation by a court of law’ (emphasis added).33 If we go back to the
Latin root of forensic science – forensis ‘of the forum’ or ‘in open court’ scientia – ‘knowledge’ we can see that the purpose of forensic science is to introduce knowledge useful to
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the law or resolving legal disputes. Military forensic science is broader than investigation by
a court of law2,23–25,34 and thus does not ﬁt neatly into the existing forensic science
deﬁnitions. However, it could be argued that, in the military domain, the ‘forum’ that
forensic science is introducing knowledge to is the battleﬁeld and thus the original Latin
meaning of forensic science takes into account the military domain.
In the US, the Department of Defense has a large forensic science capability23;
however, the National Academy of Science (NAS) report on Strengthening Forensic
Science in the United States: A Path Forward does not speciﬁcally address the needs
and issues in relation to military forensic science. The recommendations in the NAS
report are applicable to military organizations. This provides the military with the
opportunity to proactively address the NAS report recommendations before being
required to do so due to critical system failure.2
The NAS report recommended ‘that forensic laboratories establish routine quality
assurance and quality control procedures to ensure the accuracy of forensic analyses
and the work of forensic practitioners’.9 In a previous publication, we addressed ﬁt-forpurpose quality management systems for military forensic exploitation and argued that
military organizations should consider the implementation of appropriate national or
international standards.6 In Australia, the committee developing AS 538835–38 (CH-041,
Forensic Analysis) did not include a Defence representative and did not consider military
forensic science in the development of the Australian Standard. This was due to the
committee not considering Defence as having a forensic science capability. The Defence
Science and Technology (DST) Group was represented on the Australia New Zealand
Policing Advisory Agency (ANZPAA) National Institute of Forensic Science (NIFS) advisory
panel where the Australian Standard was a regular agenda item; however, DST did not
regularly engage with this advisory panel. This was a missed opportunity by both the
committee and Defence, providing an additional example of the military forensic science
black sheep eﬀect. Committees developing standards should engage with a broader
group of interested parties in developing standards39 and AS 5388 are in the process of
being developed into international standards under ISO/TC 272.40 The ISO/TC 272
working groups include representation from personnel with military forensic science
experience, which is a step forward in countering the black sheep eﬀect.

Forensic science system of system to counter the black sheep eﬀect
In previous publications, we discussed the forensic science system of systems, which describes
forensic science as a supporting system in the larger criminal justice, law enforcement,
intelligence and military systems (Figure 2). The purpose of the forensic science system of
systems is to provide a holistic, end-to-end framework that promotes interactions between
the parts in a complex network of relationships.32 The forensic science system of systems
consists of multiple components that are interoperable and interdependent,2 including risk
and issue management,31 quality management,6 biometrics10 and forensic intelligence.32
It is postulated that the integration, interoperability, and coordination of the forensic
science system of systems at a national and international level will break down the
borders between the criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence and military systems,
and will help to counter the black sheep eﬀect.
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Figure 2. Forensic science system of systems, from Wilson et al.28 describes forensic science as a subsystem in the larger criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence and military systems. Important
components of the forensic science system of systems include: risk and issues management; quality
management; forensic biometrics; and forensic intelligence systems. In the military context, the
forensic science system of systems also includes technical exploitation. The system of systems is
based on contingency theory to ensure that the system is mission capable for the current conﬂict
and future conﬂicts that could involve state (failed or rogue) or non-state actors.

Land 154 weapons technical intelligence project
Australian Defence Force (ADF) personnel staﬀed the CEXC facilities; however, Defence does
not currently have an expeditionary forward-deployed forensic science capability. Defence
is introducing expeditionary forensic science and technical exploitation capability under
Land 154 weapons technical intelligence project, which has been approved by the
Australian Government. Land 154 will deliver a forward-deployable weapons technical
intelligence capability that focuses on providing intelligence on threat weapon systems
and materiel for the ADF and whole-of-government. The weapons technical intelligence
facility is a containerized solution consisting of predominantly scientiﬁc laboratory-type
facilities across biometrics (ﬁngerprints, DNA and facial), document and media examination,
digital forensics, and weapons technical analysis. The weapons technical intelligence project
component will entail the construction of two deployable facilities in Australia, with one
located in Brisbane at Gallipoli Barracks under the 1st Intelligence Battalion and one located
in Adelaide at DST Group Edinburgh. The Land 154 initial operational capability is planned
for the ﬁnancial year (FY) 2019/20.41
Implementation of the Land 154 weapons technical intelligence facility as a whole-ofgovernment capability provides the Australian Government with the opportunity to strategically develop the capability to ensure that we have appropriate authorities for the system,
concept of operations, doctrine and strategy. These should be developed in consultation
with the wider forensic science community and should not take over a decade to produce,
as was the case with the US system. An integrated systems approach to expeditionary
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forensic science will bring together Defence and the traditional forensic science community
to counter the black sheep eﬀect and deliver forensic science without borders.

Forensic science without borders
Forensic science without borders requires integration, interoperability, and a coordinated
framework. The proposed forensic science system of systems meets these requirements
and, to achieve forensic science without borders, the system of systems approach should
be considered at the whole-of-government level. In a previous publication, we argued that
the new Australian Government strategic framework under the newly formed Department
of Home Aﬀairs could provide the integration, interoperability and coordination function
for the forensic science system of systems.28
The forensic science system of systems will not only break down metaphorical
borders between agencies but break down international borders. The 2016 Defence
White Paper states that
Australians will continue to be threatened by terrorism at home and abroad. The spread of
extremism and violence will be worsened by foreign terrorist ﬁghters returning from conﬂicts
to their countries of origin . . . As these foreign terrorist ﬁghters return from conﬂicts with new
skills and networks, the risk of instability and attacks in their home countries will rise.

In the US, the FBI TEDAC helps to facilitate the transfer of materiel into the law
enforcement environment, which has resulted in successful prosecution of returned
foreign ﬁghters.32 Australia does not have a FBI TEDAC equivalent and thus requires
integration of the separate Defence and law enforcement processes.
Biometrics as a component of the forensic science system of systems is another
mechanism for breaking down borders to counter the black sheep eﬀect. National and
international sharing of biometric data as part of a system of systems approach between
military, law enforcement, border security and intelligence agencies will deny our enemy
the anonymity that they rely on to orchestrate attacks. National and international
biometric data sharing requires appropriate technology (databases and standards),
strategic policy, and legislation.10 Further work is required at the Australian whole-ofgovernment level to ensure an integrated biometrics system.

Conclusion
Military forensic science can be considered the black sheep of the forensic family as it
is often excluded or not considered by the mainstream forensic science community.
The UK experience in Operation Banner demonstrates that military and law enforcement agencies can work together to achieve shared counter-terrorism objectives.
Australia can learn from the US and coalition partners’ experience in establishing
expeditionary forensic capabilities in Iraq and Afghanistan. These capabilities were
developed by an ad-hoc working group, which evolved organically over the conﬂicts,
and the US took 12 years to establish the Defense forensic enterprise. The US
Department of Defense recognizes the need for a systems approach for the
Defense forensic enterprise. The introduction of Land 154 weapons technical intelligence capabilities in FY 2019/20 provides the Australian Government with a military
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forensic intelligence capability. This represents an opportunity to implement a system
of systems framework that is underpinned by strategic policy, doctrine, and concept
of operations. The need for Australia to implement forensic science without borders is
greater today than it has ever been. The rise of global terrorism and returned foreign
ﬁghters is contributing to the blurring the lines between military and law enforcement objectives. Terrorism does not respect international borders and, to counter this
threat, forensic science also needs to break down borders. The new Australian
Government Department of Home Aﬀairs could provide the mechanism for implementation of a forensic science system of systems.
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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

The Australian threat environment has changed as a result of
global terrorism and foreign ﬁghters, which are contributing factors to the blurring of the lines between military objectives and
law enforcement activities. This shift requires a more integrated
and interoperable forensic science framework that is coordinated
at the whole-of-Government enterprise level. The forensic science
‘system of systems’ provides an integrating framework, which
recognizes that forensic science supports the criminal justice, law
enforcement, intelligence, and military systems. These systems
must work together to achieve end-to-end performance, which is
coordinated through integration and sharing of information across
the systems. The purpose of this paper is to discuss why we need a
systems thinking approach to military forensic science in the contemporary world. Implementation of a coordinated and interoperable military forensic science system of systems will contribute to
the Australian Department of Defence strategic objective to deter,
deny and defeat returned foreign ﬁghters and global terrorist
networks, such as Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS).
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Introduction
Forensic science is conventionally thought of as a capability that supports law enforcement agencies and the criminal justice system. Military organizations also have, or are
developing, forensic science capabilities and the United States (US) Department of
Defense has a large forensic science capability.1 In Australia, the law enforcement and
military forensic science systems have evolved somewhat independently. Changes in the
external threat environment, speciﬁcally global terrorism and foreign ﬁghters are contributing factors to the blurring of the lines between military objectives and law
enforcement activities. Military operations that originate on the battleﬁeld can transition
into law enforcement investigations and even prosecution in the criminal justice system.
This shift requires a more interoperable forensic science system that is coordinated at
the whole-of-Government enterprise level.
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Australian government strategic environment
The Australian Government national security and defence strategic environments are broadly
moving towards a more coordinated and interoperable framework. Strategic reviews such as
the Independent Intelligence Review,2 2016 Defence White Paper,3 and Defence First
Principles Review4 all recommend enhanced coordination and interoperability between
relevant agencies. It will be essential to review and monitor these changes in the Australian
strategic environment to assess the impact that they will have on forensic science.
The 2017 Independent Intelligence Review has made recommendations for reform of
the Australian strategic intelligence environment to strengthen integration through the
management of the capability as a national enterprise. The review recommended
changes to the coordination structures of the National Intelligence Community (NIC),
new funding mechanisms to address capability gaps, and the streamlining of relevant
legislative arrangements.2
The Independent Intelligence Review recommends the establishment of an Oﬃce of
National Intelligence (ONI) in the Prime Minister’s portfolio, which subsumes the Oﬃce
of National Assessments (ONA). ONI will be responsible for enterprise level management
of the NIC to promote integration and synergies of intelligence priorities. ONI is to be
headed by a Director-General, Mr Nick Warner who was appointed the inaugural
Director-General. ONI is responsible for coordination of the NIC to ensure that there
are appropriately integrated strategies across the agencies’ capabilities.2 The recommendations from the Independent Intelligence Review are planned to be implemented by 1
July 2018, with several already achieved.
The Australian Government has recently established the Department of Home Aﬀairs,
similar to the UK’s Home Oﬃce, to strengthen coordination across Australia’s national
intelligence enterprise. The Department of Home Aﬀairs provides strategic planning,
coordination and other support to a ‘federation’ of independent security and law
enforcement agencies including: the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation
(ASIO), the Australian Federal Police (AFP), the Australian Border Force (ABF), and the
Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission (ACIC). The Minister for Immigration and
Border Protection has been designated the Minister for Home Aﬀairs.5
The Independent Intelligence Review’s recommendation for a more cooperative, and
interoperable Australian intelligence community is in line with the Australian Government
Department of Defence (Defence) joint approach. Defence has undergone multiple reviews
that address the complex nature of the organization, with the most recent conducted under
the First Principles Review. The First Principles Review recommended a ‘One Defence’
approach of a more uniﬁed and integrated organization that is more consistently linked
to its strategy and is led by its strategic centre to provide clear direction.4 More emphasis has
been placed on the joint force, which brings together the diﬀerent land, air, sea, intelligence,
electronic warfare, cyber, and space capabilities.3,4 The new permanent Defence future force
design function will strengthen Defence’s capacity to deliver joint and integrated
capabilities.3,4 Defence has implemented 63 of 75 recommendations from the First
Principles Review to move towards the One Defence strategy.
Furthermore, under a whole-of-Government integrated construct, the role of the
Australian Defence Force (ADF) in assisting the states and territories to respond to
terrorist incidents in Australia is being reviewed. These changes are in response to the
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evolving nature of the terrorist threat as demonstrated in recent terrorist attacks around
the world and in Australia.6 The objective is to make it easier for Defence to work with
Federal, State and Territory Police in the event of a terrorist incident and to ensure that
Australia has a coordinated and interoperable response.6

Forensic science system of systems
Defence does not currently have a forensic science framework that is coordinated and
interoperable at the organizational, national and international level.7 The Australian
strategic environment in the contemporary world advocates for increased coordination
and interoperability of the Australian intelligence, law enforcement and Defence
functions.2–4 Ribaux et al. argue that developments in forensic science, including new
traceability, innovative technologies and development in policing techniques, badly
need a modern framework to holistically use the forensic case data to inform the police
investigation and inform decision making.8 In a previous publication, we described the
forensic science ‘system of systems’, which describes forensic science as a sub-system in
the larger criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence and military systems.7 The
system of systems approach could be the strategic answer to the need for a modern
holistic framework identiﬁed by Ribaux and co-workers.7,8
The expanding role of the ADF to assist the states and territories to respond to
terrorist incidents will require a coordinated framework that enhances interoperability
between the ADF and the relevant external agencies. The forensic science system of
systems provides a holistic framework that meets the requirements set out in the 2016
Defence White Paper,3 First Principles Review,4 and Independent Intelligence Review2 for
enhanced coordination and interoperability. In this paper, we discuss why a systems
thinking approach to military forensic science in the contemporary world is needed. We
propose that creative holism is an appropriate system thinking approach for implementation of the forensic science system of systems.

Discussion
Modern organizational theory is based on the principle that the only meaningful way to
study an organization is to study it as a system.9 Military organizations are increasing the
emphasis on the system of systems; they are moving away from a platform focus and are
placing greater emphases on the capabilities. A system of systems is deﬁned as a set or
arrangement of systems that results when independent and useful systems are integrated
into a larger system that delivers unique capabilities. Most military systems are part of a
system of systems even if they are not explicitly described as such.10 Similarly, forensic
science is a system of systems even though it has only recently been described as one.7

System thinking approach
Von Bertalanﬀy11 developed the concept of a ‘system’ as a solution to the limitations of
individual disciplines in addressing complex problems. Like all systems, the forensic
science system is made up of units that take stimuli from the environment and process
them to provide outputs that add value to larger criminal justice, intelligence, law
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enforcement and military systems.7 The forensic science system of systems is made up of
constitute units including: objectives (dependent on the operating environment); activities (point of collection, deployed and rear analysis); relationships (internal and external); interdependencies (disciplines, information sharing, and execution strategy); and
dependencies (strategic policy, research and development, and innovation).7 These units
only make sense in terms of how they support the entire forensic science system.
Aristotle reasoned that the parts of the body only make sense in terms of the way
they function to support the whole organism.12 Equally, forensic science only makes
sense when considered in relation to how it supports the criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence or military systems. The case ‘whole’ will not be fully understood by
investigation of the discipline ‘parts’ in isolation.
In the past, science tried to explain phenomena by reducing them to units that could
be investigated independently of each other. This is a reductionist approach, which
seeks to identify and understand the individual parts of a system to gain an understanding of the whole.12 Criminalistics was originally conceived as a discipline that
combined all trace types to support the criminal investigation,13 which is a holistic
system approach,11 also referred to as holistic system thinking.12 Holism puts the
study of the whole before that of the parts. It does not try to break down the systems
into parts in order to understand them independently of each other.12 With the
increased reliance on forensic trace such as ﬁngerprints or DNA for identiﬁcation,
forensic science moved towards a reductionist approach.13,14 The emergence of forensic
intelligence models with a multi-case, multi-disciplinary focus13–24 has shifted forensic
science back into a holistic systems approach.8,13–24 The forensic science system of
systems promotes a holistic system thinking approach to forensic science and not just
to the forensic intelligence sub-system.7,13 To achieve a holistic system approach, the
military forensic science system needs to consider appropriate system thinking methodologies, including hard system thinking, soft system approaches, and creative holism.

Hard system thinking
Hard system thinking endeavours to ﬁnd the best means of getting from the present state
of the system to some optimum state in pursuit of clearly identiﬁed objectives.25 Hard
system thinking methodologies are most applicable to engineering-type problems12 and
include system engineering,26 systems analysis,27 and operation research.28 Hard system
thinking methodologies broadly involve formulation of the problem, researching the
alternative states of the solution, qualitative analysis to build models of the alternative
states, and implementation of the optimum state.12
The application of hard system thinking requires the system to be simple enough to
be mathematically modelled. The measures of success for hard system thinking are the
eﬃciency of the system and the minimum resources required to achieve the desired
objectives.12 The main limitation of hard system thinking applied to forensic science is
that the system is complex and cannot be easily qualitatively modelled. Furthermore,
the various stakeholders have multiple (and sometimes conﬂicting) views in relation to
the objectives of the system. Due to the limitation of hard system thinking, soft system
approaches emerged in the 1960s.29
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Soft system approach
Soft system approaches were designed to treat messy, and ill-structured problems that
cannot be solved with hard system thinking. Soft system thinking acknowledges that
there are multiple perceptions of reality from the diﬀerent stakeholder’s viewpoints and
recognizes the importance of probing these worldviews.30 Churchman, an early pioneer
of the soft system approach, stated that ‘the system approach begins when ﬁrst you see
the world through the eyes of another’.31 The multiple stakeholders in the forensic
science system of systems, including law enforcement oﬃcers, forensic scientists, intelligence analysts, military personnel, lawyers, judges, and jury members, all have diﬀerent
perceptions of reality for the system and diﬀerent system objectives. Rapid changes in
technology, the nature of crime and conﬂict, and the threat environment are resulting in
a shift in the strategic environment in which the forensic science system of systems
operates. These strategic shifts will inevitably have an impact on the forensic science
systems stakeholders’ worldview,32 which will need to be considered during implementation of a forensic science system of systems.
There are multiple soft system methodologies12 including, but not limited to: strategic assumption surfacing and testing (SAST);33 strategic options development and
analysis (SODA);34 and soft systems methodology (SSM).30,35 Soft system approaches
use qualitative techniques to analyse the system, techniques that are appropriate to be
used to measure the forensic science system. The measures of success are eﬀectiveness
– is the system actually achieving what it is designed to achieve – and elegance – do the
stakeholders ﬁnd what is deemed appropriate.12
Soft system approaches recognize that it is not always possible to assume easily
identiﬁable, agreed-on objectives that could be used to provide an objective account of
the system and its purpose, but accommodation between diﬀerent stakeholders can be
achieved.30 The forensic science system of systems has diﬀerent stakeholders with
diﬀerent objectives and operating environments. Due to the diﬀerent focuses and
operating environments between law enforcement and military organizations, it is
unlikely that a uniﬁed objective for the forensic science system of systems will be agreed
upon. Aspects of hard system thinking and soft system approaches are applicable to the
implementation of the forensic science system of systems in the military domain;
however, no one method is optimal.
Creative holism
Creative holism integrates the divergent management science methods and models to
work, cohesively, according to each methodology’s strengths and weaknesses.12
Creative holism is one approach to address complex systems30 such as the complex
forensic science system of systems. Creative holism was applied to the design of the
forensic science system of systems by utilizing aspects of the most appropriate hard
system thinking and soft system approaches. Hard system thinking was used to design
the forensic science system of systems. The systems approach was used to deﬁne the
problem, the wider system and the current Defence forensic science system. This
allowed for identiﬁcation of gaps in the system to determine the needs and requirements of the future forensic science system. The design phase considered the constituent units in the forensic science system of systems,7 which provides a framework for the
end-to-end management of the forensic science system.36 The proposed forensic
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science system of systems is being considered for implemented in Defence and it is
proposed that soft systems metrics be used to assess the systems eﬀectiveness and
elegance once implemented. The creative holism approach has allowed for the development of a systems approach that is suitable to be implemented in the military domain
but could also be utilized by law enforcement agencies and forensic science
laboratories.

Components of the forensic science system of systems
The forensic science system of systems is composed of multiple constitute systems that
are interoperable and interdependent. The multiple elements of the forensic science
system of systems do not operate independently and, for the system to function, they
must work together to achieve the necessary end-to-end performance coordinated
through interoperability and sharing of information across the systems.10,30 (Figure 1)
The law enforcement system objectives are investigation, which seeks to identify
the likely perpetrator of a crime, and prosecution, which seeks to prove the guilt or
innocence of a defendant beyond a reasonable doubt.37 More recently, forensic
science support to intelligence objectives, referred to as forensic intelligence has
emerged as a model within law enforcement agencies to prevent and disrupt criminal
activity.8,13–17,19–24 In a previous publication, we outlined the military forensic science

Figure 1. Forensic science system of systems describes forensic science as a constitute system (subsystem) in the larger criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence, and military systems. Important
components of the forensic science system of systems include: quality management; risk and issues
management; forensic biometrics; forensic intelligence systems; and all-source intelligence. The
constitute systems work together to achieve end-to-end performance, which is coordinated through
the sharing of information across the systems. Adapted from Wilson et al. .7
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objectives, which include support to: intelligence; law enforcement; counter-terrorism;
national security; counter proliferation; and humanitarian and disaster relief.7 At a
strategic level, the 2016 Defence White Paper outlines three defence strategic objectives, two of which relate to military forensic science: (1) to deter, deny and defeat any
attempt by a hostile country or non-state actor to attack, threaten or coerce Australia;
and (2) to provide meaningful contributions to global response to address threats to
the rules-based global order that threaten Australia and its interests,3 Figure 2 articulates the military forensic science tactical objectives and their relationship to the
military system strategic objectives stated in the 2016 Defence White Paper.
Articulation of the forensic science objectives allows assessment in relation to the
system’s ability to meet these objectives. Risk and issue management is an important
component of the forensic science system of systems7 and, in a future publication, we
discuss ‘Developing a strategic forensic science risk management system in the
military domain’. Risk is the eﬀect of uncertainty on objectives38 and, without clearly
articulated objectives, risk assessments cannot be conducted. At the strategic level,
there is a high risk that if the forensic science system of systems does not address the
One Defence requirements for a more uniﬁed and integrated capability then there is
the risk that forensic science operations will not contribute to the support of the 2016
Defence White Papers Strategic Objective to deter, deny and defeat terrorist networks
such as the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS).3 To help to mitigate against this high
risk, Defence is exploring the implementation of the end-to-end forensic science
system of systems, which includes quality management system to address the risk
of miscarriages of justice.

Figure 2. The Australian government Department of Defence forensic science system objectives.
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A quality management system is a set of policies, procedures and processes required for
an organization to meet its objectives and continually improve its capabilities.39 Forensic
science quality management systems involve the implementation of standards, voluntary
third-party accreditation, and the certiﬁcation of scientists.40,41 Reviews of forensic service
delivery have been undertaken due to critical system failures in the forensic science
industry.36,37,42–49 The National Academy of Science (NAS) Report on Strengthening
Forensic Science in the United States: A Path Forward made recommendations for the
establishment of forensic quality management systems.43 In a previous publication, we
discussed quality management systems as an important component of the forensic science
system of systems. We argue that a quality management system needs to be ﬁt-for-purpose
to allow organizations to meet objectives, provide continuous improvement, mitigate risk,
and impart a positive quality culture.50 Indeed Crispino and Roux have recognized the need
to critically review forensic quality management systems.41
Akin to traditional forensic quality management systems, military forensic quality
management systems need to consider the appropriate standards to implement and
for the certiﬁcation of scientists. They will also need to consider the cost-beneﬁt of
voluntary third-party accreditation. A ﬁt-for-purpose Defence forensic science quality
management system should meet intelligence objectives and allow for any future
support to the criminal justice system objectives without compromising timeliness of
reporting or stiﬂing innovation.50 This can be achieved through the implementation of a
forensic intelligence model.
Forensic intelligence is the accurate, timely and useful product of logically processing
forensic case data for investigation and/or intelligence purposes and is an emerging
discipline.15,16 Forensic intelligence models have been developed in support of law
enforcement investigations, which focus on fusion of multi-case, multi-discipline data
to inform decision making14,17 and, thus, these models focus on the operational level. It
is important to note that the forensic science system of systems is a strategic level
framework that provides a mechanism for coordination and interoperability of forensic
science at the organisational, national, and international level. In the system of systems
approach, forensic intelligence is a secondary sub-system of the forensic science system,
which we have previously discussed in the military context.13
Military organizations have or are developing forensic science capabilities. However,
formal forensic intelligence models have not been implemented in the military domain.
A forensic intelligence model is an integrating activity that spans the continuum
between forensic science informing law enforcement investigations or intelligence,
through to prosecution in the criminal justice system. A principle-based approach to
the development of a military forensic intelligence model provides a ﬂexible and
adaptive model across the spectrum of military conﬂicts. The implementation of a
military forensic intelligence model will ensure the timely provision of forensic intelligence to be fused with all-source intelligence to meet the commander’s intent and
intelligence requirements, while allowing for any future support to the criminal justice
system objectives.13 A military forensic intelligence model that is coordinated with the
whole-of-Government framework will meet the Australian Government strategic intent
for more integrated and interoperable capabilities.2–4
Forensic intelligence is a component of military Identity Intelligence (I2) operations,51
which provides information on individuals and networks to inform decision making. I2 is
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the fusion of forensic biometrics and biometrics-enabled intelligence (including contextual information) with forensic intelligence and document and media exploitation
(DOMEX). The aim is to identify adversaries to deny them their anonymity and disrupt
terrorist/insurgent networks through targeting, prevention, and disruption of activities.52
I2 contributes information to all-source intelligence through fusion with human intelligence, signal intelligence, and open-source intelligence.53
A key component of I2 is forensic biometrics, which is the application of forensic
science principles to physical and behavioural characteristics. In the forensic science
system of systems approach, forensic biometrics is a secondary sub-system. Biometrics
that are collected on the battleﬁeld are integrated into the intelligence, law enforcement
and ultimately the criminal justice system. Holistic system design for forensic biometrics
systems allows for a consideration of the strategic operational and threat environment
to enable biometric capabilities to be coordinated and interoperable at the organizational, national, and international level.54 Biometric systems that are designed in isolation can result in capabilities that are not truly interoperable. For example, in the US, the
law enforcement biometrics and military biometrics systems developed organically,
which has resulted in limited direct interoperability between the divergent biometric
systems. The workaround for the US is the sharing of watch lists, such as the Department
of Defence Biometrics Enabled Watch List (BEWL)55,56 and the FBI’s known or suspected
terrorist (KST) database.57 Under a forensic science system of systems design the system
takes into consideration the broader system within which it operates to ensure interoperability across the system.
Director-General ONI, in his role as enterprise level management of the NIC to
coordinate and promote integration and synergies to high priority intelligence capabilities, might be the appropriate person to be accountable for integration and interoperability of the Australian biometric capability, including the strategic level Defence
biometrics. This would include ensuring that there are appropriately integrated biometric strategies across the NIC to enable biometrics sharing across relevant national
agencies and with Five Eyes (Australia, Canada, US, UK, and New Zealand) through
sharing of watch lists. This will require addressing legislative constraints and organizational policy, and ensuring that biometric databases are ﬁt-for-purpose to meet law
enforcement and military requirements.54
The forensic science system of systems is a complex system with multiple components and integrating activities. Implementation of the forensic science system of
systems should enable interoperability and coordination to allow the end-to-end performance at the whole-of-Government enterprise level.

Forensic science system of systems implementation considerations
Contingency theory postulates that there is no one best universal organizational structure and that the structure is contingent on the operating environment.58 The criminal
justice, law enforcement, intelligence, and military systems have diﬀerent operating
environments and objectives.7 The application of contingency theory to the forensic
science system of systems means that it is an applicable approach for all component
systems and is ﬂexible and adaptable to the range of potential and emerging threats
and shifts in the strategic environment. The forensic science system of systems and
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contingency approach provides mitigation against the forensic science capability not
being mission capable and the system will meet the current military threat from nonstate actors and any future threat from state or non-state actors.
The proposed forensic science system of systems is an overlay of existing and new
Australian systems. The component systems are operated by various Australian
Government agencies: the criminal justice system by the Oﬃce of the Commonwealth
Director of Public Prosecutions; the law enforcement system by the AFP, State and
Territory Police, and ABF; the intelligence system by the new ONI; and the military system
by the Australian Government Department of Defence. These agencies will need to work
closely together to ensure interoperability and coordination of the system (Figure 3).
The rise in global terrorism and foreign ﬁghters,2 taken with the increased likelihood
that oﬀ-shore military operations will transition into the law enforcement and criminal
justice system, requires enhanced whole-of-Government coordination. The new Home
Aﬀairs portfolio will not provide strategic planning and coordination to all agencies that
are proposed to be integrated into the forensic science system of systems. However, the
mandate of Home Aﬀairs, to strengthen coordination across Australia’s national intelligence enterprise, could make it the appropriate governing portfolio for the forensic
science system of systems. The ONI’s new role in coordinating the NIC would assist the
forensic science system of systems by facilitating joint capability planning, enhanced
data sharing, and collaborative analysis.2
One of the major advantages of implementation of a forensic science system of
systems is that it allows for the identiﬁcation and treatment of risk at the system, sub-

Figure 3. The forensic science system of systems and responsible agencies.
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system and unit level to introduce redundancies that will help to prevent critical system
failures. The risk to Australia in not adopting a systems thinking approach to forensic
science in the contemporary world is that risks that are realized in the sub-system or at
the unit level of the forensic science system could be carried through to the criminal
justice, law enforcement, intelligence or military system and result in critical system
failure. This risk was realized in the US when issues in the foreign and national intelligence community were not mitigated at the intelligence system level and, as a result,
the US was unable to prevent the 9/11 attacks.
The Final Report of the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks upon the United
States (The 9/11 Commission Report) reported that the ‘system was blinking red’.59
However, the warnings were not recognized in time due to systemic issues with the
intelligence community that hindered joint intelligence operations. There was a lack of
common standards across domestic and foreign intelligence agencies, divided management of national intelligence capabilities, and lack of articulated intelligence priorities.
The 9/11 attacks fell into the void between the foreign and domestic threats, and the US
domestic agencies did not have adequate coordination and direction to respond to such
threats. The 9/11 Commission Report highlighted the critical information sharing gaps
across the US intelligence community.59
The forensic science system of systems aims to ﬁll the gaps that fall between military
oﬀ-shore operations in the military system and domestic law enforcement operations.
The beneﬁt for all stakeholders in the proposed forensic science system of systems is
that it provides a framework for end-to-end performance of the system for coordination
and sharing of information across the system.7,13,50,51

Conclusion
The current military forensic science capabilities are not coordinated and interoperable. The
proposed forensic science system of systems provides a modern holistic framework that
meets the needs of the contemporary Australian strategy for enhanced coordination and
interoperability at the organizational, national and international level. The forensic science
system of systems provides a framework for the end-to-end process, which integrates
individual systems, sub-systems and units to enable communication across the complex
network of relationships. This allows for identiﬁcation of risks at the diﬀerent system levels
and implementation of risk treatment at each level, which identiﬁes the redundancies in the
system and helps to prevent critical system failures. The forensic science system of systems
applies contingency theory that enables the system to be ﬂexible and adaptable to mitigate
against the forensic science capability not being mission capable. The important components and sub-systems of the forensic science system of systems including risk and issue
management, quality management, forensic intelligence, and biometrics systems assist the
system in meeting its objectives and continually improving its capabilities. The new Home
Aﬀairs portfolio could provide the appropriate strategic direction for the forensic science
system of systems and the ONI’s new role in coordinating the NIC would provide valuable
assistance. Implementation of the forensic science system of systems across the relevant
Australian Government agencies requires cooperation and coordination at an enterprise
level to ensure that the system reaches its full potential.
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4. Risk and issues management system
4.1. Aim
The aim of the risk and issues management system is to identify risks at the system, sub-system,
and unit level to identify and mitigate risks to help prevent critical system failures, such as
miscarriage of justice.

4.2. Background
Over the last decade, reviews of the forensic science system have addressed critical system
failures and made recommendations for improvements to the industry2, 4, 40, 41, 43, 44, 98, 126-128.
These reviews do not specifically address strategic forensic science risk and issue management
principles, but identify relevant risks and issues for the forensic science industry at the
operational level.
Risk and issue management system is an important component of the forensic and technical
exploitation system of systems. The forensic and technical exploitation system is a complex
system with multiple sub-systems, components, and units. An advantage to the forensic and
technical exploitation system is that it allows for the identification of risks and issues at all
levels of the system to enable implementation of risk mitigation activities at all levels to prevent
critical system failure, such as miscarriage of justice.
Under a forensic and technical exploitation system risk and issue management systems work
hand-in-hand with quality management systems. The updated ISO 17025:2017 General
requirements for the competence of testing and calibration laboratories now includes risk
considerations, including requirements for the laboratory to plan and implement actions to
address risks and opportunities129. ISO 31000 Risk management – Guidelines was also recently
updated130. The future forensic and technical exploitation system of systems will need to
consider the updated ISO 17025:2017 and ISO 31000:2018 and their impacts on forensic
science.

4.3. Publication
This chapter discusses “Developing a strategic forensic science risk management system as a
component of the forensic science system of systems”, which was published online in the
Australian Journal of Forensic Sciences on 27 June 2018.
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4.3.1. Developing a strategic forensic
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component of the forensic science system
of systems
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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Over the last decade, reviews of the forensic science industry have
addressed critical system failures and made recommendations for
improvements to the industry. These reviews identify systemic risks
and issues but they do not explicitly address the need for strategic risk
and issue management systems to deal with the identiﬁed issues and
to mitigate risks. Risk and issue management, along with quality
management systems, are critical components of the forensic science
‘system of systems’, which describes forensic science as a supporting
system in the larger criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence, and
military systems. The update of ISO 17,025:2017 General requirements
for the competence of testing and calibration laboratories now includes a
chapter on risk-based thinking. Furthermore, ISO 31,000 principle and
guidelines for risk management was updated in 2018 and it is important
for the forensic science industry to consider the updated ISO
17,025:2017 and ISO 31,000. In this paper, we discuss risk and issues
management in relation to the forensic science system of systems. The
purpose is to review the strategic risks identiﬁed in reviews of the
forensic science industry to identify risk treatments to help to mitigate
against critical system failure, such as miscarriages of justice.
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Introduction
Over the last decade, reviews of the forensic science system have addressed critical system
failures and made recommendations for improvements to the industry 1–10. These reviews
do not speciﬁcally address strategic forensic science risk and issue management principles,
but identify relevant risks and issues for the forensic science industry at the operational level.
In a previous publication, we discussed the need for ﬁt-for-purpose forensic science quality
management systems in the military domain 11,12. Robertson has outlined the risk considerations for forensic science 13 and observed that eﬀective quality management systems
work hand in hand with risk management and business planning processes 14. This paper
applies risk and issue management systems to the forensic science ‘system of systems’ to
identify risk treatment activities to help to mitigate against critical system failure.
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Forensic science system of systems
In previous publications we discussed the forensic science system of systems, which
describes forensic science as a sub-system of the larger criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence, and military system 11,12,15,16. One of the key advantages of the
forensic science system of systems is that it introduces redundancies to help prevent
critical system failure that can lead to a miscarriage of justice. System redundancy is
duplication of key components of a system, for example in forensic science, system
redundancy is introduced through technical and administrative review or through multidiscipline analysis 11. The concept of system redundancy can be illustrated with the
Swiss cheese metaphor, which has been used to describe accidents in complex systems
such as the aviation industry. The metaphor describes the Swiss cheese as sub-systems
or multiple layers that are stacked on top of each other to create a secure barrier in the
system. System failure occurs when there is an accumulation of multiple factors and
failures in the system, i.e. when the holes in the multiple layers of cheese slices align,
preventing the multiple layers from creating a barrier 17. The forensic science system of
systems acts as layers of ‘Swiss cheese’, creating multiple barriers to help prevent critical
system failure (Figure 1).

Risk and issue terminology
Implementation of forensic science risk and issue management systems as part of a
system of systems approach requires a detailed understanding of risk and issues. At an
organizational and individual level, risk and issue management is an ongoing activity.
We are often subconsciously assessing risk and issue in our daily lives. Every time we put

Figure 1. The forensic science ‘system of systems’ acts as layers of ‘Swiss cheese’, creating multiple
barriers (treatment activities) to help prevent critical system failure. When there are holes in the
barriers, risks are carried through to the larger criminal justice, intelligence, law enforcement, or
military system.
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on a seat belt in a car we are helping to mitigate against the risk of death or injury in the
unlikely event of a car crash. Although risk management is an everyday occurrence, risk
and issue management is complex. The terminology is prone to ambiguity and misunderstanding about the intent can have serious consequences 18,19. An example of the
ambiguity of the meaning of risk occurred during the failed ‘Bay of Pigs’ military invasion
of Cuba by Cuban dissidents sponsored by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA).
President Kennedy ordered the Joint Chiefs of Staﬀ to provide an assessment of the
CIA’s plan for the invasion of Cuba. The Joint Chiefs of Staﬀ concluded that the likelihood of success of the invasion was ‘fair’, which was presented to the White House as
‘this plan has a fair chance of ultimate success’. The Joint Chiefs use of ‘fair’ in their
assessment did not explicitly state that it meant a 30% likelihood of success as they
thought that people would interpret fair to mean ‘not too good’ 20. This example
underlines the importance of clear articulation of risk terminology.
Risk is the eﬀect of uncertainty on objectives and is expressed in terms of consequence of an event and the associated likelihood of occurrence. The consequences of an
event can be either positive (opportunity) or negative (threat) 18,21. The terms risk and
issue are sometimes used interchangeably by organizations and there can be confusion
about diﬀerences between them. For an event to be a risk, there needs to be uncertainty
of the likelihood of the event occurring. Issues have either occurred or have 100%
likelihood of occurring; therefore, there is no uncertainty associated with issues.
Risks can materialize as issues if they are not managed appropriately 18,21,22. An
example of the diﬀerence between risk and issue can be illustrated with a weather
scenario. If the weather forecast indicates a 60% chance of rain then there is uncertainty
and it is a risk. If it is already raining then it is an issue. In the weather scenario, we may
identify that an umbrella will mitigate against the consequence of getting wet, and thus
the umbrella is a risk treatment. There are other treatment strategies for this scenario
including risk avoidance (staying inside), risk acceptance (getting wet), or pursuing an
opportunity (singing in the rain). Risk treatments that have been implemented are
referred to as controls; if we take an umbrella with us when we go outside then the
umbrella is now referred to as a control 21.

Risk appetite and risk tolerance
Little attention has been given to the concept of risk appetite and risk tolerance in
forensic science organizations. Risk appetite and risk tolerance are important concepts
for the forensic science industry to consider. When organizations focus too heavily on
the negative eﬀects of risk and do not tolerate high risks to pursue opportunities, then
the organization can develop a risk averse culture, which can stiﬂe innovation and
hamper capability improvement. In the military domain, which this research focuses
on, the current bureaucratic approach within the US Department of Defense (DoD) is risk
averse and focuses on minimizing risk above all else. The DoD recognizes the need to
transition to a culture where leadership can manage risks to harness opportunities 23.
Similarly, the Australian Government Department of Defence (Defence) 2015 First
Principle Review noted that the organizational culture within Defence is risk averse 24.
The military organization’s risk culture will have a ﬂow-on eﬀect on the military forensic
science capability.
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Mechanisms for organizations to address a risk averse culture include the principles of
risk appetite and risk tolerance. Individuals and organizations have diﬀerent risk appetites depending on the amount of risk that they are willing to accept to achieve
objectives, which is articulated in a risk appetite statement. For example, if individuals
have the objective of thrill seeking they might be willing to pursue risks, such as bungee
jumping, in pursuit of an adrenaline rush (opportunity), while others might have a lower
risk appetite in this scenario and avoid bungee jumping (threat). Risk tolerance is a
measure of risk used to monitor exposure compared with the stated risk appetite 25-27. In
the bungee jumping thrill seeking scenario, the negative outcomes of risk include mild
to severe injury or even death. An individual’s tolerance to the outcome of risk will
depend on their risk appetite and will inform how they take on risk associated with the
source of risk, bungee jumping in this instance. For example, people with higher risk
tolerance in this scenario may be willing to have a longer bungee cord, to jump over
water and have their head dipped in the water, or bungee jump multiple times,
increasing their exposure to the potential negative outcomes of risk. The purpose of
forensic science organizations having a risk appetite statement and tolerance levels is to
enable decision making regarding the level of risk that is acceptable in pursuit of
objectives and to help set the organization’s risk culture.

Forensic science quality management and risk and issue management standards
Quality management, and risk and issue management systems, assist organizations in
achieving objectives and the requirements for both are set out in national and international standards. ISO/IEC 17,025 General requirements for the competence of testing and
calibration laboratories 28 is the most commonly applied standard in forensic science.
ISO/IEC 17,025 was updated in 2017 and now includes a chapter on risk-based thinking.
This is a step forward for the forensic industry and organizations need to align forensic
science with risk standards. ISO 31,000:2018 risk management outlines the principles
and guidelines for risk management 29. With the implementation of the updated ISO/IEC
17,025:2017 and ISO 31,000:2018 it will be important to review the requirements with
respect to their applicability to the forensic science industry.

Likelihood ratios
At the forensic science operational level, an element of risk is accepted when reporting
the likelihood (probability) of two samples matching. For example, the use of the DNA
likelihood ratio to report the likelihood of observing the DNA proﬁle if the person of
interest is the source of the DNA, over the likelihood of observing the DNA proﬁle if the
person of interest is not the source of the DNA sample 4,10. There is also ongoing debate
around reporting the likelihood ratios for ﬁngerprint comparisons 30,31. The perceived
risks with reporting likelihood ratios for ﬁngerprint comparisons include mathematical
models resulting in otherwise ‘inconclusive’ comparisons being assigned very high
likelihood ratios or, conversely, potentially strong evidence ending up as ‘inconclusive’.
It can be argued – along similar lines – that there are risks involved in not using a
likelihood ratio approach. Mathematical models need to be ﬁt-for-purpose; for example,
they need to consider future increases in the number of ﬁngerprint holdings in
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databases, which will increase the probability of ﬁnding close non-matches.
Furthermore, the presentation of likelihood ratios may be confusing to judges and juries
(so, there is a risk of misinterpretation), and this may need to be done in conjunction
with expert opinion 32.
Although attention is being given to likelihood ratios, which incorporates an element
of risk, further consideration is needed in relation to strategic organizational risk and
issue management systems to mitigate against systemic risks and issues identiﬁed in the
reviews of the forensic science system 1–10. In this paper, we discuss risk and issues
management in relation to the forensic science system of systems and review the
strategic risks identiﬁed in reviews of the forensic science industry. The purpose is to
identify risk treatments to help to mitigate against critical system failure, such as
miscarriages of justice.

Discussion
In a previous article, we outlined the forensic science system of systems in the military
domain 11 and noted that quality management 12 and risk and issue management
systems are critical components of the system of systems. This paper expands on the
theme to articulate the characteristics of a forensic science risk and issue management
system.

Forensic science system risks and issues
The forensic science system is composed of units including objectives, activities, relationships, integration and dependencies 11. Forensic science risks and issues can occur at
the unit, sub-system or system level of the forensic science system of systems. If risks are
not identiﬁed and treated in the forensic science sub-system or at the unit level, then
they might be carried through to the larger system and result in critical system failures.
Implementation of risk treatment activities at all levels introduces redundancies into the
system and will help to prevent critical system failures (Figure 2). Redundancies in the
forensic science system include technical and administrative reviews, multi-disciplinary
analysis, veriﬁcation and validation programmes, presumptive and conﬁrmatory tests,
etc. The implementation of risk and issue management systems, as part of the forensic
science system of systems to help to prevent critical system failure, validates the system
of systems approach.
Recent reviews of the forensic science industry do not explicitly address strategic risk
and issue management systems, but do identify systemic risks and issues, and make
recommendations for risk treatment activities 1–,10. Table 1 maps the systemic risks and
issues identiﬁed in the reviews of the forensic science industry to the system, sub-system
and unit levels, which allows for the identiﬁcation of controls or treatments that provide
redundancies to the system to help prevent critical system failures. This also develops a
risk hierarchy framework that can be utilized to record risks in a risk register and report
issues to enable continual improvement (Table 1).
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Figure 2. Forensic science ‘system of systems’ describes forensic science as a sub-system of the
larger criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence and military systems. The forensic science subsystem is composed of constituent units. Forensic science risks and issues can occur at the system,
sub-system or unit level of the forensic science system of systems. If risks are not identiﬁed and
treated in the forensic science sub-system or at the unit level, then they might be carried through to
the larger system and result in critical system failures. Implementation of risk treatment activities at
all levels introduces redundancies into the system and will help to prevent critical system failures.

The wrongful arrest of Brandan Mayﬁeld
There have been examples of critical system failures in forensic science sub-systems
being carried through to the larger criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence, or
military systems. In 2004, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) misidentiﬁed Brandan
Mayﬁeld’s ﬁngerprint on a bag of detonators linked to terrorist bomb attacks on three
Madrid train stations. The FBI stated that the ﬁngerprint recovered from the bag of
detonators in Madrid was a 100% positive identiﬁcation for Brandan Mayﬁeld, a Muslim
US citizen living in Oregon 42-45.
One of the failures in the forensic science system in this case was reported to have
occurred due to contextual bias being introduced in the latent print examination. A ‘Review
of the FBI’s Handling of the Brandon Mayﬁeld Case’ reported that the FBI latent print
examiners were inﬂuenced by extraneous information and the high proﬁle of the case 45.
The ﬁngerprint match was veriﬁed by a second latent print examiner, a Unit Chief, and later
by a court appointed independent expert; however, these were not blind veriﬁcations and
the technical and administrative veriﬁers were aware that the latent print examiner had
reported a positive match. Mitigating activities for conﬁrmation bias include the use of
likelihood ratios to report results, blind technical and administrative peer reviews, a code of
conduct, and not providing examiners with extraneous information (refer to Table 1) 1.
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Table 1. Forensic science system of systems systemic risks and issues.
Risk or Issue
Description
System level risks and issues
Miscarriage of justice Critical system failures can result in miscarriages of justice
including:
• wrongful conviction;
• wrongful acquittal;
• obstructing or delaying the investigation 33;
• legitimate evidence being discounted 1; and
• poor decision making.
Forensic science sub-system level risks and issues
Backlog
If samples are not analysed and reported within the
laboratory policy timeframe, or as per clauses in
service level agreements, then backlogs occur.
Uncertainty of
ISO 17,025 requires estimating uncertainty of
measurement 33
measurement 35 factors that include:
• diﬀerences in skill;
• equipment;
• method; and
• environmental factors 33.
Limitations of the
Limitations of forensic science tests can include the risk
forensic science
of false positives and false negatives. If the limitations
test
of the forensic science test are not recognized then
there is a risk of over conﬁdence in the forensic science
results.
Continuity (chain of Continuity of evidence refers to the movement and
36
treatment of physical evidence from the point of
custody)
collection through to analysis, including storage and
destruction. If the chain of custody is not appropriately
maintained then there is a risk that the forensic
science evidence will not be accepted.
Forensic science
If the forensic science value of an item is not recognized
value
at the point of collection or during analysis then the
highest forensic science value may not be achieved 37.

Control/treatment
• Quality management system,
including implementation of a
quality manual.
• Monitoring and reporting of
issues and near misses to
enable continual
improvement 34.
• Strategies to prioritize analyses.
• Veriﬁcation and validation
programme 33.
• Estimation of uncertainty in
reports 33.
• Veriﬁcation and validation
programme.
• Reporting of limitations.
• Conducting more than one
forensic science test 33.
• Laboratory Information
Management System (LIMS) or
other exhibit tracking system
that facilitates chain of custody.
• Execution strategy to determine
items with the highest forensic
value.

Unit level risks and issues
Contamination
Minimizing the potential of contamination in
manufactured products used for forensic science
purposes 38 and precautions to guard against the
inadvertent introduction of extraneous materiel to
items of potential evidence, which can include crosscontamination 39.
Failure of analysis
test
Lack of competency
Safety
Cognitive bias

41

• Standardization of methods.
• Potential compromise noted
and reported.
• DNA and ﬁngerprint elimination
databases 33,40.
• Use negative controls to
monitor for contamination.
The analysis test fails.
• Positive controls in test batch to
monitor for test eﬃciency.
Examiner fails to meet/maintain competency
• Proﬁciency testing.
requirements.
• On-going training.
Safety of forensic science practitioners in the handling of • Reduction of the reduce the
material and samples. Includes potential exposure to
residual risk to as low as
chemical, biological, and radiological hazards.
reasonably practicable (ALARP).
• Validation and veriﬁcation
Conﬁrmation bias
programmes;
• Examiners could focus on similarities between
• Use of objective rather than
samples and discount diﬀerences.
subjective forensic science
Contextual bias
tests (if possible);
• Examiners could be inﬂuenced by extraneous
• Not providing examiners with
information and external pressures about a case.
extraneous information;
Avoidance of cognitive dissonance
• Blind technical and
• Examiners could be reluctant to accept new
administrative peer review;
information that is inconsistent with their tentative
• Codes of conduct;
conclusions 10.
• Proﬁciency testing; and
• Certiﬁcation.
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The Spanish National Police (SNP) disagreed with the FBI ﬁngerprint match to Mayﬁeld and
stated that it was a ‘negativo’ (negative) result. The FBI examiners believed that they had
identiﬁed 15 points of agreement between Mayﬁeld’s ﬁngerprint and the latent print from the
bag of detonators, while the SNP found only seven. The FBI did not accept the SNP conclusion
and this could have been due to reluctance to accept new information that is inconsistent
with tentative conclusions (avoidance of cognitive dissonance). Although there was disagreement between the FBI and SNP regarding the latent print match, the FBI undertook an
intensive investigation into Mayﬁeld and thus the failure in the forensic science sub-system
was carried through into the law enforcement system. The investigation into Mayﬁeld did not
turn up any information linking Mayﬁeld to the Madrid terrorist attacks or evidence that
Mayﬁeld had even been to Spain. Despite the lack of evidence linking Mayﬁeld to the attack,
he was arrested on 6 May 2004 on a material witness warrant, further carrying through failures
in forensic science and law enforcement systems into the criminal justice system. Shortly after
Mayﬁeld’s arrest, the SNP announced that they had matched the latent print from the bag of
detonators to an Algerian man who was also linked to the attacks through DNA. Mayﬁeld
spent 17 days in jail before being released 42-45.
Examination of the wrongful arrest of Mayﬁeld in the context of the forensic science
system of systems illustrates how failures at all levels in the forensic science system of systems
resulted in the wrongful arrest of Mayﬁeld and a miscarriage of justice. Applying risk and issue
management to the forensic science system of systems allows for organizations to undertake
risk assessments for the identiﬁcation of risks and issues and to implement treatment
activities to help prevent a critical system failure that could lead to miscarriages of justice.

Forensic science risk and issue criteria
Implementation of a forensic science risk and issue management system requires organizations to establish risk criteria to facilitate the risk assessment process. Risk assessment is the
overall process of risk identiﬁcation, risk analysis and risk evaluation to determine the risk
treatment plan. The output of risk assessment is an input to the decision-making process 21.
Risk criteria help to determine and express the magnitude of risk (risk level) and to judge its
signiﬁcance against the organization’s risk appetite and tolerance. Risk evaluation is the
process of comparing the results of risk analysis against risk criteria to determine whether
the level of risk is tolerable. There are three elements of the risk criteria: (1) expression and
measurement of consequence and likelihood; (2) application of a risk matrix that combines the
consequences and their likelihood to express the risk level; and (3) guidelines for treating or
accepting risks. ISO 31,000 does not prescribe a risk matrix as the development of such a matrix
will be dependent on the organization’s risk appetite and tolerances 21,22,46, Figure 3 is an
example of risk criteria that may be applicable to a forensic science organization with a
balanced risk appetite (i.e. the matrix is not overly scaled to rating high or low risks). Risk
averse organizations would implement matrices that are scaled to higher risk ratings and could
also include very high or even catastrophic risk levels. Organizations that are willing to take on
risk to pursue opportunity would develop a risk matrix that is skewed to lower risk ratings.
In a previous article, we identiﬁed that a risk management system is required for
organizations to develop ﬁt-for-purpose forensic science quality management systems
that are balanced to allow organizations to meet objectives and continually improve 12.
Implementation of a risk matrix will assist forensic science organizations with the
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Consequence

Likelihood Rating

Description

Likely

81-100 %

Probable

61-80 %

Possible

41-60 %

Unlikely

21-40 %

Rare

0-20 %

9

Description

rating

Severe

Would cause critical system failure resulting in reputational damage to the forensic
science industry, reduced confidence in forensic science, and/or financial costs to
address risk. 33

Major

A critical sub-system function is lost and key activities are not achieved. The outcomes
would not be fit for the majority of the original purpose.

Moderate

A critical sub-system function is impaired and key activities are only partially achieved.
The outcomes will be fit for the majority of the original purpose.

Minor

There will be a small shortfall in critical sub-system functions, but overall key activities
are still met. The outcome will be fit for the majority of the original purpose.

Insignificant

There will be a small shortfall in non-critical sub-system functions, but overall key
activities are met. The outcome will be fit for the original purpose.

Consequence
Likelihood
Insignificant

Minor

Moderate

Major

Severe

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

Probable

Low

Medium

Medium

High

High

Possible

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Unlikely

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Rare

Low

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Likely

Risk Level

Description

High

High risk must be treated. Treatment activities must be put in place to treat the risk or issue.

Medium

Medium risks should be treated if it is economically viable to do so.

Low

Low risks do not need to be treated unless there is a significant cost/benefit to treating the
risk.

Figure 3. Forensic science risk and issue criteria. The criteria are composed of: expression and measurement of consequence and likelihood; a risk matrix that combines the consequence and their likelihoods,
and expresses the resulting level of risk; and the guidelines for treating or accepting risks. Adapted from
the Australian Government Department of Defence risk and issues manual (in draft).
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analysis of identiﬁed risks to facilitate quality management systems addressing appropriate risks. Forensic organizations that avoid risk or have risk averse cultures can be
overly reliant on the quality system as a risk treatment strategy rather than assisting to
meet organizational objectives and continual improvement.

Objectives of a military forensic science system
The implementation of risk and issue management systems assists organizations with achieving their objectives, and thus organizational objectives need to be clearly articulated 21. In the
law enforcement context, the objectives are investigation and prosecution, to identify the
likely perpetrator of a crime and prove the guilt or innocence of a defendant beyond a
reasonable doubt, respectively 10. Furthermore, forensic intelligence has emerged as a
model within law enforcement agencies to prevent and disrupt criminal activity 47-58. The
objectives and outcomes of military forensic science operations are broader than law enforcement. The US Department of Defense includes the following objectives in its concept of
operations: criminal prosecution; target identiﬁcation; force protection; and medical 59–61. In
the Australian military domain, the 2016 Defence White Paper outlined the strategic defence
interests and objectives. The Defence objectives that relate to military forensic science include:
(1) deter, deny and defeat any attempt by a hostile country or non-state actor to attack,
threaten or coerce Australia; and (2) provide meaningful contributions to a global response to
address threats to the rules-based global order that threaten Australia and its interests 62. As
part of a forensic science system of systems, the development of forensic science objectives
needs to consider the larger criminal justice, intelligence and military systems. Figure 4
articulates the military forensic science sub-system objectives and their relationship to the
military system objectives stated in the 2016 Defence White Paper 62. An outlining of the
objectives of Defence forensic science is required to determine the risk (uncertainty) of
achieving these objectives 11.

Conclusions
In this paper, we expand on the forensic science system of systems to discuss the
strategic forensic science risk and issue management system, which should work hand
in hand with the quality management system to help organizations achieve their
objectives and continually improve capability. Development of a strategic forensic
science risk management system requires consideration of the critical reviews of the
forensic science industry, introduction of risk appetite and tolerances to guide the
development of a positive risk culture, and establishment of risk criteria.
Implementation of a military forensic science risk and issue management system also
includes articulation of the objectives of the forensic science system, which takes into
consideration the strategic objectives. Implementation of strategic risk and issue management systems as part of the forensic science system of systems will articulate
redundancies in the system to develop treatment activities to help prevent critical
system failures that may result in miscarriages of justice.
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Figure 4. Military forensic science objectives as part of a system of systems approach.
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5. Fit-for-purpose quality management system
5.1. Aim
The aim of the forensic science quality management system in the military domain is to ensure
that expeditionary military forensic science meets the required standards without
compromising timeliness of reporting or stifling innovation.

5.2. Background
The need for forensic science to operate under a fit-for-purpose forensic quality management
system has been articulated in a range of international reviews2, 40, 41, 43, 44, 98, 126-128, 131. The
application of a forensic science quality management system includes voluntary accreditation
of facilities to international and/or national standards and certification of personnel132.
Accreditation bodies use standards documents to establish if the laboratory can competently
perform the tests, examinations and measures for which accreditation is sought133. Although
there has been considerable attention given to the need for forensic science quality management
systems to support law enforcement and criminal justice system objectives, little attention has
been given to the need for military forensic science quality management systems.
Quality management system is an important component of the forensic and technical
exploitation system of systems. The literature review and semi-structured interviews have
informed the requirements for a fit-for-purpose quality management system including:
•

Forensic laboratories require a quality management system to be implemented to ensure
the quality of the results;

•

A military quality management system needs to meet military and law enforcement
objectives to preserve the prosecution option;

•

Maintaining accreditation of a level 2 expeditionary forensic science facility has added
complexity;

•

There is a need to balance the cost of accreditation with the benefit that accreditation
will bring to an organization to help meet its objective;

•

Continuity (chain of custody) is required under a quality management system to
preserve the prosecution option;

•

Certification is required under a quality management system to ensure that staff are
appropriately trained and competent to perform their duties;
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•

Verification and validation studies are required for all forensic analysis that is
conducted in the facility; and

•

Quality management systems require the appropriate quality culture within the
organization.

Quality standards are applicable to both law enforcement and military organizations; however,
Defence does not operate under a coordinated quality management system. A quality
management system is a critical component of the forensic and technical exploitation system.
It works hand-in-hand with the risk and issues management system (chapter 4) and underpins
the forensic intelligence (chapter 6) and biometrics system (chapter 7).

5.3. Publication
This chapter discusses “Fit for purpose quality management system for military forensic
exploitation”, which has been published in Forensic Science International79.
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5.3.1. Fit for purpose quality management
system for military forensic exploitation
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A B S T R A C T

In a previous publication we described a systems approach to forensic science applied in the military
domain. The forensic science ‘system of systems’ describes forensic science as a sub-system in the larger
criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence, and military systems, with quality management being an
important supporting system. Quality management systems help to ensure that organisations achieve
their objective and continually improve their capability. Components of forensic science quality
management systems can include standardisation of processes, accreditation of facilities to national/
international standards, and certiﬁcation of personnel. A ﬁt for purpose quality management system
should be balanced to allow organisations to meet objectives, provide continuous improvement; mitigate
risk; and impart a positive quality culture. Considerable attention over the last decades has been given to
the need for forensic science quality management systems to meet criminal justice and law enforcement
objectives. More recently, the need for the forensic quality management systems to meet forensic
intelligence objectives has been considered. This paper, for the ﬁrst time, discusses the need for a ﬁt for
purpose quality management system for military forensic exploitation.
Crown Copyright © 2018 Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

1.1. Quality management systems

In a previous publication [1] we outlined a systems approach to
forensic science applied in the military domain. The forensic
science ‘system of systems’ describes forensic science as a subsystem in the larger criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence,
and military systems. Supporting systems, such as quality
management and risk management, are important components
of the forensic science system of systems. An advantage of
describing forensic science as a system of systems is that it has
built-in redundancies, which provides a mechanism for organisations to mitigate against critical system failures. This paper
expands on the system of systems approach and focuses on a ﬁt for
purpose military forensic quality management system.

A quality management system is a set of policies, processes and
procedures required for an organisation to meet its objectives and
continually improve its capabilities [2]. The ISO 9000 series is the
international standard that sets out the requirements for a quality
management system and ISO 9001 sets out the quality management principles [3].
Critical system failures in the forensic science industry have
resulted in miscarriage of justice and prompted reviews of forensic
service delivery. These reviews have noted the importance of a
forensic quality management system [4–13]. The National Academy of Science (NAS) Report on Strengthening Forensic Science in
the United States: A Path Forward made 13 recommendations of
which ﬁve related to quality management systems. Speciﬁcally,
recommendation 8 was “that forensic laboratories establish
routine quality assurance and quality control procedures to ensure
the accuracy of forensic analyses and the work of forensic
practitioners” [5].
A key recommendation from the NAS report was the
establishment in the United States (US) of a National Institute of
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Forensic Science (NIFS) to address issues identiﬁed in the report
[5]. While NIFS was never established due to ﬁnancial constraints,
some progress towards forensic quality management systems in
the US has been made through the Subcommittee on Forensic
Science, which operated until December 2012 [14], and the
National Commission on Forensic Science (NCFS) from 2012 [15].
The US Attorney General has announced that the NCFS will not be
renewed in favour of the appointment of a senior forensic adviser,
efforts under an internal department crime task force, and a public
comment period on advancing forensic science [16]. Until these
new efforts have been articulated and implemented, it is unknown
if they will address the recommendations in the NAS report.
The NAS report stressed that deﬁciencies in standardisation,
certiﬁcation of forensic practitioners and accreditation of facilities
is impacting forensic quality [5]. A standard is “a document that
provides requirements, speciﬁcations, guidelines or characteristics
that can be used consistently to ensure that materials, products,
processes and services are ﬁt for their purpose” [17]. Standards are
consensus documents that are not prescriptive and should not
outline best practice, methodologies or set aspiration targets [18].
Application of ISO 9000 is not sufﬁcient to meet forensic standards
as there are additional forensic technical competencies that are not
covered by the ISO 9000 series [19–23]. The most widely used
standard in forensic science is ISO/IEC 17025 General requirements
for the competence of testing and calibration laboratories [18,24]. The
updated ISO 17025:2017 was published in November of 2017 [25]
and the impact that the updated ISO 17025:2017 will have on the
forensic industry will not be felt until the changes have been
implemented and reviewed.
ISO/IEC 17020:2012 Conformity assessment — Requirements for
the operation of various types of bodies performing inspection is
applied to forensic crime scene investigation in some countries.
The European Network of Forensic Science Institutes (ENFSI) has
established guidelines for crime scene investigation based on ISO
17020 [26,27] and the United Kingdom (UK) Forensic Science
Regulator is supporting implementation of ISO 17020 for the same
discipline [28]. In Australia, accreditation to ISO 17020 was
opposed by the forensic community due to the standard not
covering assessment, which could occur at the crime scene or point
of collection. The Australian accreditation body the National
Association of Testing Authorities (NATA) does not accredit to ISO
17020 [24].
ISO 17025 and ISO 17020 are not speciﬁc to forensic science and
have inherent limitations [18,24], which have been addressed by
supplementary requirements produced by the International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC G19:08/2014) [24,29] and
NATA [30]. In late 2000 in Australia, the now defunct Senior
Managers of Australian and New Zealand Forensic Laboratories
(SMANZFL) and the Australia New Zealand Policing Advisory Agency
National Institute for Forensic Science (ANZPAA NIFS) pushed for
Australian forensic science standards to further address the
limitations of ISO 17025 when applied to forensic science [18,24].
The approach in Australia was to develop core forensic science
standards, which includes Australian Standard (AS) 5388.1 Recognition, recording, recovery, transport and storage of material [19]. AS
5388.2 Analysis and examination of material [20], AS 5388.3
Interpretation [21], and AS 5388.4 Reporting [22]. Under the
Australian Standards forensic framework, the discipline speciﬁc
standards refer to the core standards and do not repeat them [18,26].
The Australian approach to forensic science standards differs
from the UK and US approach, which produce discipline speciﬁc
standards [18]. In the US, a wide range of discipline speciﬁc
standards have been produced by the ASTM International [31]. In
the UK, the required quality standards for forensic science
providers and practitioners in the criminal justice system are
set out in detail in the codes of practice and conduct. The discipline
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speciﬁc codes are practical guides on how to achieve the accepted
standards. The codes of practice differ from standards in that they
are not voluntary [32].
The UK House of Commons Select Committee Science and
Technology Committee’s report “Forensic Science on Trial”
recommended that a Forensic Science Advisory Council be
established to act as a regulator of the forensic services market,
and to provide a much needed overview of the process by which
forensic science is used in the criminal justice system. This resulted
in the creation of an independent forensic science regulator. The
Science and Technology Committee urged the Government to
provide the forensic science regulator with statutory powers to
regulate and enforce forensic quality management systems. The
UK Government has signalled its intent to provide statutory
powers as soon as practicable [28,33]. The forensic science
regulator has established timelines for all forensic service
providers and practitioners in the UK to be compliant with the
codes of practice through accreditation [32,34].
1.2. Accreditation
Accreditation of forensic science facilities is a voluntary
program whereby a third party accreditation body reviews a
facility’s quality management system. Accreditation bodies use
standards documents to establish if the laboratory can competently perform the tests, examinations and measures for which
accreditation is sought [35]. It is a means for formally recognising
and promoting the competency of a forensic facility or ﬁeld
capability in relation to a speciﬁc activity. In Australia, NATA is the
accreditation body and Australian forensic laboratories can now
seek accreditation to ISO 17025 and AS 5388.1–4, with the
Australian Federal Police (AFP) being the ﬁrst organisation to be
accredited against AS 5388.1–4. Under the NATA accreditation
system, facilities must seek accreditation for all forensic tests that
they conduct (i.e., it is a “one in, all in” approach) [36].
In Australia, forensic quality management has matured since
the late 1990s, with the large majority of forensic providers to law
enforcement and the criminal justice system being NATA
accredited [24]. Reviews of the forensic industry [4–13] have
recommended the need for forensic quality management systems;
this recommendation is also applicable to the military forensic
system. This provides the military with the opportunity to
proactively review the need for ﬁt for purpose forensic quality
management systems, before there is a need as a result of critical
system failures. The US Department of Defense has recognised the
need to employ the highest forensic standards appropriate for the
mission to ensure scientiﬁc objectivity, integrity, and quality
[37,38]. The Australian Government Department of Defence does
not currently conduct forensic exploitation operations under an
integrated quality management system. The Defence Science and
Technology (DST) Group has two laboratories at Fisherman’s Bend
that are NATA accredited to ISO 17025. This includes the Air
Division, Structures and Materials Test Centre, and the Land
Division, Chemical Agents Analysis Facility [39]. The standards for
these facilities are not integrated into the broader Australian
Government Department of Defence (Defence) and there is a risk
that if Defence does not operate under an integrated forensic
quality management system then intelligence and potential
prosecution objectives may be compromised.
Over the last decade, there has been considerable review of the
need for quality management systems for forensic science delivery
to law enforcement, the criminal justice system [4–13] and the
intelligence system [40–42]. For the ﬁrst time, this paper explores
the need for a ﬁt for purpose quality management system in the
military domain to meet intelligence and potential prosecution
objectives.
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2. Material and methods
To inform a ﬁt for purpose military forensic quality management system, data was collected through semi-structured interviews with relevant national and international organisations.
Human research ethics to conduct the semi-structured interviews
was approved by the University of Canberra Human Research
Ethics Committee (HREC 16:178) and the Australian Government
Department of Defence Low Risk Ethics Panel (DPR-LREP 032/16). A
one-day table-top discussion exercise was held at DST Group on
the 23rd February 2017, which explored an off-shore forensic
operation. One of the key themes from the table-top discussion
exercise was forensic quality management to support intelligence
and potential prosecution objectives.
3. Discussion
In a previous publication [1], we proposed the need for military
forensic exploitation to operate under a quality management
system for forensic intelligence and potential criminal prosecution.
This paper expands on this theme to articulate the characteristics
of a ﬁt for purpose forensic exploitation quality management
system.

and AS 5388.1–4; however, these standards do not take into
consideration military forensics and would need to be considered
in the military context of strategic policy, doctrine and concepts.
Defence outlines the structure and management of the
organisation in strategic policy, doctrine and concepts that meet
established Government direction and military objectives. Defence
strategic policy has legal standing and is prescribed in Defence
Instructions. The purpose of policy is to state ‘what’ is to be done
and not done, and informs the development of military concepts
and doctrine. Military doctrine dictates fundamental principles by
which military forces guide their actions in support of objectives
[44]. Under a quality management system, doctrine sets the
standards by providing the requirements, speciﬁcations, guidelines or characteristics that can be used consistently to support
objectives [17]. Concepts are those untried and untested ideas
about how the military thinks it may conduct operations in the
medium to long term. A concept only becomes doctrine if it
successfully completes a process of rigorous debate, systematic
analysis and practical testing during both training and operations
[44] (Fig. 1).

3.1. Fit for purpose quality management system
A ﬁt for purpose quality management system should be
balanced to allow organisations to meet objectives, provide
continuous improvement, mitigate risk, and impart a positive
quality culture. No organisation should implement an unachievable standard as this would ensure that the organisation never
achieves its objectives. Overly complex and bureaucratic quality
management systems can result in a negative impression of the
quality management system and a negative quality culture within
the organisation. When there is an appropriate balance between
these elements then the quality management system should be ﬁt
for purpose (Table 1).
3.2. Appropriate standards for military forensic exploitation
The forensic standards landscape in Australia and internationally has focused primarily on the need for forensic quality
management systems to support the criminal justice and law
enforcement system. As such, the International and Australian
standards do not consider military forensic principles and
processes. Military organisations need to consider the appropriate
standards to implement that enable them to achieve intelligence,
law enforcement, and potential criminal justice objectives. The
most appropriate standards for Defence to consider are ISO 17025

Fig. 1. Military quality management systems encompass policy, establish what
should be done and should include quality principles. Doctrine, which outlines
standard processes and concepts, are tested through veriﬁcation and validation,
often called testing and evaluation in the military context.

Table 1
Fit for purpose quality management system.
Description

Fit for purpose

Objective
Enables organisation to meet objectives.
Continuous
Continuous improvement is one of the main principles of a quality
improvementmanagement system. Implementation of a forensic quality management
system that is ﬂexible and adaptable will enable an organisation to be
innovative.
Risk
Effective quality management systems work hand-in-hand with risk
management management and business planning processes [43]. Quality management
systems should address appropriately identiﬁed risks.
Organisations with a mature quality culture ingrain quality into their day to
Culture
day process and operations. Mature quality cultures do not require
government enforcement and regulation. Organisations with a mature
quality culture have sponsorship from the senior management (top down)
and are implemented by relevant personnel (bottom up).

Not ﬁt for purpose
Hampers organisation achieving its objectives.
Excessively complex and over engineered quality management systems are
overly bureaucratic and impact on operational work. Gold-plating of
standards prevents ﬂexibility to respond to changes in the operating
environment.
A risk adverse culture can result in organisation risk avoidance rather than
risk management and over reliance on the quality system as a risk
treatment strategy.
Quality management should not be a compliance exercise that is only
addressed as part of an external accreditation process.
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3.3. Is third party accreditation required in the military expeditionary
context?
In Australia, the forensic science industry is not regulated by
Government and quality management can be achieved in the
absence of a formal third-party accreditation program. Organisations need to consider the cost/beneﬁt from third-party
accreditation to determine if accreditation will help them to
achieve operational objectives and to continually improve
capability. The cost/beneﬁt of third-party accreditation needs to
be assessed in line with relevant policy and legislation. For
example, in Australia the requirement under section 1D of the
Crimes Act 1914 to be accredited in order to upload DNA proﬁles on
to the National Criminal Investigation DNA Database (NCIDD)
needs to be considered. If there is no cost/beneﬁt to third-party
accreditation of military forensic operations, then the organisation
should consider implementation of a quality management system
without third-party accreditation (Table 2).
3.4. Certiﬁcation, proﬁciency testing, veriﬁcation and validation
Irrespective of the accreditation status of a forensic facility,
organisations need to be able to demonstrate quality through
meeting the required standards, certiﬁcation of personnel,
proﬁciency testing, and implementation of a validation and
veriﬁcation programme.
The NAS Report recommended that certiﬁcation be mandatory
for forensic scientists and that no person should be allowed to
practice or testify without certiﬁcation. Certiﬁcation is a process of
peer review through which an individual practitioner is recognised
as having attained the professional qualiﬁcations needed to
practice in one or more disciplines and thus is an important
component of a forensic quality management system [5].
Proﬁciency testing is part of the certiﬁcation process to verify
that the laboratory’s technical procedures are valid and that the
quality of work is being maintained [8]. Proﬁciency testing is
required as part of a quality management system and should be
conducted irrespective of the accreditation status of the facility.
The 2016 President’s Council of Advisors on Science and
Technology (PCAST) report noted that accreditation, certiﬁcation,
proﬁciency testing, and standardised protocols cannot substitute
for validation and reliability of forensic evidence [6]. Validation of
processes and procedures is required for all non-standard and
laboratory developed methods, as well as standard methods used
outside their intended scope. Validation provides objective
evidence that the particular requirements for a speciﬁc intended
use are fulﬁlled and the results can be relied on [9,23]. If a method
has been validated in another organisation or at another facility
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within an organisation then veriﬁcation is undertaken to conﬁrm
that a method, process or device is ﬁt (or remains ﬁt) for the
speciﬁc purpose intended [29,45]. Military organisations have a
process of testing and evaluation of capabilities before they are
introduced into service. In the forensic context, the military testing
and evaluation process needs to be documented, limitations of
tests reported, and processes for managing cognitive bias for
subjective tests developed. Through forensic veriﬁcation and
validation programs, military concepts will become standard
doctrine.
3.5. Implementation challenges for military forensic quality
management system
In a previous publication we argued that the military forensic
exploitation operating environment has inherent complexity but
that this should not prevent the military forensic exploitation
system working within a forensic quality management environment [1]. ISO 17025 and AS 5388 parts 1–4 do not take into
consideration the military operational environment, which adds
complexity to implementing a ﬁt for purpose forensic quality
management system in the military domain. The challenge for
Defence will be to develop doctrine that is principle based and not
overly proscriptive with respect to processes, but recognise
accepted practices. A mechanism for Defence to achieve quality
management is through considering a whole-of-government
framework. Defence needs to consider the broader forensic system
and could partner with law enforcement agencies through a
memorandum of understanding (MOU) to consider the already
established law enforcement quality protocols. This would enable
Defence to implement a quality management system without the
need to “reinvent the wheel”. The Australian law enforcement
quality management system has matured over the last three
decades and Defence can beneﬁt from the forensic industry’s
experience with implementation of forensic quality management
systems in the whole-of-government framework.
4. Conclusion
A ﬁt for purpose quality management system should be
balanced to allow organisations to meet objectives, provide
continuous improvement, mitigate risk, and impart a positive
quality culture. An Defence quality management system needs to
consider policy that enables quality management principles,
appropriate standards to form the bases of military forensic
doctrine, and testing and evaluation programmes that meet the
forensic veriﬁcation and validation requirements. One of the
mechanisms required to implement a military forensic quality

Table 2
Cost/beneﬁt analysis of implementation of a third-party forensic accreditation program in the military domain.
Beneﬁt

Cost/disadvantage

Professionalisation of the facility.

Cost of implementation and maintaining accreditation for each facility under the organisation’s quality
management system.
If the primary objective of the facility is intelligence, third-party accreditation may not be required to meet
operational objectives.
National Association of Testing Authorities requires facilities to be accredited for all tests that they perform and
reserve the right to inspect all facilities under the organisational quality management system. There is added
complexity of accrediting expeditionary deployed forensic facilities that are established to meet operational
imperatives.
If the primary objective of the facility is intelligence, reporting under the accreditation body logo does not add value.
In Australia, organisations can provide briefs of evidence from non-accredited facilities. Reports from nonaccredited organisations require a demonstration that they are operating under a quality management system and
thus the results can be relied upon.
Australian Standards and International Standards do not take into account military forensic operations and a thirdparty accreditation body may have difﬁculty accrediting military forensic facilities.

Assists organisation meeting objectives.
Promotion of laboratory or ﬁeld capability as an
accredited facility.

Reporting under the accreditation body logo.

Provides the criminal justice system with
conﬁdence in the forensic results.
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management system is the development of a quality manual,
which can be facilitated through collaboration with law enforcement partners. In the military domain, a ﬁt for purpose forensic
science quality management system will meet intelligence and
potential prosecution objectives without compromising timeliness
of reporting or stiﬂing innovation. In future papers, we will address
the development of a forensic intelligence model, risk management, and biometrics system that, along with a quality management system, will support the forensic science system of systems.
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6. Military forensic intelligence
6.1. Aim
The aim of the military forensic intelligence model is to develop a principle-based approach
that provides a flexible and adaptive model across the spectrum of military conflicts to ensure
that intelligence and the criminal justice system objectives are achieved.

6.2. Background
Forensic intelligence is the accurate, timely, and useful product of logically processing forensic
case data for investigation and/or intelligence purposes21. In the last decade, forensic
intelligence has emerged as a discipline within law enforcement agencies to inform
investigations earlier in the process compared to the use of forensic evidence in the criminal
justice system21, 26, 33, 134, 135. Although military organizations have a long history of intelligence
and the military have or are developing forensic science capabilities they are yet to implement
formalized forensic intelligence models. Military organizations can learn from law
enforcement forensic intelligence models to develop and implement a fit-for-purpose military
forensic intelligence model.
The literature review and semi-structured interviews have informed the requirements for
military forensic intelligence model including:
•

There is a need to develop forensic intelligence models in organizations that have not
yet implemented a forensic intelligence discipline;

•

Forensic intelligence models are required to comply with relevant standards; and

•

A forensic intelligence model requires multiple report types including, but not limited
to: forensic intelligence report, force protection counter measures, and briefing of
evidence.

Forensic intelligence is an important component of the forensic science system of systems.
Forensic intelligence spans the end-to-end continuum between intelligence and serving the
prosecution in the criminal justice system. The forensic science system of systems provides a
holistic system approach to forensic intelligence, which considers forensic intelligence support
to the criminal justice, law enforcement, and military systems.

6.3. Publication
This chapter describes “The forensic intelligence continuum in the military context”, which
was published on 9 May 2018 in the Australian Journal of Forensic Science.
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6.3.1.

The forensic intelligence continuum
in the military context
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ABSTRACT

Law enforcement forensic intelligence is the accurate, timely
and useful product of logically processing forensic case data for
investigation and/or intelligence purposes and is, to some extent,
an emerging discipline. In the military domain, intelligence has
a long history and military organizations have forensic science
capabilities. However, to date, military organizations have not formally
implemented forensic intelligence models. Forensic science is an
end-to-end process and forensic intelligence spans the continuum
between forensic science informing law enforcement investigations
or military intelligence through to prosecution in the criminal justice
system. Hence, forensic intelligence can be consistent with military
objectives and could be a valuable model for military organizations in
the long-term. The purpose of this article is to review law enforcement
forensic intelligence models and explore requirements for military
forensic intelligence models. To achieve operational utility, a military
forensic intelligence model needs to enable the provision of timely
forensic intelligence to be fused with all-source intelligence. The
right methodologies will preserve the forensic science rigor, which
will balance the forensic intelligence needs with the criminal justice
system standards. A principle-based approach to the development
of a military forensic intelligence model can provide a flexible and
adaptive model across the spectrum of military conflicts.
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Introduction
Law enforcement forensic intelligence is defined as the accurate, timely and useful product
of logically processing forensic case data for investigation and/or intelligence purposes1. It
provides knowledge on criminal activity and may support proactive approaches through
disruption and prevention2. To some extent, forensic intelligence can be seen as an emerging
discipline within law enforcement agencies3. In the military domain, intelligence has existed
since the beginning of human conflict and war; in the 1800s, military intelligence was formalized, defined and professionalized4.
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Figure 1. Military intelligence cycle. Adapted from Australian Army, Land Warfare Doctrine LWD 2–0
Intelligence5.

Military intelligence
Military intelligence is defined as the product resulting from the processing of information
specific to areas of actual or potential operations. Intelligence differs from information, in
that information is data that have been processed to provide meaning, but has not been
analysed with respect to implications for the military operation. Intelligence products are
the result of the intelligence cycle (Figure 1)5.
Military intelligence is fused with data from multiple sources, which is referred to as allsource intelligence and permits the development of corroborating data to provide a higher
level of confidence in the intelligence product6. Identity Intelligence (I2), in the military
domain, is the fusion of forensic biometrics and biometrically-enabled intelligence (including
contextual information) with forensic intelligence and document and media exploitation
(DOMEX)7. This is different from the law enforcement forensic intelligence model, which
encapsulates biometrics, questioned documents and digital forensic with contextual
information.
Although military intelligence has a long history and military organizations have forensic
science capabilities, the military is yet to implement formalized forensic intelligence models.
Military forensic intelligence could be defined as the provision of timely forensic intelligence
fused with all-source intelligence to meet the Commander’s intent and intelligence requirements while preserving the criminal justice option. Military organizations can learn from
law enforcement forensic intelligence models to develop and implement a fit-for-purpose
military forensic intelligence model.
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Law enforcement forensic intelligence models
Forensic intelligence is an emergent concept in law enforcement agencies that is a logical
progression of practices. The emergence of intelligence-led policing business models in the
1990s to inform police resourcing and strategies has paved the way for the development of
forensic intelligence to inform investigations earlier in the process, compared with the use
of forensic evidence in the criminal justice system1−3,8,9. The United Kingdom National
Intelligence Model (NIM) takes an intelligence-led approach to policing, which recognizes
forensic information as a valuable source asset10. The objective of forensic intelligence in
the law enforcement system is to provide timely intelligence and investigative leads1−3,9,11−16
and, if used properly, it can serve as an essential tool to underpin the entire investigative
process10,17.
Forensic intelligence can be applied at the tactical, operational, and strategic level. At the
tactical level, forensic intelligence supports case-specific action and requires fast turnaround
on forensic intelligence (hours to days). Provision of forensic intelligence reporting can provide investigative leads; for example, fingerprint comparison may provide an indication of
a person of interest or exclude a person from the investigation. Fingerprints that are currently
classified as ‘inconclusive’ could also have forensic intelligence value18. However, preliminary
fingerprint comparisons will require case review before being used in a brief of evidence3.
It should be noted that the forensic science that underpins forensic intelligence reporting
is not to a lower standard2,3,9,19. Operational forensic intelligence has a multi-case, multi-disciplinary focus, whereas conventional forensic science generally focuses on a single case to
provide evidence for the criminal justice system2,3,12,20,21. Strategic forensic intelligence can
take a longer-term proactive approach to inform decision-making and strategic policy2. For
example, strategic level analysis of fingerprints can be used to link events for forensic intelligence purposes (Table 1).

Holistic system approach
Forensic science, or at least criminalistics, was originally conceived as a discipline that combined all trace types to support the criminal investigation. This is a holistic system approach
to solving crime, where the system is considered to be more than the sum of its parts22.
Fingerprint evidence, which has existed since the early 1900s, and the advent of DNA techniques in the late 1980s, has seen a shift in forensic science towards identification being the
focus to solving crimes11,21,23. This is a reductionist approach22 to forensic science, which
focuses on the individual trace type. Forensic intelligence models should apply a holistic
system thinking approach, which recognizes that the whole (the case) can take on forms
that are not recognizable from the parts (individual trace). It is interesting to note the shifts
in focus of forensic science since its inception from a holistic approach (all trace types) to a
reductionist (focusing on specific trace and identification) and now shifting back to a holistic
approach (forensic intelligence). Indeed, others have observed the need for a more holistic
approach to forensic science due to the developments in forensic science – including innovative analytical methods that improve traceability – and advances in policing techniques,
which require a modern framework to holistically use the forensic case data to inform the
police investigation and inform decision-making11. Furthermore, Ribaux et al. (2006) recognized that the forensic science community should seek to find ‘a desirable synergy between
143

Forensic Intelligence

Forensic Science

Purpose
Evidentiary
• Expert evidence
• Evidence of fact
Intelligence
• Investigation
• Disruption
• Prevention

Multi-case focus

Focus
Single-case focus

Table 1. Forensic science verses forensic intelligence.

Months (strategic analysis)

Hours – Days

Timescale
Days – Months
Provision of forensic intelligence that
preserves the prosecution option

Quality management systems
Provision of forensic science evidence

Interim reports caveated for intelligence
purposes only
Strategic forensic intelligence reporting

Reporting
Court reports that have been technically and
administratively reviewed

4
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Figure 2. Forensic science system of systems describes forensic science as a system within the larger
criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence and military systems. Forensic intelligence spans the endto-end continuum between intelligence and serving the prosecution in the criminal justice system. A
holistic system approach to forensic intelligence considers the criminal justice, law enforcement, military
systems as part of the forensic science system of systems and does not try to reduce these systems to
individual and independent systems, which is the reductionist approach.

forensic science, crime analysis, investigation and other fields related to the study of crime’1.
The forensic science ‘system of systems’, which we described in previous publications7,24,25
provides a holistic framework that involves ‘joined-up’ thinking to consider the interactions
of the parts in a complex network of relationships and meets the requirement for a holistic
forensic science model.

Forensic science system of systems
The forensic science system of systems articulates forensic science as a sub-system of the
larger criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence, and military systems24. Important components of the forensic science system of systems include the quality management system25,
risk and issue management system, biometrics system7 and forensic intelligence.
Forensic intelligence, as part of the forensic science system of systems, needs to meet
intelligence, law enforcement and criminal justice objectives, which are not mutually exclusive13. As part of a holistic system approach they are considered part of a single forensic
science system and should not be considered independently from each other. Thus, development of a military forensic intelligence system needs to consider the criminal justice
system and should not be designed in isolation.
Forensic science is an end-to-end process26 and forensic intelligence spans the continuum
between forensic science informing law enforcement investigations or military intelligence,
through to serving the criminal justice system. The continuum of forensic intelligence allows
forensic science to inform investigations but could also provide evidence for prosecutions
in the criminal justice system if required9 (Figure 2). In a future publication, we will explore
in detail the case study of the Crown prosecution of a British citizen for the murder in Iraq
of United States Sergeant First Class Randy Johnson. This case study provides an example
of the forensic intelligence continuum and discusses the transition of an off-shore military
forensic operation in Iraq into a law enforcement investigation in the US and UK, which
resulted in a successful prosecution in the UK criminal justice system.
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Figure 3. The forensic intelligence pendulum depicts forensic intelligence at the equilibrium position
between criminal prosecution and intelligence objectives (black solid arrow). The law enforcement
pendulum (grey dashed arrow) is shifting from forensic science for purely criminal justice objectives
towards forensic intelligence models that meet intelligence, investigation and criminal justice objectives.
The military system is focused on intelligence objectives (grey dashed arrow) and there is a need for the
pendulum to shift towards a forensic intelligence equilibrium position to meet the timely intelligence
objective and preserve the criminal justice objective.

If we think of the forensic intelligence continuum as a pendulum, with forensic intelligence
in the equilibrium position between criminal prosecution and intelligence objectives, we
can use this analogy to gauge if law enforcement agencies and military organizations are
meeting forensic intelligence objectives.
The primary purpose of forensic science has generally been in support of individual criminal prosecutions. The development of forensic intelligence models has shifted the balance
of forensic science to also supporting investigation and intelligence objectives2,3,12,20,21. Law
enforcement agencies have developed the concept of forensic intelligence; however, it is
yet to become a mainstream undertaking12. In this respect, law enforcement forensic intelligence is not quite at the equilibrium position.
Forensic intelligence is consistent with military objectives and could be a valuable model
for military organizations in the long-term13. In the military system, the main objective of
forensic science is intelligence for targeting, prevention and disruption, but it can also support the criminal justice system or a host nation’s rule of law, if required. However, to date,
military organizations have not developed and implemented formalized forensic intelligence
models. Similar to what is occurring in law enforcement, the military forensic science pendulum needs to swing towards the equilibrium position of forensic intelligence. This will
ensure that forensic intelligence is conducted to the required standard to support intelligence requirements, which will also meet criminal justice system standards (Figure 3).
The purpose of this article is to discuss the application of system thinking to forensic
intelligence. Forensic intelligence is a continuum between the intelligence system and criminal justice system to provide intelligence for targeting, prevention and disruption, while
preserving the criminal justice system option.
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Discussion
The focus of law enforcement and military forensic intelligence are slightly different.
Compared with law enforcement agencies, the military forensic science analysis, from which
the intelligence is derived, is less likely to result in a brief of evidence for the prosecution in
a criminal justice system. Although there are differences between law enforcement and
military objectives, military organizations can learn from law enforcement forensic intelligence models. Development of a military forensic intelligence model should take into
account all-source military intelligence principles5 and elements of the law enforcement
forensic intelligence model3 to ensure that the model is fit-for-purpose in the military domain.

Military forensic intelligence principles
The main objective for military expeditionary (deployed) forensic science is to meet the
Commander’s intent and intelligence requirements. A principle-based approach to military
forensic intelligence will allow the model to meet the primary intelligence objective and will
also preserve the criminal justice option. The principles for Australian Defence Force intelligence have been articulated in the land warfare doctrine, LWD 2–0 Intelligence5, and the
forensic intelligence elements were developed at a workshop held in Canberra in 20113. The
military forensic intelligence principles presented in this paper were developed from these
already established principles. A principle-based approach to military forensic intelligence
(Table 2), rather than an overly prescriptive process-based approach, allows for flexibility
and adaptability to the range of military conflicts.

Holistic system thinking
Applying system thinking22,27 to forensic intelligence provides a holistic framework that
utilizes ‘joined-up’ thinking to ensure that the composite systems (criminal justice, law
enforcement, intelligence, and military systems) work together to perform the systems’ endto-end function. A holistic multi-disciplinary and multi-case approach to forensic intelligence2,3,12,20,21 allows for analysis from the forensic science disciplines to be considered
collectively. This could result in linkages (scene-to-scene, person-to-scene, or person-to-person) and identifications that would not have otherwise been achieved3. Thus, forensic intelligence is an integrating component of the forensic science system of systems24.
Timely provision of forensic intelligence to be fused with an all-source intelligence
system
At the operational level, forensic intelligence must be available in a timely fashion to enable
fusion with all-source intelligence reporting. Integration of forensic intelligence with allsource intelligence and analysis is critical for gaining maximum intelligence value3,5. Forensic
intelligence is useless if it is not available in the required timeframe; thus, reporting must be
available and useful in informing decisions making5. The required timeframe can range from
hours to days for tactical and operational forensic intelligence to up to months for strategic-level forensic intelligence.
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Continuous improvement

Forensic intelligence reporting

Objective forensic intelligence analysis

Preservation of the criminal justice system option

Quality management system

Reporting on the confidence of forensic
intelligence analysis

Timely provision of forensic intelligence to be
fused with all-source intelligence system

Holistic system approach

Principle
Description
Applying system thinking to forensic
intelligence provides a holistic framework
that utilizes ‘joined-up’ thinking
Forensic intelligence is useless if it is not
available in the required timeframe and thus
reporting must be available in sufficient time
to inform decision-making
Forensic intelligence is based on the best available information and should be as complete as
possible. There is the need to report the
confidence level of the forensic intelligence
analysis
Forensic intelligence is not to a lower standard
than forensic science. Fit-for-purpose forensic
quality management systems will allow
military organizations to meet intelligence
objectives while preserving the criminal
justice system option
The primary objective of expeditionary forensic
operations is to inform intelligence to target,
prevent and disrupt adversaries. Adversaries
do not respect international borders, and
there is the need for military forensic
intelligence models to preserve the criminal
justice system option
Forensic intelligence must be unbiased,
undistorted, and free from political influence
or constraints.
Owing to the expected timeframes for forensic
intelligence, the model needs to consider the
provision of forensic intelligence reporting
that is produced to the appropriate quality
with integrity checks and balances
The forensic intelligence model should be
re-evaluated on a regular basis to allow for
continuous improvement

Table 2. Principles of the military forensic intelligence model.

Continuous review

Accessibility

Objectivity

Balance

Nil

User awareness and confidence

Timeliness. Responsiveness

ADF intelligence principle
Centralized control. All source approach

Re-evaluation

Interim reporting. End-user informed

Nil

Nil

Legal validation

Informed analysis. Engaged partners and
trusted relationships

Timeliness

Forensic intelligence elements
Integrated. Aware and engaged practitioners
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Reporting on the confidence of forensic intelligence analysis
Forensic intelligence is based on the best available information and should be as complete
as possible. The various forensic disciplines are based on subjective and/or objective analyses28 and intelligence on inductive and deductive reasoning; therefore, there is the need
to report the confidence level of the forensic intelligence analysis5. A military forensic intelligence model must incorporate a level of understanding between intelligence providers
and end-users as to the quality of the information and the purpose for which it can be used3.
There is a need to convey the level of confidence, limitations or estimates of uncertainties
in the forensic intelligence reporting to inform the decision makers and ensure evidence-based decision-making5. In this respect, a forensic intelligence report might have a
lower level of confidence in the results than for a verified forensic science case report.
However, the forensic intelligence report must meet the minimum quality standard required.
Quality management system
A quality management system is a set of policies, processes and procedures required for an
organization to meet its objectives and continually improve its capabilities29. Forensic intelligence is not to a lower standard than forensic science3,9. Forensic intelligence that is based
on poor-quality forensic science should not be fused with all-source intelligence to inform
decision-making. Military organizations should develop a fit-for-purpose quality management system that complies with relevant forensic standards. A standard is ‘a document that
provides requirements, specifications, guidelines or characteristics that can be used consistently to ensure that materials, products, processes, and services are fit for their purpose’30.
Military forensic science systems can comply with the relevant forensic standards; the most
widely used standard in forensic science is ISO/IEC 17025 ‘General requirements for the
competence of testing and calibration laboratories’31,32. Australia has introduced Australian
Standard (AS) 5388 ‘Forensic Analysis’ parts 1 to 419,33−36 with the Australian Federal Police
(AFP) being the first organization to be accredited against AS 5388.1–4. In a previous publication, we addressed implementation of fit-for-purpose quality management systems,
which allow military organizations to meet intelligence objectives and, if applied appropriately, will also preserve the criminal justice option25.
Preservation of the criminal justice option
The primary objective of expeditionary forensic operations in the military context is to generate intelligence to target, prevent and disrupt adversaries. Adversaries do not respect
international borders, which has emphasized the need for urgency and constancy to counter
terrorist influences and ambitions in Australia37. Thus, there is the need for military forensic
intelligence models to preserve the criminal justice option, which will not compromise the
intelligence objective or place an unnecessary burden on the intelligence system. Military
forensic science reporting has and will continue to be used in host nation brief of evidence
packs, and there is a need to be cognisant of the host nation’s rule of law9.
A potential mechanism to preserve the criminal justice option is the concept of parallel
processing. The parallel processing model utilizing forensic intelligence allows for the early
identification of military operations that have the potential to transition into criminal cases.
These cases should be handed over to the relevant law enforcement agencies at the earliest
opportunity to allow the pursuit of criminal investigation, while the military continue with
the intelligence operation in parallel. There is the further need for military organizations to
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critically review legislation and policy to enable the use of captured enemy materiel (forensic
traces) to be used as evidence under a parallel processing model.

Objective forensic intelligence analysis
Forensic intelligence must be unbiased, undistorted, and free from political influence or
constraints. Forensic science methodology that underpins forensic intelligence reporting
must not be directed or manipulated to conform to the desired result, preconceptions of a
situation/adversary, a predetermined objective or institutional position5.
Cognitive bias in forensic science has gained considerable attention over the last decade28,38. Biases can include (1) confirmation bias, which focuses on similarities between samples while disregarding or discounting differences28. (2) Contextual bias is where examiners
can be influenced by extraneous information and external pressures regarding a case28. In
the military context, this could include the tendency to present interpretations deemed
most acceptable to the Commander5. (3) Avoidance of cognitive dissonance is the reluctance
to accept new information that is inconsistent with a tentative conclusion28. It is important
to recognize and manage cognitive dissonance in relation to forensic intelligence interim
reporting as investigators or Commanders may not be willing to accept new information
that does not support previous intelligence assessments5. The mitigating activities to the
risk of cognitive bias includes: validation and verification programs; use of objective rather
than subjective forensic science tests (if possible); not providing examiners with extraneous
information; codes of conduct; proficiency testing; and examiner certification.
Forensic intelligence reporting
In the military context, timely forensic intelligence reporting is required as a component of
all-source intelligence to meet the Commander’s intent and intelligence requirements.
Intelligence products must be in a format that can be easily used and must highlight the
significance of the information or intelligence they contain5. The model needs to consider
the provision of forensic intelligence reports that are produced to the appropriate quality
with integrity checks and balances2. Forensic intelligence reports need to be endorsed for
release but may not have been case reviewed2, allowing them to be provided early in the
process rather than the Commander having to wait for a fully-reviewed and finalized forensic
laboratory report3. AS 5388 ‘Forensic Analysis. Part 4: Reporting’ provides provision for the
release of forensic intelligence reports. Where prior review of a report is not possible then
the report shall contain an appropriate caveat19 such as ‘for intelligence use only’, ‘not for
court purpose’, or as a ‘preliminary report’3,14,16. This allows for quick turnaround for intelligence reporting. Forensic case reporting requires case review, including verification by a
second forensic scientist and an administrative review, which can occur in due course19.
Continuous improvement
The forensic intelligence model should be re-evaluated on a regular basis to allow for continuous improvement. This is particularly important during implementation of the model
as users of the model become more aware of its capabilities and also aware of any shortcomings3. Development and implementation of forensic intelligence models require matrices
for assessing the model.
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Military forensic intelligence scenario
These military forensic intelligence principles can be highlighted using a relevant fictional
scenario. Military intelligence reporting indicates that a foreign fighter has been involved in
Improvised Explosive Device (IED) manufacture at a specified bomb making facility, which
has been targeting collation forces. The intelligence requirement is for the timely identification of individuals involved in assembling IEDs and the Commander’s intent is for the
disruption of the bomb-making factory activities.
A raid of the bomb-making factory recovers IED components and assembled IEDs. The
captured enemy materiel from the factory is transported to the in-theatre forward deployed
forensic science facility. The IEDs are rendered safe by Explosive Ordinance Disposal (EOD)
technicians and the execution strategy determined. To meet the timely intelligence requirements, the IED components and assembled IEDs are first sent to a latent prints examiner for
examination. The latent prints examiner recovers fingerprints from the sticky side of the
adhesive tape that was wrapped around the assembled IED. Lights-out fingerprint matching
indicates a probable match to a known foreign fighter. The forensic science in support of
the forensic intelligence reporting is conducted objectively and under a quality management
system. The intelligence confidence level is assigned to the forensic intelligence report to
inform decision-making.
The forensic intelligence latent print reporting is fused with all-source intelligence that
the identified foreign fighter of interest has been operating in the vicinity of the bomb-making factory. The all-source intelligence report informs the Commander’s intent to disrupt the
bomb-making factory activities. The early identification of the potential involvement of a
foreign fighter assembling IEDs in-theatre to target coalition forces provides the opportunity
for parallel processing to preserve the criminal justice option. The military organization hands
over the captured enemy materiel to relevant law enforcement agencies for criminal investigations and, in parallel, the military continue to pursue the intelligence objectives. Parallel
processing allows for earlier law enforcement involvement in cases that have the potential
to be prosecuted in a court of law and ensures the holistic system approach to enable the
end-to-end function of the forensic science system of systems.

Conclusion
In this paper, we review law enforcement forensic intelligence to inform the development
of military forensic intelligence models. Forensic intelligence is a somewhat emerging discipline within law enforcement agencies while military organizations are yet to formally
develop and implement forensic intelligence models. Forensic intelligence is a component
of the forensic science system of systems and spans the continuum between forensic science
informing law enforcement investigations or military intelligence through to prosecution
in the criminal justice system. Military forensic intelligence can be defined as the provision
of timely forensic intelligence fused with all-source intelligence to meet the Commander’s
intent and intelligence requirements while preserving the criminal justice option.
Development and implementation of military forensic intelligence models should take into
consideration all-source military intelligence principles and elements of the law enforcement
forensic intelligence model. A principle-based approach to a military forensic intelligence
model provides a flexible and adaptive model across the spectrum of military conflicts and
ensures that military organizations meet the primary intelligence objective, but also preserve
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the criminal justice option. There is the need for military organizations to critically review
legislation to enable the use of captured enemy materiel (forensic traces) from the battlefield
to be used as evidence in the criminal justice system.
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7. Forensic biometric system
7.1. Aim
The aim of the biometric system is to map the open-source US military biometric system to the
forensic science framework to validate the model and provide a framework for the Australian
biometric system.

7.2. Background
Biometrics are measurable physical and behavioral characteristics that enable the establishment
and verification of an individual’s identity. Biometrics and forensic science are somewhat
related but otherwise distinct disciplines. Biometrics can be used for identity management
(access control), intelligence (identity establishment and verification) or forensic science
(DNA, fingerprints, face etc.). The application of forensic science principles to biometrics
should be considered forensic biometrics136. Forensic biometrics applications include
identification and identity verification of persons of interest, and the biometrics attribution and
linkage of objects, people or events 136. For biometrics to be of forensic value, the biometrics
must be available as trace evidence at the scene, it needs to be distinctive, and it requires the
application of scientific principles and techniques.
The literature review and semi-structured interviews have informed the requirements for
forensic biometric systems including:
•

There is a need to address the current legislative constraints relating to the collection,
storage, transfer, matching and sharing of biometric data;

•

Biometric systems require quality management processes;

•

Information management and sharing arrangements need to be established between
relevant organizations to ensure the appropriate flow of information across the forensic
and technical exploitation system; and

•

There is a need for elimination databases to upload military or law enforcement
personnel biometrics to ensure that any contaminating biometrics are not uploaded on
to the biometric databases.

Forensic biometrics is a critical secondary sub-system in the forensic and technical exploitation
system. However, the Australian Defence Force does not currently have a biometrics capability
for the collection, storage, transfer, sharing and matching of biometrics.
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7.3. Publication
This chapter explores “A systems approach to biometrics in the military domain”, which was
published online on the 21 February 2018 in the Journal of Forensic Science63.
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7.3.1.

A systems approach to biometrics in
the military domain
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ABSTRACT: Forensic biometrics is the application of forensic science principles to physical and behavioral characteristics. Forensic biomet-

rics is a secondary sub-system in the forensic science “system of systems,” which describes forensic science as a sub-system in the larger criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence, and military system. The purpose of this paper is to discuss biometrics in the military domain and
integration into the wider forensic science system of systems. The holistic system thinking methodology was applied to the U.S. biometric system to map it to the system of systems framework. The U.S. biometric system is used as a case study to help guide other countries to develop
military biometric systems that are integrated and interoperable at the whole-of-government level. The aim is to provide the system of systems
framework for agencies to consider for proactive design of biometric systems.
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Biometrics and forensic science are somewhat related but
otherwise distinct disciplines. Biometrics is measurable physical
and behavioral characteristics that enable the establishment and
verification of an individual’s identity. Forensic science is
defined as the application of scientific principles and techniques
to matters of criminal justice especially relating to the collection,
examination, and analysis of physical evidence. The application
of forensic science principles to biometrics should be considered
forensic biometrics. Forensic biometrics applications include
identification and identity verification of persons of interest, and
the biometric attribution and linkage of objects, people, or events
(1). Conversely, biometrics for identity management, such as for
security and access control, may not apply forensic science principles and is a business process.
Forensic Biometrics as a Component of the Forensic Science
System of Systems
In a previous publication, we discussed the forensic science
“system of systems,” which describes forensic science as a subsystem in the larger criminal justice, law enforcement,
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intelligence, and military system. In this paper, we discuss forensic biometrics as a component of the forensic science system of
systems. We map the system of systems framework to the U.S.
biometric system to validate the system of systems approach and
to stimulate further discussion on the utility of the forensic
science system of systems.
Forensic science is generally thought of as an activity that
supports the criminal justice system and law enforcement system. However, military organizations have or are developing
forensic science capabilities. The forensic science system often
does not consider military forensic science capabilities when
undertaking strategic reviews of the industry, such as the
National Academy of Science (NAS) report (2). National and
international forensic science standards do not specifically
address military forensic science needs (3–7); however, standards
should be applied to military forensic capabilities. Ribaux et al.
identified the need for “a desirable synergy between forensic
science, crime analysis, investigation and other fields related to
the study of crime.” The forensic science system of systems
meets the need identified by Ribaux et al. The aim of the system
of systems approach is to overcome the issue of the current
siloed forensic science systems, to promote integration and interoperability between the systems, and to provide synergies
between the objectives of the system, which include criminal
prosecution, law enforcement investigation, intelligence, and military operations.
The forensic science system of systems is composed of multiple constitute sub-systems—that we will address in other papers
—including risk and issue management systems, quality management systems (8), a forensic intelligence model, and the forensic
biometric system discussed here. The constitute systems do not
operate independently and, for the system to function, they must
work together to achieve the necessary end-to-end performance
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coordinated through integration and sharing of information
across the systems. Forensic biometrics is an important secondary sub-system of the forensic science system of systems,
while identity management for security and access control is a
business process and is not a component of the forensic science
system of systems (Fig. 1).
The forensic science system of systems provides an integrated
and interoperable framework that utilizes system thinking.
Applying systems thinking to the forensic science system allows
for a holistic consideration of the system to be more than the
sum of its parts. Rather than applying a reductionist approach,
which seeks to identify and understand the parts of a system to
gain an understanding of the whole, holistic system thinking recognizes that the whole can take on forms that are not recognizable from the parts. A systems approach to forensic science
involves “joined-up” thinking to consider the interactions of the
parts in a complex network of relationships.
Military Biometric System
In the military domain, biometrics is part of Identity Intelligence (I2), which could be considered an integrating activity in
the forensic science system of systems (Fig. 1). I2 is the fusion
of forensic biometrics and biometric-enabled intelligence (including contextual information) with forensic intelligence and document and media exploitation (DOMEX) (9,10). In a future
publication, we discuss forensic intelligence, which is the accurate, timely and useful product of logically processing forensic
case data for investigation and/or intelligence purposes (11). I2
is fused with human intelligence, signal intelligence, and opensource intelligence to inform the all-source intelligence picture,
which meets the commander’s intent and intelligence requirements (12) (Fig. 2). In this regard, I2 utilizes holistic system
thinking within the military domain, which enables the forensic
science system of systems approach.
One of the purposes of I2 in military operations is to identify
adversaries to deny them their anonymity and attack the network
through targeting, prevention, and disruption activities (13). I2
operations support network analysis to link person-scene, person-person or scene-to-scene to find, fix, and finish (capture or
kill) insurgents (14). Biometrically-enabled I2 operations have
also been used to support host nation rule of law (15). The United States and Iraq Status of Force Agreement (SOFA) outline

FIG. 2––Identity Intelligence (I2) is the intelligence fusion of forensic biometrics (identity activity and biometrics-enabled intelligence), forensic intelligence, and document and media exploitation (DOMEX), with all-source
intelligence. The aim of I2 is to deny adversaries their anonymity and attack
the network through targeting, prevention, and disruption activities.

the agreement between Iraq (host nation) and U.S. (foreign
nation) stationing military forces in Iraq. This SOFA was implemented on January 1, 2009, and provided provision for the United States to support the Government of Iraq in the prosecution
of terrorists in the Iraqi criminal justice system (16). The U.S.
expeditionary forensic laboratories in Iraq produced unclassified
Apprehension and Detention Warrants based on biometric analysis and contextual data. The reports were translated into Arabic
for Iraqi judges to consider and U.S. biometric specialists testified in the Iraqi court of law.
The changing nature of war in relation to global terrorism, foreign fighters, and the length of operation argues for a longerterm strategic approach to the use of biometrics in I2 operations.
A more strategic national approach to biometrics through the

FIG. 1––Biometrics system. The forensic science “system of systems” articulates forensic science as a sub-system in the larger criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence, and military systems. Forensic biometric is a secondary sub-system in the forensic science system of systems and is also a component of
Identity Intelligence (I2) operations. Identity management for security and access control does not necessarily use forensic science principles and is part of the
security system.
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implementation of the system of systems framework could result
in future prosecution of returned foreign fighters. The criminal
prosecution of returned foreign fighters requires legislative provision, interoperability between military and law enforcement
agencies, quality management systems, and military forensic
intelligence models.
Globalization and transnational movement of displaced persons require biometric systems for identity verification purposes.
In support of national security objectives, biometrics can also
support decisions to grant or deny visa applications. International
databases have been established to support identity verification
of asylum seekers. The United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR) has implemented a Biometric Identity Management System (BIMS), which captures and stores fingerprint
and facial biometric data on refugees for identity management
purposes (17). The European Union (EU) manages the European
Dactyloscopy (EuroDac) fingerprint database for the identification of asylum seekers and irregular border crossers.
The implementation of biometric systems as part of the proposed forensic science system of systems requires the development of metrics to demonstrate the benefit of military biometrics
to whole-of-government agencies. At the classified level, military
organizations produce storyboards to highlight the effectiveness
of I2 operations to attack the network. The challenge will be to
promote the benefits of military biometrics to the criminal justice
system and law enforcement systems. Case studies on successful
prosecutions from biometric information sharing between military and law enforcement agencies nationally and internationally
provide strong evidence of the utility of military biometrics. In a
future publication, we will explore in detail a case study involving the Crown Prosecution of a British citizen for the extraterritorial murder of Sergeant First Class Randy Johnson, the U.S.
2nd Cavalry Regiment. This case study highlights how military
operations utilizing biometrics can transfer into a law enforcement investigation and successful criminal prosecutions.
Discussion
The purpose of this paper is to discuss biometrics in the military domain and integration into the wider forensic science system of systems. The aim is to provide a case study to
demonstrate the benefit of designing integrated and interoperable
forensic biometric systems that are coordinated at the whole-ofgovernment enterprise level rather than establishing ad-hoc systems. The Australian Government Department of Defence’s
forensic biometric capabilities have not previously been the subject of academic publication. Therefore, in this paper, we use the
open-source literature on the U.S. Department of Defense forensic biometric system to map it to the forensic science system of
systems to highlight the benefits of an integrated systems
approach.
Application of Biometrics in the Military Domain
There are multiple scenarios where the military will utilize I2
in-theater. In the next section, we discuss a U.S. forensic biometric vignette that articulates military biometrics as part of the
forensic science system of systems to inform the military, intelligence, law enforcement, and potentially the criminal justice system.
Coalition forces are now faced with an adversary, that is,
often indistinguishable from innocent civilians in the general
population (18). Consider a scenario where, in-theater, a U.S.
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patrol squad encounters six males in native garb. The squad is
alert as they are unable to determine by sight if they have
encountered civilians or adversaries. The six males engage in a
firefight with the squad and, after the initial skirmish, the six
fighters surrender their arms and are detained by the U.S. military forces.
A search of the persons of interest reveals no legitimate identification documents and forensic biometrics are required to identify the adversaries. The collection of biometrics during military
operations needs to consider the host nation rule of law and the
SOFA. Furthermore, the conduct of armed conflict is regulated
by international humanitarian law, which is comprised of the
1949 Geneva Conventions and the 1977 Additional Protocols.
The international humanitarian laws were drafted before the use
of battlefield biometrics and thus do not specifically refer to biometrics. The international humanitarian law provides the same
provision for insurgent detainees as prisoners of war, who are
only required to provide their surname, first name, rank, date of
birth, personnel or serial number, or equivalent information. It
could be argued that the collection of biometrics contravenes this
provision; conversely, the collection of biometrics could be considered equivalent information. The principle of distinction stipulates that parties to the conflict must always distinguish between
civilians and threat actors, which can be met through the collection, matching, and sharing of biometric data.
Applying the international humanitarian law principle of distinction and collection of equivalent information along with relevant U.S. legislation, host nation rule of law, and SOFA, the
U.S. soldiers in this scenario collect ten-prints (fingerprints), iris
scans, and facial images from the six detainees. The biometrics
is transmitted to a Department of Defense authoritative source
for searching. Positive matches are made on two of the individuals and, through I2 activities, a link to fingerprints that were collected a year earlier at a bomb-making facility is made (10,13).
Thus, I2 operations can address the issue of identification of
nonstate actors who are otherwise indistinguishable from the
general population.
As part of the larger forensic science system, the biometric
files from the persons of interest are updated and shared with
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the Department of
Homeland Security’s (DHS) biometric databases. At an international level, the biometrics is shared with the International Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL) database through the
INTERPOL Washington U.S. National Central Bureau, which is
then submitted to the INTERPOL General Secretariat to be
uploaded on the automatic fingerprint identification system and
Face Recognition System. As of August 2016, INTERPOL’s fingerprint database contained more than 162,000 records, which
provides member nations with an international biometrics
resource.
After analysis of available biometrics and associated information, the persons of interest are nominated and promoted by the
National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC) as known or suspected terrorists “watch listed” (10,13) in the Terrorist Identities
Datamart Environment (TIDE) (19) on the Department of
Defence Biometric Enabled Watch List (BEWL) (18,20) and in
the FBI’s known or suspected terrorist (KST) database (21).
Several months later, the detainees are released to a foreign
Government for repatriation and prosecution. Years later in the
United States, a state police department responds to a trespassing
complaint at a local water treatment plant. Two persons are
apprehended and ten-prints are taken at the police department’s
booking station. The fingerprints are transmitted to the FBI’s
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fingerprint database and matches are made against the previously
shared biometric files collected from the detainees (10). As a
consequence of the fingerprints having been entered into the
FBI’s KST file, the FBI Terrorist Screening Center (TSC) is
immediately alerted of the encounter and they advise the local
joint terrorism task force to investigate whether the trespassing
act was an indication of a terrorist threat.
This is just one example of a fictional vignette scenario that
describes how the U.S. military and other Government agencies
apply biometrics across the continuum of conflict. The U.S. biometric system has developed organically with individual agencies developing biometric systems independently. The
independent biometric systems may not use the same file type or
standards and, to overcome this issue, the United States shares
watch lists between agencies. Countries that are developing biometric capabilities should consider the system of systems
approach to ensure that the systems are integrated, interoperable,
and coordinated at an enterprise-level to enable end-to-end performance of the forensic science system.
U.S. Biometric System
A biometric system as part of the forensic science system of
systems requires three components: (i) technical capability; (ii)
organization strategic policy to enable the biometric system; and
(iii) legislative provisions for the collection, storage, transmission
and sharing of biometric (Fig. 3). The U.S. forensic biometric
system provides a case study to review the legislative provisions,
policies, and technology that afford the U.S. Department of
Defense the ability to collect, store, transmit and share biometrics with other government agencies. Using DNA as the biometrics example, the next section explores the U.S. biometric
system in the military context.
Technical Capability—Biometric systems are dependent on
technical capabilities for collection, analysis, storage, transmission, searching, and sharing of biometric data. The FBI

Combined DNA Index System (CODIS) provides the main U.S.
storage medium for DNA records, with searchable data indexed
as either DNA profiles from arrestees; detainees; forensic samples (obtained from crime scenes/sites); human remains; missing
persons; or relatives of missing persons (22). CODIS has multiple levels where DNA profiles can be stored and searched,
including the National DNA Indexing System (NDIS), the State
DNA Indexing System (SDIS), and the Local DNA Indexing
System (LDIS) (23). If SDIS and LDIS contributing laboratories
meet the required FBI quality assurance standards, they can
upload DNA profiles onto the NDIS (24,25).
The Department of Defense has several DNA databases, some
of which use the CODIS software. The Department of Defense
databases are used for battlefield biometrics (e.g., for I2 operations and to place individuals on the BEWL), business functions
(access to military bases), and criminal investigations.
The Defense Forensics and Biometrics Agency (DFBA—previously called the Biometrics Identity Management Agency—
BIMA) operates and maintains the biometric database and the
BEWL service to support the national security strategy. The
BEWL provides biometric matching and fusion with intelligence
systems to return results quickly on persons of interest.
Near-term technological advances in biometrics will result in
real-time identification and linking of objects, people, and events
on the battlefield. Lights-out identification systems are currently
being explored for automated fingerprint identification systems
(AFIS). Lights-out systems require minimal or no human assistance and reduce the need for subject-matter expert technical
verification of a biometric match (26). Lights-out DNA profile
searching together with rapid DNA platforms in the future will
allow for ruggedized and deployable platforms that result in the
timely identification of adversaries in-theater (27,28). In addition, technology development will enable stand-off collection
and capture of biometrics from people and objects. A hacker has
already demonstrated the utility of a stand-off fingerprint capability with the capture and faking of the Germany Defence Minister’s fingerprints (29). Future technological advances will

FIG. 3––Biometrics system components Legislation, organizational policy, and technical capability are required to enable the biometrics system.
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enable the military to utilize additional forensic biometric modalities, such as ear morphology, vein pattern analysis, microbiome,
and odor.
Technology advances in biometrics will allow the military to
push technologies further forward into the battlefield and provide
real-time identification of adversaries. With technical advances
in rapid biometrics, there is a need for legislation and organizational policy to be forward-looking to maintain pace with these
developments.
U.S. Department of Defense Policy—The Department of
Defense has established policy, strategy, doctrine (13), and concepts of operations (CONOPS) to enable the forensic biometric
system. The Department of Defense policy and responsibilities
for biometrics are established in the Defense directive on biometrics (30). The directive assigns the Secretary of the Army as
being accountable for biometric policy and the DFBA as the
executive manager (30). In relation to criminal cases within the
Department of Defense, Defense instruction 5505.14 designates
the Director, Defense Forensic Science Center (DFSC), to serve
as the CODIS program manager and the U.S. Army Criminal
Intelligence Laboratory (USACIL) is the executive agent for
DNA analysis (31,32). The Department of Defense Directive
8521.01E applies to collection, storage, use, and sharing of biometric data for purposes of both military operations and business
functions (30). The Department of Defense will be updating the
biometric enterprise strategic plan and developing an implementation plan by the end of 2018 and 2019, respectively.
Legislative Provision—The forensic science system of systems
aims to enhance integration and interoperability of the constitute
systems to enable end-to-end performance across the system,
which is facilitated by information sharing. However, legislative
constraints in relation to sharing of biometric templates and contextual information between organizations in the system of systems could hamper the efficiency and effectiveness of the
system. In the United States, the legislative provisions for DNA
are provided in the Federal DNA Identification Act of 1994
(Federal DNA Identification Act) that formalized the FBI’s
authority to establish a CODIS for law enforcement purposes.
To participate in CODIS, laboratories need to meet the definition of a criminal justice agency. The Federal DNA Identification Act was amended by Public Law 106-546 to include the
Secretary of Defense as an authorized agency to participate in
CODIS (34,35). Under Title 42 U.S.C. 14135a, the military is
authorized to collect DNA from individuals who are arrested,
facing charges, or convicted, and from non-U.S. persons who
are detained under the authority of the United States (35). Thus,
there are legislative provisions in the United States for sharing
of DNA biometric templates and contextual information across
the forensic science system of systems between law enforcement
agencies and the Department of Defense.
Military organizations that have a strategic objective to
develop and implement biometric capabilities will not only need
to consider their national legislation constraints but also the
international humanitarian law, host nation law, and SOFA to
enable biometric enrollment, storage, matching, and sharing of
biometric data and contextual information.
Conclusion
In this paper, we discuss forensic biometrics as an important
secondary sub-system of the forensic science system of systems.
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Holistic system thinking considers the system as more than the
sum of its parts and this promotes integration and interoperability between the criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence,
and military systems. Benefits of biometrics have been seen for
military operations in support of I2 operations and host nation
rule of law. The changing nature of war as a result of global terrorism, foreign fighters, and refugee crises has emphasized the
need for sharing of biometrics between national and international
agencies. The U.S. biometric system case study discussed here
provides guidance for other countries to consider when developing military biometric systems. The key issues to consider
include integration and interoperability with national and international biometric systems, addressing legislative constraints, establishing organizational policy, and developing fit-for-purpose data
basing technologies. A biometric system as a component of the
forensic science system of systems to meet the objectives of the
criminal justice, law enforcement, and military systems provides
a solution to the issues identified in this paper. Metrics are
required to measure and promote the benefit of implementation
of biometric systems as a component of the forensic science system of systems. The benefits of developing integrated and interoperable biometric systems include: informing I2 operations to
attack the network; supporting host nation rule of law; potential
criminal prosecution of returned foreign fighters; supporting visa
application decisions; and identity verification of asylum seekers.
The biometric system requires quality management systems, risk
assessments, and mature forensic intelligence models, which are
important components of the forensic science system of systems
that will be discussed in future publications.
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8. Crown Prosecution of a British citizen for the
extraterritorial murder of Sergeant First Class Randy
Johnson, United States 2nd Cavalry Regiment
8.1. Aim
The aim of the case study on “Crown Prosecution of a British citizen for the extraterritorial
murder of Sergeant First Class Randy Johnson, United States 2nd Cavalry Regiment” is to
discuss the themes of this research through a practical real-world case study.

8.2. Background
The case study on “Crown Prosecution of a British citizen for the extraterritorial murder of
Sergeant First Class Randy Johnson, United States 2nd Cavalry Regiment” discusses the
unique aspects of battlefield forensic science and key factors that can lead to the prosecution
of returned foreign fighters. The case study is based on briefings from the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, Terrorist Explosive Devices Analytical Center, and open-source reporting. The
case study is used to highlight lessons learned from real-world experience in relation to the
forensic and technical exploitation system of systems.
The literature review and semi-structured interviews raise issues that are also addressed in this
case study.
•

Interoperability and cooperation (partnerships):
o Close working relationship with relevant stakeholders have been established in
some areas, however enhanced engagement is required to ensure that
partnerships between agencies (or within Defence) are strengthened;
o There is a need to coordinate evidence, resources and capability between
different agencies, which requires good partnership arrangements; and
o There is a need to provide the host nation with forensic data and analysis from
items collected in the host country to ensure a good relationship.

•

Biometric databases and information sharing:
o Information management and sharing arrangements need to be established
between relevant organizations to ensure the appropriate flow of information
across the forensic and technical exploitation system;
o There are legislative constraints relating to the collection, storage, transfer,
matching and sharing of biometric data;
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o There is a need for elimination databases to upload military or law enforcement
personnel biometrics to ensure that any contaminating biometrics are not
uploaded on to the biometric databases; and
o Biometric systems require quality management processes.
•

Execution Strategy:
o The forensic science system requires a robust execution strategy to ensure that
the flow of materiel/trace through the disciplines.

•

Quality Management Systems:
o Forensic laboratories require a quality management system to be implemented
to ensure the quality of the results;
o Quality standards are applicable to both law enforcement and military
organizations;
o There is a need to balance the cost of accreditation with the benefit that
accreditation will bring to an organization to help meet its objective;
o Maintaining accreditation of a level 2 expeditionary forensic science facility has
added complexity;
o Certification is required under a quality management system to ensure that staff
are appropriately trained and competent to perform their duties;
o Verification and validation studies are required for all forensic analysis that is
conducted in the facility; and
o Quality management systems require the appropriate quality culture within the
organization.

•

Forensic intelligence model:
o There is a need to develop forensic intelligence models in organizations that
have not yet implemented a forensic intelligence discipline;
o Forensic intelligence models are required to comply with relevant standards;
and
o Forensic intelligence model requires multiple report types including, but not
limited to: forensic intelligence report, force protection counter measures, and
briefing of evidence.

•

Criminal prosecution:
o A military quality management system needs to meet military and law
enforcement objectives to preserve the prosecution option; and
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o Continuity (chain of custody) is required under a quality management system to
preserve the prosecution option.

8.3. Publication
This chapter discusses “Crown Prosecution of a British citizen for the extraterritorial murder
of Sergeant First Class Randy Johnson, United States 2nd Cavalry Regiment”, which was
submitted to the Australian Defence Force Journal on 31 May 2018.
[Later published at DOI: https://doi.org/10.1080/00450618.2019.1637939]
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Abstract
“Make me comfortable” were the last words of Sergeant First Class Randy Johnson of the United States
2nd Stryker Cavalry Regiment. The investigation into his murder would take seven years, span three
countries, and involve forensic and technical exploitation analysis in the United States and the United
Kingdom. The purpose of this case study is to discuss the unique aspects of battlefield forensic science and
key factors that can lead to the prosecution of returned foreign fighters. The case study is presented as part
of a Secretary of Defence fellowship and PhD study on Forensic and Technical Exploitation in the Military
Domain. The aim is to highlight lessons learned and key issues that are addressed in detail in the fellowship
report to the Secretary.

Introduction
In 2003, following the fall of the Hussein regime, there was a dramatic increase in Improvised
Explosive Devices (IED) incidents facilitated by al–Zarqawi68, 103. To counter the surge of IEDs
in Iraq forensic science was employed beyond its traditional law enforcement investigation and
criminal justice objectives and was applied to expeditionary forensic science2,

64, 65

. The

primary objective of expeditionary forensic science is to inform intelligence objectives,
however the changes in the global threat environment and returned foreign fighters has blurred
the lines between military operations and law enforcement objectives. This case study
highlights how a military operation can transition into a law enforcement investigation and
ultimately successful prosecution in the criminal justice system.

US 2nd Stryker Cavalry Regiment
In 2007, the United States (US) 2nd Stryker Cavalry Regiment was deployed to Iraq as part of
the surge operation to counter al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI). The regiment, stationed at Camp Taji,
northwest of Baghdad, was responsible for patrolling an area of about 25 square kilometres.
They provided route security and reconnaissance on roads used by other military and civilian
vehicles. Sergeant First Class (SFC) Randy Johnson (Figure 1) of the US 2nd Stryker Cavalry
Regiment was six months into his second Iraq deployment when he was killed by a roadside
IED on 27 September 2007.137 SFC Johnson’s commanding officer, Major Eric Adams,
described him as a critical leader who created a cohesive team and was instrumental in training
his platoon. SFC Johnson was posthumously awarded the Purple Heart and Bronze Star for
distinguished service.137
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Figure 1. Sergeant First Class Randy Johnson of the United States 2nd Stryker Cavalry Regiment was
posthumously awarded the Purple Heart and Bronze Star. (Image: US Army Handout)

Road side Improvised Explosive Device (IED)
On 27 September 2007, the 2nd Stryker Cavalry Regiment left base at 0800 in a patrol of three
Stryker armoured vehicles.138 SFC Johnson was the leading officer in one of the Stryker
vehicles along with Specialist (Spc) Elroy Brooks, Medic SFC Joshua Lord, Gunnery Sergeant
(GySgt) Mark Aggers, and the driver Private (Pvt) Luke Stinson. They were responding to a
call to move to an area that had not been patrolled for eight months codenamed ‘Horse Village’.
As the last vehicle in a convoy, their visibility was restricted due to rising dust from the vehicles
ahead. To improve visibility, the vehicle dropped back its following distance from the
preceding armoured vehicle from 100 metres to about 150 metres139-141.
SFC Johnson was standing out the front hatch when the blast from an IED hit the bottom of the
vehicle, right below where he was standing. It had forced the metal armour to peel off itself
and caused a large hole in the bottom of the vehicle. Johnson had taken the brunt of the blast
and died shortly after impact. GySgt Aggers, who was standing next to SFC Johnson at the
time of the explosion, suffered extensive shrapnel wounds to his legs, while the other soldiers
had concussions (Figure 2)139-141.
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Figure 2. Vehicle Damage A Position of soldiers in the Stryker armoured vehicle prior to the blast;
Sergeant First Class Johnson’s position is shown in red. Gunnery Sergeant Aggers was next to Johnson,
Sergeant First Class Lord and Specialist Brooks were at the back of the armoured vehicle, and Private
Stinson was driving. B – D. Damage to the vehicle’s chassis as a result of the roadside Improvised
Explosive Device. Photos were admitted as exhibits in the trial of a British citizen by the Crown
Prosecution for the extraterritorial murder of Sergeant First Class Randy Johnson, United States 2nd
Cavalry Regiment.142

Federal Bureau of Investigation, Terrorist Explosive Device Analytical Center
To undergo strategic level forensic and technical examination, IEDs are collected in-theatre by
the US and shipped to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Terrorist Explosive Device
Analytical Center (TEDAC). Established in 2003, TEDAC’s mission is to directly contribute
to the eradication of the IED threat. TEDAC combines the US Department of Defense
processes with the FBI’s investigative efforts to collect IED data and materiel from multiple
sources around the world. The disciplines at TEDAC include latent prints, DNA, chemistry,
technical exploitation, trace evidence, toolmarks, and hazardous device examination. The
Evidence Management Team is responsible for managing the process flow of evidence and
establishing an execution strategy. TEDAC partners with other government agencies to inform
partners, who then identify and disrupt individuals and networks responsible for the design,
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development, purchase, assembly, and deployment of IEDs73. TEADAC originally operated in
Quantico, Virginia and are in the process of moving to a new facility in Huntsville, Alabama.
TEDAC’s plan is to be fully staffed at Huntsville by 2019143.

Discussion
At the time of Johnson’s murder in 2007, TEDAC was receiving thousands of IEDs per month
from Iraq, which were stored at a warehouse facility. One of the IEDs in the large TEDAC
warehouse was recovered by Task Force Iron Claw on 14 October 2007 from Al Anbar
Province, Iraq, near where SFC Johnson was killed. The IED had failed to detonate the main
charge due to the detonator cord being frayed. The IED was rendered safe by Explosive
Ordinance Disposal (EOD) technicians, who subsequently detonated the main charge, which
caused a massive explosion and sent a 45 metre cloud mushrooming into the air144.

Latent print match to British citizen
Latent prints captured from IEDs were run through the FBI’s Integrated Automated Fingerprint
Identification System (IAFIS), which was superseded by the Next Generation Identification
(NGI) system in May 2013. IAFIS – now NGI – provides a candidate list of prioritised potential
matches that require manual comparison by a latent print examiner145,

146

. Due to the

overwhelming number of IEDs that were received by TEDAC the IED that was recovered by
Task Force Iron Claw on 14 October 2007 from Al Anbar Province, Iraq was not processed for
latent prints until 2013. The prints were uploaded onto the NGI in April 2014 and a latent print
match to a British citizen, Anis Abid Sardar137, 138.

IED analysis
A search of TEDAC’s repository for devices recovered in the same geolocation over the
surrounding 1.5 year period identified three IEDs that were similar in construction to the IED
recovered by Task Force Iron Claw138. One of the identified IEDs killed SFC Randy Johnson
on 27 September 2007. The four similar IEDs were recovered from within the same geolocation
in the Al Anbar Province, Iraq, during 2007 on: 19 March (IED 1); 20 March (IED 2); 27
September (IED 3, which killed SFC Johnson), and 14 October (IED 4, original IED with
Sardar’s latent prints) (Figure 3)

137, 138

. The forensic and technical exploitation of the four

devices at TEDAC provided vital evidence in the case.
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Figure 3. Improvised Explosive Device (IED) recovery. IED 1 was recovered intact on 19 March 2007 by
US Explosive Ordinance Disposal (EOD) technicians. On 20 March 2007, IED 2 containing 60 pounds of
explosive was discovered by US troops following a firefight. IED 3 killed Sergeant First Class Randy
Johnson on 27 September 2007. On the 14 October 2007, IED 4 was recovered by US EODs and
rendered safe.138 Photos were admitted as exhibits in the trail of a British citizen by the Crown
Prosecution for the extraterritorial murder of Sergeant First Class Randy Johnson, United States 2nd
Cavalry Regiment.142

The US soldiers who recovered IED 2 on the 20 March 2007 came under attack from sniper
fire and three US soldiers were wounded during the encounter137. The collection of Captured
Enemy Materiel (CEM) on the battlefield provides unique challenges for military organizations
operating in high-threat and high-tempo operations. This is in stark contrast to the domestic
law enforcement environment where the scene can be cordoned off for extended periods of
time to collect forensic trace evidence. This highlights that on the battlefield that chain of
custody might not always be able to be established at the point of collection due to the high
threat environment71.

Latent print examination
In July 2014, TEDAC recovered latent prints from the tape around the rubber tubing on all four
devices. The prints were run through NGI and matched to Sajjad Adnan, a known associate of
Sardar. Sardar’s prints were recovered from the adhesive side of the tape wrapped around the
battery on IEDs 2 and 4, but not from IED 3 that killed SFC Johnson137, 138. Importantly,
Adnan’s latent prints were recovered from the exploded components of IED 3. Adnan was also
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linked to the devices through his mitochondrial DNA profile137. Adnan was briefly detained by
US forces in 2007 and was handed over to the Iraqi authorities. His current whereabouts are
unknown144, 147.
Unknown latent prints were also recovered from the four devices, and it was assessed that there
was a bomb-making team responsible for assembling the devices consisting of Sardar (battery
assembly), Adnan (taping the tubing), and at least one other unknown person137,

138 144

.

Unfortunately, due to IED 3 detonating, the battery pack where there was the potential for
finding Sardar’s prints was destroyed. Sardar’s prints were not found on the remaining pieces
from IED 3 that killed SFC Johnson137, 138 (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Linkage of Improvised Explosive Devices. All four Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) were
linked to Adnan by latent prints and mitochondrial DNA analysis. Sardar’s latent prints were recovered
from IED 2 and IED 4, but not IED 3, which killed Sergeant First Class Johnson. Unknown prints were
also recovered from the IEDs. Toolmarks and end-match comparison identified that the same singlebladed tool was used to cut the rubber tubing from two devices. All four devices were connected
through signature comparison.
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Toolmarks comparison
TEDAC’s toolmark and chemistry analyses identified that the tubing from the device that killed
SFC Johnson was cut from the same length of tubing and by the same tool as the recovered
devices that had Sardar and Adnan’s fingerprints. Thus, the toolmark comparison and
chemistry end-matching provided a crucial link between the devices (see Figure 4)137, 138.

IED construction
Forensic and technical exploitation demonstrated that there were significant signatures related
to the construction of the four IEDs including the notches, the removal of corrosion at the end
of the plates, the use of metal bars, wooden blocks, tubing, tape, wiring, and type of battery (in
relation to the three batteries that were recovered).138
The forensic and technical exploitation of the four IEDs had provided a link between them, but
was this sufficient to prosecute a British citizen for the murder in Iraq of a US solider? It had
been seven years since the murder of SFC Johnson. Who was Sardar and where was he in
2014?

Anis Abid Sardar
Anis Abid Sardar grew up in West London and spent a decade living in the Syrian capital
Damascus, learning Arabic and undertaking Islamic studies. In 2003, Sardar had become
horrified at the consequences of the US-led invasion of Iraq. Thousands of refugees had flooded
into Syria with accounts of sectarian killings, kidnappings, and torture of Sunni Muslims by
Shi’ite militias138, 147. Sardar met Abn Mohammed in Syria and they crossed into Iraq in 2006
to extract Mohammed’s family from the violence in Iraq. After assisting Mohammed and his
family, Sardar decided to stay in Iraq. He had trained in the use of an AK-47 and thought he
could assist the Sunni villages to defend themselves against the Shi’ite militas138. In 2007,
Sardar meet Sajid Adnan who he assisted in the construction of IEDs in a village with four or
five other men, who were not named and have not been identified by authorities138.
Sardar travelled back to the UK on 22 November 2007 after fleeing Iraq138, and was questioned
by officers at Heathrow Airport. Schedule 7 of the UK’s Terrorism Act 2000 gives power to an
examining officer (constable, immigration officer, or customs officer) to stop, search and hold
individuals at ports, airports and international rail stations. The examining officer can detain a
person at the border for six hours and take biometrics, including fingerprints and DNA148. As
part of a Schedule 7 examination, Sardar’s fingerprints were taken147. Following his return to
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the UK, Sardar reinvented himself as a family man. He was living in London and working as
a black cab driver137. In 2012, Sardar’s house was raided by SO15 who found a CD containing
instructions on the manufacture of explosives; however, at this time, no charges were laid138.

Sardar’s arrest
On 23 September 2014, seven years after the death of SFC Johnson, Sardar was arrested at his
home in London by SO15. Sardar was charged with one count of murder and one count of
conspiracy to murder contrary to section 1 of the UK Criminal Law Act 1977. Sardar was also
charged with one count of conspiracy to cause an explosion with intent to endanger life or
property contrary to section 2(1)(a) of the Explosive Substance Act 1883.137, 149 In the raid on
Sardar’s home, SO15 recovered a CD that included anti-American material138.
The US did not seek to extradite Sardar and prosecute him in the US. A complicating factor
with respect to the potential prosecution of Sardar in the US was the death penalty. Article 3
of the European Convention on Human Rights prohibits torture stating that “no one shall be
subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment”. Legal precedent has
been established that Article 3 includes extradition to countries that have the death penalty150.

Prosecution of a UK citizen for murdering a US solider
The Crown Prosecution Service argued that this was an act of terrorism rather than an act of
war137. Sardar was a British citizen who committed a crime overseas. The criminal law of the
land applies to offences only in the UK, but murder is one of a small number of the most serious
crimes that are extraterritorial. Under the 1861 Offences Against the Person Act, British citizens
can be convicted of murder committed overseas, while the nationality of the victim is deemed
irrelevant151. The rationale behind the law is to prevent British citizens from committing
murder overseas where the local authorities would be incapable of bringing the accused to
justice.
Sardar entered a plea of not-guilty to all three charges. The prosecution argued that the IED
that killed Johnson was a sequence of devices placed geographically quite close together on a
sector of road being patrolled by US soldiers. The IEDs were not emplaced along a route to
protect the village from Shi’ite militants. They further argued that the IEDs were constructed
with the deliberate aim of causing maximum damage, injury, and loss of life, and that the IED
pressure plates were specifically designed to target armoured vehicles137, 138. The IEDs were
similar in construction and toolmark comparisons linked the IED with Sardar’s prints to the
IED that killed SFC Johnson. Adnan’s prints were found on all four devices, with Sardar’s
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prints on two devices, along with other unknown prints. The prosecution argued that it was not
necessary for Sardar’s prints to be recovered from the IED that killed SFC Johnson because all
four devices were clearly made by the same team137, 138.
When Sardar returned to the UK from Damascus in November 2007, he brought a collection
of CDs that contained an explosive manual and material of an anti‐American nature. He
displayed a mindset that regarded America as an enemy equal to the Shi’ite militia. The sniper
fire attack on the US soldiers who recovered an IED on the 20 March 2007 was likely to be a
concerted Sunni attack. The prosecution argued that this provided strong evidence that US
soldiers were being targeted137, 138.
Sardar’s defence was that he was providing defensive humanitarian aid to people who could
not defend themselves, and that his actions were lawful and a proportionate defence of another.
According to the legal test, Sardar would be acting in lawful defence of another if, in the
circumstances as he genuinely believed them to be, his actions were for the sole purpose of
defending Sunni civilians, and the degree of force used was reasonable137. Sardar admitted
spending an afternoon helping a group of four or five men, including Adnan, in a village to
assemble IEDs by wrapping tape around the IED components. Sardar did not identify the other
men involved in assembling the devices. Sardar denied knowing that the IEDs would be
emplaced to target US soldiers, and stated that he thought the IEDs were to defend Sunni
villagers from attacks by Shi’ite militia. He testified that he had never seen explosives before
and had not been involved in their deployment. In court, Sardar admitted that the fingerprints
recovered from the two IEDs were his, but he did not know whether he had handled the specific
IED that killed SFC Johnson137, 138.

Sentencing
The jury deliberated for 11 hours before finding Sardar guilty. In sentencing, Justice Globe
stated that SFC Johnson’s loss “is one of the sad tragedies of what was ongoing in Iraq in 2007.
By the jury’s verdict, it is a loss for which you [Sadar] are responsible.”137 Sardar was sentenced
to a minimum term of 38 years, along with a further 25 years for one count of conspiracy to
murder. No verdict was sought on a second count of conspiracy to cause an explosion137. A
leave to appeal the sentencing was submitted and the minimum term was reduced from 38 years
to 35 years138.
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Lessons Learned
The purpose of this case study was to highlight the key issues that will be addressed in the
Secretary of Defence fellowship report and PhD on Forensic and Technical Exploitation in the
military domain. Specific recommendations for options to treat these issues are outside the
scope of this case study and will be addressed in the final report and PhD thesis.

Interoperability and cooperation
It was a collaborative effort between TEDAC and the UK including the Crown Prosecution
Service that resulted in the prosecution of Sardar for the murder of SFC Johnson. Without the
level of biometrics and contextual information sharing between the US and UK, Sardar and
Adnan would not have been identified. This case study highlights the need for ‘Five Eyes’
(FVEY) partner nations to be interoperable and to cooperate on forensic and technical
exploitation operations.
The Department of Defence Countering Terrorism Technical Support Office (CTTSO) and
National Security Science and Technology Centre (NSSTC) are developing a FVEY Forensic
and Technical Exploitation handbook. The handbook will address interoperability and
cooperation between the FVEY nations. The research and recommendations from the Secretary
of Defence Fellowship and PhD study on Forensic and Technical Exploitation in the Military
Domain will be transitioned into this Handbook.

Biometric Databases and Information Sharing
The level of international cooperation between the US and UK in the Sardar case was possible
due to both countries having established biometric databases and policies, which allowed for
the sharing of biometric data. These mature policies and procedures allow the two nations to
share biometric data and contextual information relating to persons of interest. Without this
level of international cooperation, the latent print match to Sardar would never have been made.
This case study highlights that it is critical for FVEY partner nations to share biometrics,
including fingerprints and DNA, between military and law enforcement agencies nationally
and internationally. Only through such information sharing will our adversaries be denied their
anonymity. In a previous publication, we explored “A systems approach to biometrics in the
military domain”63 and the Secretary of Defence fellowship report will provide an in-depth
assessment of the joint capability needs for a Defence biometric system including a review of
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the legislative and policy constraints around national and international biometric information
sharing.

Execution Strategy
The backlog issue that TEDAC was experiencing highlights the importance of process for
critically assigning and prioritising the forensic and technical exploitation execution strategy
to obtain the highest forensic value. This is especially important in the local context since
Australia does not have a TEDAC equivalent and no centralised strategic level national forensic
and technical exploitation capability. In a future paper, we will explore forensic and technical
exploitation risk management systems and implementation of a risk-based execution strategy
in the military domain.

Quality Management Systems
FBI Laboratory Management made the determination that TEDAC should develop its own
quality system and seek its own accreditation within the pertinent timeframe as TEDAC was
not accredited under the FBI’s quality management system. The FBI Laboratory is in the
process of reincorporating TEDAC into its quality management system. The FBI Laboratory
will seek accreditation for the new Huntsville facility when it is up for reaccreditation. In a
previous publication we discussed “Fit-for-purpose quality management system for military
forensic exploitation”79.

Forensic intelligence model
This case study clearly demonstrates that operations originating in the military domain can
transition into the law enforcement and criminal justice system and result in successful
prosecutions. Forensic intelligence models have been developed by law enforcement and
forensic agencies20, 25, 26, 30-32 to ensure that forensic intelligence is timely, delivered to the
required standard, and can be verified for prosecution purposes if required. In a previous
publication we presented “The forensic intelligence continuum in the military context”, which
articulates the forensic intelligence principles23.

Criminal Prosecution
Sardar’s conviction in a UK court for his role in the Iraq insurgency was hailed a “landmark
prosecution” and showed that international borders were no barrier to the conviction of
terrorists152. The legislative, policy, and technical and forensic science constraints in relation
to prosecuting returned foreign fighters in the Australian criminal justice system need to be
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further explored. This review is especially important with the establishment of the Land 154
deployable Weapons Technical Intelligence facilities in 2019/20.
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9. Military forensic and technical intelligence conclusion
Forensic science in support of law enforcement investigation and the criminal justice system
was first established in the late 1800s and 1900s with the use of fingerprints11-13. Advances in
technology, especially DNA amplification, have resulted in the significant increased use of
forensic science. The advances in the forensic DNA discipline revealed that in some criminal
cases faulty forensic science analysis and testimony has contributed to wrongful convictions of
innocent people resulting in miscarriage of justice2, 4. The National Academy of Science (NAS)
report Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States: A Path Forward recognized that
forensic science has serious problems that need to be addressed through overhaul of the current
structure of forensic science2. The President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology
(PCAST) report (2016) focused on the need for clarity about the scientific standards for the
validity and reliability of forensic methods, especially for pattern comparison methods4.
Therefore, despite the advances in forensic science techniques and methods there are serious
questions relating to the forensic science framework, validity, and reliability2, 4. Indeed, Ribaux
et al. (2015) argue that developments in forensic science, including new traceability, innovative
technologies, and development in policing techniques, badly need a modern framework to
holistically use the forensic case data to inform the police investigation and inform decision
making20.
This research focuses on forensic and technical intelligence in the military domain, which has
not previously been the subject of academic studies as historically forensic science has been
primarily in support of law enforcement investigation and the criminal justice system. In
chapter 3 we argue that military forensic science can be considered the black sheep of the
forensic family as it is not covered in the definition of forensic science, not considered in
critical reviews of the industry2, 4, or consulted during development of standards.
To meet the need identified by Ribaux and colleagues (2015), there is a need for a modern
holistic forensic science framework that promotes coordination and interoperability of military
and law enforcement capabilities. It is postulated that this will counter the black sheep effect
by breaking down barriers. The changing strategic threat environment with increased threat
from global terrorism and foreign fighters is contributing to the blurring of the lines between
military objectives and law enforcement activities. The case study on “Crown Prosecution of a
British citizen for the extraterritorial murder of Sergeant First Class Randy Johnson, United
States 2nd Cavalry Regiment” (chapter 8) highlights that military forensic science operations
can transition into law enforcement investigations and result in successful prosecution in the
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criminal justice system. There is a need for a more strategic long-term approach to military
forensic and technical exploitation, which ensures that the primary intelligence objectives are
met and potential prosecution objectives are preserved23, 71, 79.
Organizational theory has been applied to forensic science in support of law enforcement and
criminal justice system objectives36. Military forensic science capabilities have previously been
developed in an ad-hoc nature or have grown organically from existing law enforcement
capabilities. This thesis for the first time applies organizational theory to military forensic and
technical exploitation. The most appropriate organizational theory to apply to the military
forensic and technical exploitation to develop an effective framework for coordination and
interoperability at an organizational, national, and international level was modern
organizational theory, specifically the systems approach (chapter 3)71. Modern organizational
theory is based on the principle that the only meaningful way to study an organization is to
study it as a system24. Modern organizational theory system approach applied to military
forensic science resulted in the development of a holistic framework that recognized that
forensic science is an end-to-end process98.
The methodology that was used to develop the forensic and technical exploitation framework
was creative holism, which integrates the divergent management science methods and models
to work, cohesively, according to each methodology’s strengths and weaknesses22. Creative
holism was applied to military forensic and technical exploitation by utilizing aspects of the
most appropriate hard system thinking and soft system approaches22, 88 (refer to chapter 2).
This research applies modern organizational theory system approach to military forensic
science to develop a holistic framework which answers the question:
“What is the most efficient framework for Defence to undertake forensic and
technical exploitation activities as a coordinated joint capability?”

9.1. Forensic and technical exploitation system of systems
The system approach to forensic science developed during this PhD research project, was
determined to be the most efficient framework for the Australian Government Department of
Defence (Defence). A system of systems is defined as a set or arrangement of systems that
results when independent and useful systems are integrated into a larger system that delivers
unique capabilities. Military organizations are increasing the emphasis on the system of
systems; they are moving away from a platform focus and are placing greater emphases on the
capabilities. Most military systems are part of a system of systems even if they are not explicitly
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described as such99. Similarly, forensic science is a system of systems even though it has not
previously been described as one71.
The forensic science system of systems describes forensic science as a sub-system in the larger
criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence, and military systems. Important components of
the forensic science system of systems discussed in this thesis include risk and issue
management (chapter 4), quality management (chapter 5)79, forensic intelligence (chapter 6)23,
and biometric system (chapter 7)63 (Figure 9.1). System of systems provides a holistic end-toend framework that allows for coordination and interoperability of the system at the
organizational, national, and international level.

Figure 9.1. Forensic science system of systems describes forensic science as a sub-system in the larger
criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence, and military systems. Important components of the
forensic science system of systems include risk and issues management, quality management, forensic
biometrics, and forensic intelligence systems. In the military context, the forensic science system of
systems also includes technical exploitation. The system of systems is based on contingency theory to
ensure that the system is mission capable for the current conflict and future conflicts that could
involve state (failed or rogue) or non-state actors.
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The forensic science system of systems provides a holistic, end-to-end framework that
promotes interactions between the parts in a complex network of relationships71. It is postulated
that the coordination and interoperability of the forensic science system of systems at a national
and international level will break down the borders between the criminal justice, law
enforcement, intelligence, and military systems, and will help to counter the black sheep effect.
The system of systems approach meets the requirements for the military forensic and technical
exploitation framework that was identified in the literature review and semi-structured
interviews including:
•

The end-to-end forensic science system of systems meets the requirement to ensure
coordination and interoperability across the system;

•

Contingency theory meets the need of the system to be mission capable and the need
for flexibility and adaptability to the range of operating environments, potential and
emerging threats, and shifts in the strategic environment – this includes the current
threat from non-state actors and future threats that could involve state or non-state
actors;

•

The system of systems design is threat agnostic to be able to meet the current threat
from IEDs, but also needs to be able to meet emerging and future threats, such as the
threat from Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs);

•

Quality management system is an important component of the forensic and technical
exploitation system that ensures that operations will be conducted to the right standard
to ensure intelligence and potential criminal justice objectives are achieved; and

•

Risks and issues management system is an important component of the forensic and
technical exploitation system, which will help to identify, analyze, evaluate, and
mitigate risks and issues.

9.2. Components of the forensic science system
Systems are made up of units that take stimuli from the environment and process them to
provide outputs that add value to the larger systems. The forensic science system is composed
of constituent units, which provides a framework for the integrated end-to-end98 management
(Figure 9.2)71.
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Figure 9.2. The forensic science system is composed of units that are common to all forensic
organizations.

The forensic science system is composed of units including objectives, activities, relationships,
integration, and dependencies. The objectives of military forensic science system include
counter terrorism, counter proliferation, law enforcement, national security, and humanitarian
and disaster relief. The activities of the system help to achieve the objectives and include level
1 collection (recognition, recording, recovery, transport, and storage), level 2 forwarddeployed (analyses, evaluation, and reporting), and level 3 national laboratory (analyses,
evaluation, and reporting). The internal and external relationships that are formed between
organizations that undertake the level 1 to 3 activities can facilitate military organizations
achieving their objectives. Holistic system thinking allows for the end-to-end function of the
forensic science system, which is achieved through integration of activities, such as the
execution strategy. The forensic science system is dependent on whole-of-government
organizations that set the strategic policy, research and development, and innovation agenda71.

9.3.Advantages to the forensic science system of systems
The forensic science system of systems framework provides several advantages to forensic
science including contingency, integration, interoperability and coordination, and redundancy,
which are discussed in the next sections.
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9.3.1. Contingency theory

A key advantage to the systems approach is that it considers contingency theory, which is a
sub-set of system approach that postulates that there is no one best universal organizational
structure. Robertson (2015) has observed that there is no ideal organizational model for the
provision of forensic support36. The contingency approach describes the organizational,
environmental, and performance conditions to determine the optimal strategy for the given
system35. The contingency theory could explain why there has been no unified approach or
best-practice model for forensic science service as they are ‘contingent’ on their operating
environment and the different systems that they operate under36, 71. The forensic science system
of systems described here is based on the contingency theory and thus it can be applied to all
forensic science systems, contingent on their operating environment and operating objectives.
If the system is designed correctly, the system will be flexible and adaptable to the range of
operating environments, potential and emerging threats, and shifts in the strategic
environement71. In the military context future-armed conflicts could involve state (failed or
rogue) or non-state actors70 and applying contingency theory to the forensic science system of
systems will ensure that the system is mission capable for the current and future operating
environment.
9.3.2. Coordination and interoperability

The contingency approach provides a modern holistic framework that meets the needs of the
contemporary Australian strategy for enhanced coordination and interoperability at a national
and international level56, 57. Coordination and sharing of information across the forensic science
system of systems will benefit all stakeholders by breaking down barriers and siloes.
The forensic science system of systems is an overlay of existing and new systems. The
component systems are operated by various Australian Government agencies: the criminal
justice system by the Office of the Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions; the law
enforcement system by the Australian Federal Police (AFP), State and Territory Police, and
Australian Border Force; the intelligence system by the new Office of National Intelligence
(ONI); and the military system by the Department of Defence. These agencies will need to
work closely together to ensure coordination and interoperability of the forensic science system
(Figure 9.3).
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Figure 9.3. The forensic science system of systems and responsible agencies.

The forensic science system of systems aims to fill the gaps that fall between military off-shore
operations in the military system and domestic law enforcement operations. The new
Australian Department of Home Affairs mandate is to strengthen coordination across
Australia’s national intelligence enterprise, which could make it the appropriate governing
portfolio for the forensic science system of systems. Law enforcement policy under the national
security and law enforcement policy branch in the Department of Home Affairs might be the
appropriate area to develop a whole-of-government forensic science system of systems. The
national security and law enforcement policy branch would need to work closely with the
Department of Home Affairs identity and biometrics branch, and whole-of-government to
ensure that biometrics are integrated into the forensic science system design. The ONI is
planned to be established in July 2018 and its new role in coordinating the National Intelligence
Community (NIC) would assist the forensic science system of systems by facilitating joint
capability planning, enhanced data sharing, and collaborative analysis77. Further review of
ONI’s remit is required after the organization is established.
9.3.3.Redundancy

A common factor of all systems is that they have redundancies built into them to help prevent
system failures. The system is made up of one or more units and, for a critical system failure
to occur, there needs to be failures in multiple units. Critical system failures in a forensic
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science system of systems occur when failures in forensic science system are carried through
to the larger criminal justice, law enforcement, intelligence, or military systems. This can be
illustrated with the ‘Swiss cheese’ metaphor, which describes Swiss cheese as sub-systems or
multiple layers that are stacked on top of each other to create a secure barrier in the system.
System failure occur when there is accumulation of multiple factors and failures in the system,
i.e. when the holes in the multiple layers of cheese slices align, preventing the multiple layers
from creating a barrier23. The forensic science system of systems acts as layers of Swiss cheese,
creating multiple barriers to help prevent critical system failure. Critical system failures have
resulted in reviews of the forensic science industry2, 4, 40, 41, 43, 44, 98, 127, 128. Identification of the
redundancies in the forensic science system of systems allows for risk mitigation treatments to
be identified and implemented as controls, which will strengthen the overall forensic science
system.

9.4. Themes
As discussed in the introduction this research focuses on five major themes including system
of systems71 (discussed above), risk and issues management (chapter 4); quality management
system (chapter 5)79; forensic intelligence (chapter 6)23; and biometric system (chapter 7)63,
which are further discussed below.
9.4.1. Risk and issues management system

The risk and issues management system identifies risks at the system, sub-system, and unit
level to mitigate risks and help to prevent critical system failures, such as miscarriage of justice.
As discussed above redundancy in the system is a key advantage of the system of systems
approach.
Recent reviews of the forensic science industry do not explicitly address strategic risk and issue
management system, but they identify systemic risks and issues and make recommendations
for risk treatment activities2, 4, 40, 41, 43, 44, 98, 126-128. This research presented here articulates for
the first time the systemic risks and issues as part of the forensic science system of systems.
Review of the wrongful arrest of Brandan Mayfield in the context of the forensic science risk
and issues management system using the Swiss cheese metaphor illustrates how system failure
at all levels result in critical system failure and miscarriage of justice (Figure 9.4).
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Figure 9.4. Swiss cheese metaphor applied to the wrongful arrest of Brandon Mayfield. In the Brandon
Mayfield case system failures at all levels of the forensic science system of systems resulted in the
wrongful arrest of Brandon Mayfield and miscarriage of justice. At the forensic science disciplines
level, the latent prints were miss-identified by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). At the forensic
science unit level, the latent print analysis was not integrated with other disciplines, such as DNA
analysis. At the forensic science sub-system level contextual bias was introduced in the latent print
examination as the FBI latent print examiners were influenced by extraneous information, the high
profile of the case, and the technical and administrative verification was not blind. The failure in the
forensic science sub-system was carried through into the law enforcement system and as the FBI
undertook an intensive investigation into Mayfield and he was arrested on a material witness warrant,
further carrying through failures in forensic science and law enforcement systems into the criminal
justice system. The Spanish National Police announced that they had matched the latent print from
the bag of detonators to an Algerian man who was also linked to the attacks through DNA. Mayfield
spent 17 days in jail before being released.

The reviews of the forensic science industry that have resulted from critical system failures2, 4,
40, 41, 43, 44, 98, 126-128

should be analyzed in relation to the forensic science system of systems. As

demonstrated above with the Brandon Mayfield case (figure 9.4) this allows for articulation of
the reason/s for critical system failure and recommendations for risk treatment activities. ISO
17025:2017 now includes a chapter on risk management, which should be considered by all
forensic science laboratories irrespective of their accreditation status. It will be important for
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forensic science organizations to review and implement ISO 31000:2018 as part of the quality
management system.
9.4.2. Fit-for-purpose quality management system

Strategic forensic science risk and issue management system should work hand in hand with
the quality management system to help organizations achieve their objectives and continually
improve capability79, 153. Implementation of a forensic science quality management system in
the military domain helps to ensure that expeditionary military forensic science meets the
required standards without compromising timeliness of reporting or stifling innovation. The
fit-for-purpose quality management system discussed in this thesis is balanced to allow
organizations to meet objectives, provide continuous improvement, mitigate risk, and impart a
positive quality culture. No organization should implement an unachievable standard as this
would ensure that the organization never achieves its objectives. When there is an appropriate
balance between these elements then the quality management system should be fit-for-purpose.
Conversely, overly complex and bureaucratic quality management systems can result in a
negative impression of the quality management system and a negative quality culture within
the organization79.
The forensic standards landscape in Australia and internationally has focused primarily on the
need for forensic quality management systems to support the criminal justice and law
enforcement system. As such, the international and Australian standards do not consider
military forensic principles and processes. The lack of consideration of military forensic
science in national and international standards is an example of the black sheep effect.
Although the standards do not specifically address military requirements, military
organizations need to consider the appropriate standards to implement that enable them to
achieve intelligence, law enforcement, and potential criminal justice objectives. The most
appropriate standards for Defence to consider are ISO 17025 and AS 5388.1–4, which would
need to be considered in the military context of strategic policy, doctrine, and concepts.
Defence needs to establish quality management doctrine, which sets the standards by providing
the requirements, specifications, guidelines or characteristics that can be used consistently to
support objectives154. The challenge for Defence will be to develop doctrine that is principle
based and not overly proscriptive with respect to processes, but recognize accepted practices.
Defence under Land 154 Weapons Technical Intelligence project (appendix C) will be working
with the AFP to develop quality management doctrine. This will allow Defence to implement
a quality management system without the need to ‘reinvent the wheel’. Under the system of
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systems framework Defence should consider the quality management system for all areas under
the system (e.g. ADF Investigative Services, DST Group, etc.) and not only the Land 154
project requirements.
In Australia, the forensic science industry is not regulated by Government and quality
management can be achieved in the absence of a formal third-party accreditation program.
Defence needs to consider the cost/benefit from third-party accreditation to determine if
accreditation will help them to achieve operational objectives and to continually improve
capability. If there is no cost/benefit to third-party accreditation of military forensic operations,
then the organization should consider implementation of a quality management system without
third-party accreditation. One of the major considerations for Defence regarding third-party
accreditation is the need to be accredited to upload of DNA profiles on the National Criminal
Intelligence DNA Database (NCIDD). This requirement might drive the need for Defence
expeditionary forensic science accreditation. It should be noted that the National Association
of Testing Authorities (NATA) has a ‘one in all in’ approach to accreditation and if Defence
needs to be accredited for DNA it will also have to be accredited for all forensic tests that are
conducted.
9.4.3. Military forensic intelligence

The military forensic intelligence model outlines a principle-based approach to provide a
flexible and adaptive model across the spectrum of military conflicts to ensure that intelligence
and the criminal justice system objectives are achieved. The focus of law enforcement and
military forensic intelligence are slightly different. Compared to law enforcement agencies, the
military forensic science analysis, from which the intelligence is derived, is less likely to result
in a brief of evidence for the prosecution in the criminal justice system. However, the change
in strategic environment due to the rise in global terrorism and foreign fighters is contributing
to the blurring of the lines between military and law enforcement objectives. The case study on
“Crown Prosecution of a British citizen for the extraterritorial murder of Sergeant First Class
Randy Johnson, United States 2nd Cavalry Regiment” (chapter 8) highlights that military
forensic science operations can transition into law enforcement investigations and result in
successful prosecution in the criminal justice system. To meet the change in strategic objectives
this research for the first time develops military forensic intelligence26. The military forensic
intelligence model takes into account all-source military intelligence principles155 and elements
of the law enforcement forensic intelligence model26 to ensure that the model is fit-for-purpose
in the military domain.
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A principle-based approach to military forensic intelligence, rather than an overly prescriptive
process-based approach, allows for flexibility and adaptability to the range of military conflicts.
The military forensic intelligence principles include: holistic system thinking; timely provision
of forensic intelligence to be fused with all-source intelligence; reporting on the confidence of
forensic intelligence analysis; quality management system; perseveration of the criminal justice
option; objective forensic intelligence analysis; forensic intelligence reporting; and continuous
improvement. The military forensic intelligence principle based approach will be used as the
basis to develop Defence forensic intelligence doctrine. As part of the forensic intelligence
doctrine development there is the need for military organizations to critically review legislation
to enable the use of captured enemy materiel (items of potential forensic value) from the
battlefield to be used as evidence in the criminal justice system under a forensic intelligence
model.
9.4.4. Forensic biometric system

Chapter 7 maps the open-source US military biometric system to the forensic science
framework to validate the model and provide a framework for the Australian biometric system.
This allows military and law enforcement agencies to proactively design integrated whole-ofgovernment forensic biometric systems rather than establish them reactively. The US military
biometric system was reviewed as the Defence forensic biometrics capabilities are classified.
The Defence biometric system was discussed in detail in the classified report to the Secretary
of Defence.
A biometric system as part of the forensic science system of systems requires three
components: (1) legislative provisions for the collection, storage, transmission, and sharing of
biometrics; (2) organization strategic policy to enable the biometric system; and (3) technical
capability (Figure 9.5).
There are wide reaching benefits of developing integrated and interoperable biometric systems
including: informing Identity Intelligence (I2) operations to attack the network; supporting host
nation rule of law; potential criminal prosecution of returned foreign fighters; supporting visa
application decisions; and identity verification of asylum seekers. The changing nature of war
as a result of global terrorism, foreign fighters, and refugee crises has emphasized the need for
sharing of biometrics between national and international agencies. The successful prosecution
of Anis Abid Sardar for the murder of Sergeant First Class (SFC) Randy Johnson, United States
2nd Cavalry Regiment (chapter 8) was enabled by the US sharing of Sardar’s latent prints
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captured from IEDs in-theatre with the UK. Without this level of international biometrics
sharing arrest of Sardar in the UK for murdering US citizen SFC Johnson in Iraq would not
have been possible.

Figure 9.5: Biometric system components – Legislation, organizational policy, and technical capability
are required to enable the biometric system.

captured from IED’s in-theatre with the UK. Without this level of international biometrics
sharing arrest of Sardar in the UK for murdering US citizen SFC Johnson in Iraq would not
have been possible.
The US forensic biometric system has grown organically from law enforcement activities to
include other government agencies. One of the key issues for the US Department of Defense
biometric system is that the various biometric databases have been established independently
from each other and are not interoperable. The work around for the US is the sharing of ‘watch
lists’ such as the Biometrically Enabled Watch List (BEWL). The lessons learned from the
development of the complex US biometric system provides international military and law
enforcement agencies with the opportunity to strategically design integrated whole-ofgovernment forensic biometric systems rather than establish them organically. The issues for
the international community for achieving integrated forensic biometrics capabilities include
addressing legislative constraints, organizational policy, and developing fit-for-purpose
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databasing technologies. The implementation of forensic biometrics as part of the forensic
system of systems allows organizations to consider these issues as part of a whole-ofgovernment capability.

9.5. Practical implications
The purpose of this research was two-fold: 1) to develop a military forensic and technical
exploitation system (thesis and publications) and 2) to make recommendations for
implementation of the Defence forensic and technical exploitation system in a classified report
to the Secretary of Defence. The fellowship report was submitted to the Secretary of Defence
on the 23rd December 2017. On the 3rd April 2018, the outcomes from the research thesis and
fellowship were presented to the Secretary of Defence. The two main recommendations to the
Secretary of Defence were endorsement of the forensic science system of systems approach
and appointment of a senior Defence authority for the system. The Secretary endorsed the
forensic science system of systems approach and requested further information on the
recommended authority. Commander Joint Counter Improvised Threat Task Force (JCIT TF)
will be presenting a paper to senior Defence committee to recommend that the JCIT TF be
given the authority to act as the Joint Force Integrator for forensic and technical exploitation.
Thus, the research fellowship has had direct impacts on how Defence undertakes forensic and
technical exploitation. Effective implementation is critical to the success of reform and
delivering the transformational change that is required of the system56. Appointment of a
Defence forensic and technical exploitation authority is the first step in ensuring effective
implementation of the system of systems design.
The research outcomes have also influenced the development of Land 154 Weapons Technical
Intelligence project. The quality management doctrine will be developed by Army Head
Quarters who are the capability managers for Land 154 Weapons Technical Intelligence
project. The quality management doctrine will be developed in conjunction with the AFP and
will follow the fit-for-purpose guidelines outlined in chapter 5. Furthermore, the forensic
intelligence principles discussed in chapter 6 will be used to develop forensic intelligence
doctrine. However, further work is required within Defence to develop the doctrine, which will
be enabled once an authority for the forensic science system of systems is appointed.

9.6. Study limitations
A complicating factor encountered during this research thesis is the lack of prior academic
studies on military forensic science. There are no unclassified longitudinal studies on military
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forensic science and limited unclassified publications on the key issues. The majority of the
data on military forensic science is in the classified domain. The classified data collected during
this research, although not directly reported in this thesis, has influenced the development of
the forensic and technical exploitation system of systems. This limitation was specifically
evident during evaluation of the biometric system, where the unclassified US Department of
Defense biometric system was evaluated as the Australian Defence biometric system is
classified. The classified data was presented in a classified report to the Secretary of Defence.
A limitation to the forensic science system of systems is that it is a theoretical design that has
not been implemented and tested in a military organization. The Secretary of Defence has
endorsed the forensic science system of systems design and work is underway in Defence to
implement the system of systems and appoint an appropriate senior authority. The forensic
science system of systems is a complex system with multiple players and will require further
engagement with key Australian whole-of-government stakeholders to further understand and
develop the capability as a whole-of-government asset.

9.7. Future directions
As outlined above there are a variety of practical Defence implications for implementation of
a forensic science system of systems and further work is required. Further consultation with
key stakeholders is required to ensure that the system of systems is coordinated at a national
and international level. Initial operation will require evaluation of the system of systems and
continual improvement. For example, activities are proposed as part of Exercise Talisman
Sabre 2019 to evaluate the forensic science system of systems. The aim will be to evaluate the
forensic science system of systems as a coordinated and interoperable whole-of-government
capability.
Further work is ongoing in Defence in relation to biometric systems through the development
of a Biometrics Joint Capability Needs Statement. The First Principles Review recommended
that Defence has a more permanent future force design56, which is the process of assessing
capability gaps to make recommendations for future force capability development projects. In
Defence one of the first steps is the development of a capability needs statement (either Army,
Navy, Airforce or Joint). The research outcomes in this thesis have been used to draft a
biometrics Joint Capability Needs Statement. The biometrics Joint Capability Needs Statement
explores the need for development of Defence biometric legislation, organizational policy, and
technical capability, which are required to enable the biometric system. The biometrics Joint
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Capability Needs Statement will need to be endorsed by the Vice Chief of Defence Force
(VCDF) and then will be enter the Defence Integrated Investment Plan as a major Defence
capability project.
The proposed principle based forensic intelligence model23 (chapter 6) requires further work
within Defence to develop forensic intelligence doctrine. Further research on forensic
intelligence is being undertaken by an Australian Defence Force member through a PhD at the
University of Technology Sydney (UTS), which will build on the research presented in this
thesis.
Further academic research is required to review the impact that updates of ISO 17025:2017
and ISO 31000:2018 will have on the forensic science industry. It will be interesting to
undertake a gap analysis of ISO 17025:2009 and ISO 17025:2017 in respect to risk and issues
management. This research would advise the forensic science industry on what is needed to
comply with the updated ISO 17025:2017. In the military context, Defence needs to review the
appropriate standard to implement and should consider ISO 17025:2017 and AS 5388.1-4 to
ensure a fit-for-purpose quality management system.
During this research project, a workshop on military forensic and technical exploitation
research and development was held on the 23 February 2018 at Defence Science and
Technology (DST) Group, Fairbairn, Canberra. The result of the workshop was development
of a military forensic and technical exploitation research strategy. It was determined that the
research strategy was outside the scope of the PhD research and the strategy is being managed
by the National Security Science and Technology Centre (NSSTC), DST Group. The strategy
outlines the current forensic and technical exploitation research program and identifies future
research priorities. The strategy provides a comprehensive overview of required research and
development that can be considered for future research projects.

9.8. Final conclusion
This research applies a modern organizational theory system approach to military forensic
science to develop a holistic framework. It was assessed that the most efficient framework for
Defence to undertake forensic and technical exploitation activities as a coordinated joint
capability was the system of systems approach. The forensic and technical exploitation system
of systems describes forensic science as a sub-system in the larger criminal justice, law
enforcement, intelligence, and military system. The forensic and technical exploitation system
of systems meets the strategic need outlined in the 2016 Defence White Paper to counter the
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threat from terrorism at home and abroad and the increased threat from foreign terrorist fighters
returning from conflicts to Australia and other countries in our region57.
The forensic and technical exploitation system is composed of components and units that
ensure coordination and interoperability across the system and at the national and international
level. Risk and issue management is an important component of the forensic science system of
systems as identification of risks at the system, sub-system, and unit level help to mitigate risks
and prevent critical system failures, such as miscarriage of justice. Another important
component is the forensic science quality management system, which will help to ensure that
expeditionary military forensic science meets the required standards without compromising
timeliness of reporting or stifling innovation.
The secondary sub-systems include forensic intelligence23, and biometric systems63. The
military forensic intelligence model is a principle-based approach that provides a flexible and
adaptive model across the spectrum of military conflicts to ensure that intelligence and the
criminal justice system objectives are achieved23. The biometrics secondary sub-system is
demonstrated by mapping the open-source US military biometric system to the forensic science
framework to validate the model and provide a framework for the Australian biometric
system63.
In conclusion, this research has developed the forensic and technical exploitation system of
systems which provides a framework for implementation of the systems approach in military
and law enforcement agencies. There have been no previous in-depth unclassified academic
studies on military forensic and technical exploitation and this research significantly
contributes to this field. This study has helped to counter the black sheep effect by raising issues
of military forensic and technical exploitation within the broader forensic science community.
Implementation of the forensic and technical exploitation system of systems in Defence will
enhance the coordination and interoperability between military and traditional forensic science.
Further academic studies will contribute to the field and raise awareness of military forensic
science to the broader forensic science community.
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Accreditation: provides a means of determining, formally recognizing and promoting the
competence of facilities to perform specific types of testing, inspection, calibration, and other
related activities.
Action research: aims to solve current practical problems (the ‘action’), while expanding
scientific knowledge (the ‘theory’).
Biometrics: are measurable physical and behavioral characteristics that enable the
establishment and verification of an individual’s identity.
Certification: ensures the competency of the personnel. Certification is the process of peer
review through which an individual practitioner is recognized as having attained the
professional qualifications needed to practice in one or more forensic science disciplines.
Coding: a qualitative analytical process through which data are fractured, conceptualized, and
integrated to form a theory.
Concepts: untried and untested ideas about how the military thinks it may conduct operations
in the medium to long term. Tested concepts become doctrine.
Creative holism (creative system thinking): integrates the divergent management science
methods and models to work, cohesively, according to each methodology’s strengths and
weaknesses
Disciplines: the forensic science areas that may be used to help in the determination of a court
case.
Doctrine: the fundamental principles by which military forces guide their actions in support
of objectives.
Document and media exploitation (DOMEX): processing, translation, analysis and
dissemination of collected hard copy documents and electronic media. DOMEX consists of,
but is not limited to, document exploitation, media exploitation and mobile phone exploitation.
Exploitation: taking full advantage of any information that has come to hand for tactical or
strategic purposes.
Exploitation level 1: exploitation conducted close to the point of capture and includes
recognition, record, recovery, transport, and storage.
Exploitation level 2: exploitation that occurs away from the point of capture, but in-theatre.
Exploitation level 3: exploitation conducted by highly specialised national scientific and
technical laboratories.
Exploitation level 4: national and policy level that consists of whole-of-Government agencies
that set the national security strategy, and policy, also the science and technology research
program.
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Five eyes: The Five Eyes partner nations include Australian, Canada, United Kingdom, New
Zealand, and United States.
Forensic biometrics: is the application of forensic science principles to biometrics (see
biometrics definition).
Forensic intelligence (Law Enforcement): timely aggregation and processing of forensic case
data from different cases. It provides knowledge on criminal activity and may support proactive
and preventive approaches.
Forensic intelligence (Military): the provision of timely forensic intelligence fused with allsource intelligence to meet the Commander’s intent and intelligence requirements while
preserving the prosecution option.
Forensic science: is defined as the application of scientific principles and techniques to matters
of criminal justice especially relating to the collection, examination, and analysis of physical
evidence.
Grounded theory: development of a new theory that is ‘grounded’ in the data through
empirical observation and analysis.
Hard system thinking: Hard system thinking endeavors to find the best means of getting from
the present state of the system to some optimum state in pursuit of clearly identified objectives.
Hard system thinking uses quantitative methodologies to analyze the system.
Holism: puts the study of the whole before that of the parts. It does not try to break down the
systems into parts in order to understand them. Holistic system thinking recognizes that the
whole can take on forms that are not recognizable from the parts.
Intelligence: the product resulting from the directed collection and processing of information
regarding the environment and the capabilities and intentions of actors, in order to identify
threats and offer opportunities for exploitation by decision-makers.
Issue: an event that has happened or will have a 100% likelihood of happening.
Joint: brings together the different land, air, sea, intelligence, electronic warfare, cyber, and
space capabilities.
Materiel: all physical items that are recovered during site exploitation.
Materiel and personnel exploitation (MPE): the systematic collection and processing of
information and dissemination of intelligence obtained as a result of tactical questioning,
interrogation and the extraction of data from recovered materiel. It is a multi-source, responsive
process that aims to maximize the intelligence value of captured personnel and recovered
materiel.
One Defence: approach outlined in the Defence First Principle Review for a more unified and
integrated organization that is more consistently linked to its strategy and led by its strategic
centre to provide clear direction.
Open systems theory: refers to the concept that organizations are strongly influenced by their
environment, including other organizations.
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Organization behavior: studies how people act within an organization and includes
leadership, culture, motivation, and change.
Organizational theory: the study of organizations in a structural sense including study of
objectives, people, structure, and management.
Quality management system: a set of policies, processes and procedures required for planning
and execution (production/development/service) the core business area of an organization.
Reductionist approach: seeks to identify and understand the individual parts of a system to
gain an understanding of the whole.
Risk: the effect of uncertainty on objectives.
Risk appetite: the amount of risk, at a strategic level, that an organization is willing to take on
in order to achieve its objectives. It is defined in a risk appetite statement.
Risk tolerance: a semi-quantitative measure of risk used to monitor exposure compared to the
stated risk appetite.
Soft system approach: treat messy, and ill-structured problems that cannot be solved with
hard system thinking. Soft system approach uses qualitative methodology for analysis of the
system.
Standard: documents that provide requirements, specifications, guidelines or characteristics
that can be used consistently to ensure that materials, products, processes, and services are fit
for their purpose.
Strategic policy: Defence strategic policy has legal standing and is prescribed in Defence
Instructions.
System of systems: is a set or arrangement of systems that results when independent and useful
systems are integrated into a larger system that delivers unique capabilities
Technical exploitation: application of scientific methods to gain further knowledge and
insight from information, materiel, and captured persons. Technical exploitation includes
support to the judicial system and feeding the intelligence cycle.
Triage: the process of prioritization of materiel and information to be exploited.
Triangulation the concept that more than one research methodology (qualitative or
quantitative), collection technique, and/or analysis tool should be used during a study.
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Army exploitation units
The Australian Army has invested in two specific units for the purposes of exploitation
capability management, namely the 1st Intelligence Battalion (with responsibilities for
personnel exploitation, Weapons Technical Intelligence (WTI) level 2 laboratory capabilities
and materiel exploitation for the general purpose force); and Special Operations Engineer
Regiment (SOER), focused on specific Sensitive Site Exploitation (SSE) and Chemical,
Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, and Explosive (CBRNE) related threats within a Special
Operations context. New Defence forensic and technical exploitation capabilities will be
introducted into service into either the 1st Intelligence Battalion or SOER.

Capability development
The 2016 Defence White Paper establishes the Australian Governments Defence capability
goals57 and the 2016 Integrated Investment Program guides the implementation of the bulk of
investment to build the future force over the decade to FY 2025–26.125 The Government will
invest in the Australian Defence Force’s (ADF’s) capabilities to ensure that it can continue to
effectively contribute to domestic counter-terrorism operations and off-shore operations. This
includes enhancing the weapons, equipment, tactical mobility, and situational understanding
of our Special Forces and strengthening Defence’s intelligence capabilities. The Defence
forensic and technical exploitation framework needs to take into account these major capability
projects.

Full Spectrum Exploitation (FSE) Capability
The Australian Army has defined a current need for a Full Spectrum Exploitation (FSE)
capability in classified documents. An FSE capability aims to enable Army to exploit for
intelligence and force protection purposes any person or thing, detained or seized on the
battlespace.

Land 154 Phase 2
Land 154 Weapons Technical Intelligence (WTI) project is for a deployable level 2 forensic
and technical exploitation capability that focuses on providing a joint intelligence capability on
threat weapon systems and materiel for the ADF. The WTI laboratory is a containerized
solution consisting of predominantly scientific laboratory type facilities across biometrics,
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chemical exploitation, document and materiel exploitation, digital forensics, and weapons
technical analysis. The WTI project component will entail the construction of two deployable
WTI facilities in Australia, with one located in Brisbane at Gallipoli Barracks under the 1st
Intelligence Battalion and one located in Adelaide at Defence Science and Technology (DST)
Group Edinburgh. Additional training and baseline activities across the allied Five Eyes
partners (Australia, Canada, United States, United Kingdom, and New Zealand) regarding their
exploitation experiences and training will be undertaken as part of Land 154 Phase 2.

Land 8410 – Enduring
Land 8410 encompasses a complete project for specialist intelligence capabilities, inclusive of
exploitation. Level 1 Exploitation, focused on Army’s Forward Exploitation Team (FEXT)
capability and personnel exploitation needs will include the provision of specialized
exploitation training for Army from the Defence Force School of Intelligence (DFSI) focused
on field expedient exploitation of captured documents, media devices, and computers.

Land 3025 Phase 1
The SOER (formally the incident response regiment – IRR) was raised to provide response to
domestic and overseas CBRNE incidents. Land 3025 Phase 1 Deployable SOER capability will
provide SOER with a ‘single shot’ deployable CBRNE defense capability to support special
operations and deployed ADF forces.

Land 2110 Phase 1A and 1B
Land 2110 project aims to improve the ADF CBRN Defence capability through the protection
of personnel from the strategic, tactical, and physiological impacts of exposure to Toxic
Industrial Chemicals (TICs), Toxic Industrial Materials (TIMs) and CBRN weapons. This will
be achieved by anticipating, training, and equipping for such eventualities, so that operations
can continue in CBRN environments. Phase 1A (approved) will either upgrade or purchase
additional quantities of chemical and radiological point detectors that are already in use within
the ADF.
Phase 1B has a broader scope including items requiring systems integration or additional
evaluation across the doctrinal components of CBRN defence. It will address the five doctrinal
elements of CBRN defence:
•

Detection, identification and monitoring (including reconnaissance);

•

Warning and reporting (through data fusion);
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•

Physical protection (individual and collective);

•

Hazard management (personnel, equipment and environmental); and

•

Medical support (including casualty management).

Biometrics
Defence is developing a biometrics Joint Capability Needs Statement (JCNS), which will
inform force design. The JCNS is the high-level statement of user requirements linked to
specific strategic guidance. The JCNS informs the Force Structure Review (FSR) for
consideration for entry into the Integrated Investment Plan and establishment of a major
Defence project. This research thesis is informing the development of the JCNS for Defence.
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Sample email to participants

Subject heading:

Request for an interview with [name/title/agency] re Defence exploitation and forensic
enterprise

Dear [Name]

I am completing a Masters in Applied Science at the University of Canberra, working under
the supervision of Dr James Robertson (Professor at the National Centre for Forensic Studies
- NCFS), Assist Prof Michelle Gahan (NCFS), and Prof Chris Lennard (Western Sydney
University).
My research project aims to develop an integrated Defence exploitation and forensic
framework and make recommendations for a forensic intelligence model.
I would like to arrange an interview (approximately 1 hour) with you. The purpose of this
interview is to discuss the current Defence exploitation capabilities and requirements for future
enhancement of the capability. The themes of the interview are:
•

Defence current forensic and exploitation capability.

•

Key national (Defence and external) and international stakeholders.

•

Forensic Science Research and Development requirements.

Attached please find a Participant Information Sheet and Consent Form, which provides further
details about this research.
Your participation in this study will be highly beneficial to the outcomes of this research. It is
your choice to participate in the study. You can choose not to participate, or withdraw at any
time.
If you choose to participate, all information will be treated in a confidential manner and you
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will not be identified in any discussions, publications or briefings. Your details will not be
directly linked to the data and information that you provide, but it will be re-identifiable through
a code, which can only be accessed by the researchers. The re-identifiable data will allow
follow on discussions if required.
If you are happy to talk to us can you please email me at lauren.wilson@canberra.edu.au.
I can meet you at a time and place that is convenient to you.

Cheers,

Lauren Wilson
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET

Research Project:
Defence Exploitation and Forensic Enterprise

BACKGROUND
Purpose: to develop an integrated exploitation and forensic framework and forensic
intelligence model that provides the strategic direction for Defence exploitation and
forensic capability and coordinate activities between the various Defence Groups and
Services and external stakeholders.
The Australian Defence Organisation (ADO) currently does not undertake exploitation
of forensic operations and investigations under a Quality Management Framework,
which could result in compromised operational intent, intelligence, investigative and
prosecution objectives.
There are multiple areas within the Australian Defence Forces (ADF) that undertake
exploitation and forensic operations and Defence Science and Technology Group has
pockets of exploitation research activity. Currently these activities are isolated and there
are gaps in capability. The Joint Exploitation and Forensic Enterprise will address these
gaps to ensure that a exploitation and forensic capability operates as an integrated system
to meet the challenges of the future and deliver outcomes in an integrated manner.
The research will be undertaken under two work packages:
1.

Exploitation and forensic framework: in collaboration with national and
international partners, best practice will be reviewed to develop the ADO
framework.

2.

Forensic intelligence model: in collaboration with law enforcement and the
forensic community a model for operational forensic intelligence will be
developed.
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A component of the research will involve discussions with stakeholders on a one-to-one
basis. You have been invited to participate in this research, by undertaking a semistructured interview.
Attached please find a Participant Consent Form, which will ensure that any
information that you provide is managed, stored and used according to your specific
instructions.
I look forward to speaking further with you about this research topic.

Lauren Wilson
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PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM
Research Project:
Defence Exploitation and Forensic Enterprise

I have been asked to participate in a semi-structured interview, which is anticipated
will take approximately one hour. The purpose of the interview will be to discuss
Defence exploitation and forensic including stakeholder engagement.
I understand that my participation is voluntary and will not involve any risk to me.
Interview material and notes:
1.

I understand that I may withdraw at any time, before, during or after the
interview without any effect, and any interview material and/or notes will be
destroyed.

2.

Interview material and notes will be secured and accessible only by the
researcher and supervisor, otherwise than where required by law.

3.

Interview material and notes, unless destroyed at the request of the participant,
will be archived for a minimum of five years.

Material derived from interview material:
1.

I understand that the samples or data is re-identifiable, which is a reversible
process in which the identifiers are removed and replaced by a code. Those
handling the data subsequently do so using the code. If necessary, it is possible
to link the code to the original identifiers and identify the individual to whom
the sample or information relates. A database of participants will be established
with a unique identifier for each participant. Only the researchers will have
access to the database.

2.

I understand that I will not be identified in any material associated with the data
or my identify will not be reviled by the researcher in any discussions, briefings
or publications.
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3.

If I withdraw my consent after the interview and request destruction of interview
material, all associated material will be destroyed if it is practicable to do so.

I understand that I may contact the researcher’s supervisor Dr James Robertson by emailing
or phoning (

with regard to any concerns I

have about my participation in this research.
I agree to take part in the research specified above. I have had the research explained
to me, and I have read the information sheet, which I may keep for my records.

I agree to take part in an interview with the
researcher
I would like a copy of any research when
published (if yes, please provide your email
address)
Participant’s name

Click here to enter text.

Participant’s email address

Click here to enter text.

Organisation/Agency

Click here to enter text.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Participant’s signature
Date

I have explained the study and the implications
of participation in the study to this volunteer
and I believe that the consent is informed and
that he/she understands the implication of
participation.
Researchers name

Click here to enter a date.

Yes

No

Click here to enter text.

Researchers signature
Date

Click here to enter a date.
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External stakeholder questions
1. What is your organization’s current role in relation to forensics?
a. What is your organization’s Quality Management System?
b. What is your organization’s interaction with Defence in relation to forensic
science?
c. What are the forensic science services that your organization provides / could
provide to Defence?
d. What are the forensics disciplines that are relevant to your organization?
e. Does your organization have any policies, procedures or protocols that are
relevant to Defence forensic science?
2. What could be done to enhance Defence forensics interaction with your organization?
3. What do you think are the requirements for enhancing Defence exploitation
capability?
a. What do you think would be the requirements for a Defence forensicallyenabled intelligence model?
b. What are the major issues and risks for Defence exploitation?
4. What are the forensic science research and development gaps?
a. How do you think these should be addressed?
5. What would successful Defence forensic and exploitation capability look like in the
next 10 years?
6. Would you like to add any further comments or observations about Defence forensics
and/or exploitation?
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Defence stakeholder questions
1. What is your Group or Service current role in forensic science and/or exploitation?
a. What are the forensics disciplines that are relevant to your Group or Service?
2. What is the key exploitation legislation, strategic policies, doctrines, or procedures
that are relevant to your Group and Service?
3. What do you think are the requirements for enhancing Defence exploitation
capability?
a. What do you think would be the requirements for a Defence forensicallyenabled intelligence model?
b. What are the major issues and risks for Defence exploitation?
c. What are the current controls and mitigations that need to be put into place to
address the issues and risks?
4. Who are your key national and international stakeholders?
a. Who should Defence be engaging with or strengthening our relationship with?
b. Who are the key forensic science service providers?
c. What determines what service providers you use?
5. What are the forensic science research and development gaps?
a. How do you think these should be addressed?
6. What would successful Defence forensics and exploitation capability look like in the
next 10 years?
7. Would you like to add any further comments or observations about Defence forensic
and/or exploitation?
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9 September 2016

APPROVED - Project number 16-178

Dr Lauren Wilson
Faculty of Education, Science, Technology & Maths University of Canberra
Canberra ACT 2601 Dear Lauren,
The Human Research Ethics Committee has considered your application to conduct research with human subjects for
the project titled: “Defence Exploitation and Forensic Enterprisef

Approval is granted until 30 September 2018
The following general conditions apply to your approval.
These requirements are determined by University policy and the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human
Research (National Health and Medical Research Council, 2007).
Monitoring:

You must, in conjunction with your supervisor, assist the Committee to monitor the
conduct of approved research by completing project review forms, and in the case of
extended research, at least annually during the approval period.

Reporting Adverse
Events

You must, in conjunction with your supervisor report any unexpected adverse events or
complications that occur anytime during the conduct of the research study or during the
follow up period after the research. Please refer these matters promptly to the HREC.
Failure to do so may result in the withdrawal of the Ethics approval.

Discontinuation of
research:

You must, in conjunction with your supervisor, inform the Committee, giving reasons, if
the research is not conducted or is discontinued before the expected date of completion.

Extension of
approval:

If your project will not be complete by the expiry date stated above, you must apply in
writing for extension of approval. Application should be made before current approval
expires; should specify a new completion date; should include reasons for your request.

Retention and
storage of data:

University policy states that all research data must be stored securely, on University
premises, for a minimum of five years. You must ensure that all records are transferred to
the University when the project is complete.

Contact details and All email contact should use the UC email address. You should advise the Committee of
notification of
any change of address during or soon after the approval period including, if appropriate,
changes:
email address(es).

Yours sincerely
Human Research Ethics Committee

Maryanne Simpson Research Ethics & Integrity Research Services
T(
E
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Defence People Research - Low Risk Ethics Panel Directorate of People
Intelligence & Research
Defence People Group Ph:

Email:

7 September 2016
Dr Lauren Wilson
Secretary of Defence Fellow

Ref:

Dear Dr Wilson,
Project Title: Defence Exploitation and Forensic Enterprise
Protocol Number:
Thank you for submitting the above research project for ethical review. This project has been
considered by the Defence People Research - Low Risk Ethics Panel.
I am pleased to advise you that the Defence People Research - Low Risk Ethics Panel has
granted unconditional ethical approval of Protocol 032/16 research project.
The approved documents include:
Document Name

Document Description

Objective
Reference

Low risk ethics
approval_LW

Application for Ethics Approval of
Low Risk People Research

AB28477468

Signature page

Approvals page for application

AB28477465

20160707_Sample e-mail to
participants_v3

Sample e-mail to participants

AB28477469

20160707_Sample
questions_V3

Survey questions

AB28477466

20160708_Participant
Information and Consent
Form_v3

Participant information sheet

AB28477464

Endorsement of application
to Low Risk Ethics Panel: Dr
Lauren Wilson
[SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

Email

AB28481477

Approval of this project from the Defence People Research - Low Risk Ethics Panel is valid
from 25 August 2016 to 25 August 2017 subject to the following conditions being met:
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The Coordinating Principal Investigator will ensure that all preamble, participant
information and final report quote the assigned protocol number.
The Coordinating Principal Investigator will immediately report anything that might warrant
review of ethical approval of the project.
The Coordinating Principal Investigator will notify the Defence People Research - Low Risk
Ethics Panel of any event that requires a modification to the protocol or other project
documents and submit any required amendments in accordance with the instructions
provided by the Panel.
The Coordinating Principal Investigator will submit any necessary reports related to the safety
of research participants.
The Coordinating Principal Investigator will notify the Defence People Research - Low Risk
Ethics Panel when the project is completed at all sites.
The Coordinating Principal Investigator will notify the Defence People Research - Low Risk
Ethics Panel if the project is discontinued at a participating site before the expected
completion date, with reasons provided.
The Coordinating Principal Investigator will notify the Defence People Research - Low Risk
Ethics Panel of any plan to extend the duration of the project past the approval period listed
above and will submit any associated required documentation.
The Coordinating Principal Investigator will notify the Defence People Research - Low Risk
Ethics Panel of their inability to continue as Coordinating Principal Investigator including
the name of and contact information for a replacement.

This letter constitutes conditional ethical approval only. This project cannot proceed at any site
until approval has been obtained from the Commanding Officer (or equivalent) at that site.
Should you have any queries about the Defence People Research - Low Risk Ethics Panel’s
consideration of your project please contact Beck Smith, Research Officer, Defence People
Research - Low Risk Ethics Panel (PeopleResearch.Ethics@defence.gov.au).
The Defence People Research - Low Risk Ethics Panel wishes you every success in your
research.
Yours faithfully,

Ms Rachel Green
Ms Rachel Green
Deputy Chair Defence People Research - Low Risk Ethics Panel Assistant Director,
People Intelligence & Research
Department of Defence
This Low Risk Research Ethics Review Panel operates in accordance with the National
Health and Medical Research Council’s (NHMRC) National Statement on Ethical Conduct
in Human Research (2007).
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Appendix E: Table top exercise
Fictional setting
The fictional scenario exercise was developed with fictional countries. Participants were
directed to respond to the issues raised during the fictional scenario discussions based on their
knowledge of the organizational response that would potentially occur during a real-life
incident. Fictional countries used in this scenario are outlined in Figure E1.

Figure E1. Fictional countries. Kamaria and Marcella are fictional island nation north of Papua New
Guinea (PNG). Tetta is a fictional neighbour of Marcella and Tropicana is a small independent country
located on the coast of central Queensland.

Regional instability
Marcella had a constitutional democracy, but following collapse of public order and an
eventual coup, Kamaria installed a puppet Government in Marcella backed by a large and
capable Marcellan military force. Under the Kamaria unification strategy, Kamaria aspires to
re-unite what it claims is the Kamarian archipelago, which includes the disputed territories of
Delta, Nuimata, Fayum, Thoni, St Abadir, and Maximus (Figure E2).
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Figure E2. Disputed region of Delta, Nuimata, Fayum, Thoni, St Abadir, and Maximus.

Kamaria remains politically neutral in the dispute between Marella and Tetta, but Kamaria
provides Marcella’s corrupt leaders with resources and training. The United Nations (UN)
enacted sanctions against the illegitimate Government that formed following the coup in
Marcella, however the UN does not recognize the Kamaria’s support of the Marcella
Government.
Kamaria sponsor the International People Movement (IPM), which is a listed terrorist
organization. IPM members are engaged in destabilizing Tetta and small numbers of Australian
citizens are moving into Marcella to support IPM. The IPM terrorist organization perpetrates
violent atrocities in Marcella and Kamarian military forces occupied areas. The IPM have
conducted terrorist attacks in the independent nation of Tropicana, which have been on behalf
of the Kamarian Government, including targeting Tropicana military forces.
The new Marcellan Government favors ethnic Kamarians and oppresses the minority groups,
which has resulted in widespread displacement of people and refugee problems within the
region. There is a refugee camp located in the independent country of Tropicana and the
Australian Prime Minister, has confirmed operations in the northern waters in response to the
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surge of people smuggling boats from Marcella and Tetta. The Australian Defence Force
(ADF) have deployed to Marcella on a peace keeping operation and Tropicana have offered
their support to the Australian lead operation in Marcella.

Tropicana 2nd Cavalry Regiment
The Tropicana 2nd Cavalry Regiment has been deployed to Marcella to help with the surge of
IPM perpetrated violent atrocities in Marcella. The Tropicana 2nd Cavalry Regiment are
responsible for patrolling an area of 20 square kilometres, providing 'route security' on roads
used by other military and civilian traffic.

Event 1 – Roadside Improvised Explosive Device
•

At 0800 Tropicana 2nd Calvary Regiment leave the base in an eight-wheeled Stryker
armoured vehicles, with five soldiers inside.

•

They are patrolling an area which had not been patrolled in three months.

•

At 0913 the Stryker hits a roadside Improvised Explosive Device (IED).

•

One solider is killed in the blast, 3 soldiers are severely injured and one has a
concussion.

Event 1 – Discussion
•

Would the scene be treated as a crime scene or would the main purpose be for
intelligence?

Event 2
•

After the death of the Tropicana soldier, a patrol of the area surrounding the scene by
the Tropicana Army recovered three other IED in close proximity (Figure E3).

•

IED 1 is the exploded IED that killed the Tropicana soldier. IED 2, 3, and 4 are
unexploded IEDs that are recovered by the Tropicana Army on patrol in the same
vicinity of the IED 1 that killed the Tropicana soldier. During recovery of IED 3, two
Tropicana soldiers took sniper fire. The Tropicana Army do not have the capability to
undertake forensic and technical exploitation of the IEDs and hand them over to the
ADF for analysis. The Commanders intent is to assess the IED for force protection
countermeasures and forensic examine for fingerprints, and DNA.
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Figure E3. Recovery of Improvised Explosive Devices (IED). IED 1 is the site where the Tropicana soldier
was killed by the roadside IED. IED 2, 3, and 4 unexploded IEDs recovered in the same vicinity.

Event 2 – Discussion
•

When is chain of custody established, at the IED point of collection or when the IEDs
are handed over to the ADF?

•

What if it had been the ADF that had collected a sample or item from a scene off-shore?
o Does the ADF level 1 collection capability work to a standard?

•

What are the thresholds for transporting the exhibit back to Australia for analysis at
level 3 verses analysis in-theatre at level 2?

•

What determines which level 3 laboratory the exhibits are sent?

•

How are the forensic modalities at level 2 aligned with the level 3 discipline
capabilities?

•

What is the process flow from level 1, 2, and 3?

•

What are the required turn-around times for analysis and reporting of results? What is
driving the required turn-around times?
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•

What if it was a biological agent that was collected? What then are the legislative
requirements and considerations for transporting the agent back for analysis at a level
3 facility?

Event 3
•

Australia does not have an end-to-end level 3 forensic and technical exploitation
capability.

•

It is determined that the Australian Federal Police (AFP) will do the fingerprint and
DNA analysis of the devices.

•

Defence Science and Technology (DST) Group are responsible for doing the force
protection countermeasures

Event 3 – Discussion
•

What are the considerations for packaging and handling exhibits for transport?

•

What are the hindrances to transporting forensic exhibits into Australia?

•

What are the issues with not having an end-to-end level 3 facility? What can be done
to solve these issues?

•

If the items are transported to the AFP, what organization polices are they transported
under?

•

What are the legislative requirements for reporting the import of homemade explosive
chemicals into Australia and how are these managed?

•

What information does a law enforcement agency or forensic laboratory need from the
ADF to inform forensic analysis of the items?
o How is this information communicated?

•

How is the execution strategy determined?
o What determines the priority of IED analysis? i.e. does the exhibit go for DNA
and fingerprint for analysis first or does the sample go to DST Group for force
protection counter measures first?
▪

If the sample goes to DST Group, what are the issues with handling the
exhibit in a non-DNA clean environment?
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•

What are the risks of compromise of the sample? How are these risks addressed?

•

What determines the turn-around time for the samples?

Event 4
•

The AFP recovers fingerprints and DNA from all four devices.

Event 4 – Discussion
•

What databases can the fingerprints and DNA be uploaded on?

•

What are the legislative constraints?

•

Would the process be different if the fingerprints and DNA were recovered at level 2
in-theatre?
o If level 2 did not operate under a quality management system?
o Would the level 2 facility take sub-samples?

Event 5 – Biometrics
•

A P3-Orions surveillance plan spots a vessel of interest off the coast of Tropicana. The
P3-Orions reports that the vessel of interest is in destress and a boarding party is
deployed.

•

The boarding party secure the vessel of interest including:
o 12 passengers;
o 3 crew members;
o 1 member that claims to be 17 years of age;
o No passengers or crew have any identification documents.

•

Ten (fingerprints), Two (iris), One (face) biometrics from the passengers and crew are
collected. Buccal swabs are also collected for DNA analysis.

Event 5 – Discussion
•

Can biometrics collected from a persons of interest off-shore be uploaded onto an
Australian biometric database?
o What are the legislative constraints?
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•

What would a fit-for-purpose military biometrics system look like?
o What are the requirements?

•

Tropicana privacy laws allows ADF to collect ten, two, one from their citizens. How
can these samples be used?

•

What is Australia’s data retention policy for biometrics?

Event 6
•

The results from the biometric matching of the 12 passengers and 3 crew provided
biometric information on several of the passengers.

•

Person of interest (POI) 1: DNA and fingerprints collected from POI 1 match latent
prints and DNA collected from IED 1, IED 2, and IED 3. POI 1 had previously applied
for a student visa to study at an Australian university. POI 1 facial biometrics from the
passport database has identified him as Mr Grey.

•

POI 2: DNA and fingerprints collected from POI 2 match latent prints and DNA
collected from IED 1, IED 2, and IED 3. There is no identity data available through
DNA and fingerprints and no facial recognition match.

Event 6 – Discussion
•

How can the identity POI 2 be identified? What are the limitations to identifing POI?

•

How can Australia request search of international biometrics?
o What are the legislative requirements?

•

Unknown fingerprints and DNA were recovered from IED 1 and 3.
o What are the processes for elimination of contaminating service personnel
fingerprints and DNA profiles?

•

What are the policies for entering personnel onto elimination databases that are in place
in law enforcement agencies?

Event 7
•

DNA and fingerprints from IED 2 and IED 3 have matched to POI 3 - Mr Blue.
However, Mr Blue’s fingerprints and DNA were not recovered from IED 1, which
exploded and killed the Tropicana solider?
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•

Mr Blue is a 37-year-old Australian citizen of Karamrian ancestry he lives in Canberra
and at the time of the incident he was visiting Marcella to study Marcelish.

•

Mr Blues house was raided two-years ago due to his links with IPM members and
terrorist literature was recovered, including bomb making manual. Mr Blues DNA and
fingerprints were collected at the time but Mr Blue was not arrested

Event 8 – Forensic analysis reporting
•

The forensic analysis has been completed by the AFP, but is yet to be verified.

Event 8 – Discussion
•

Is a forensic intelligence report released?
o If so what are the caveats?
o How is the forensic intelligence report used by the ADF?

•

Is there any difference between working to an ‘intelligence standard’ or ‘forensic
standard’?

•

What is the protocol for reporting any potential compromise of the samples? For
example, potential cross contamination, potential compromise of the integrity of the
sample?

•

The AFP facilities are National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA) accredited
under a quality management system. What is the risk if the collectors are not collecting
to a standard or are not accredited?
o How is this discrepancy reported in the forensic report?
o Can the AFP still provide a forensic report under the NATA stamp if the
collectors are not operating under a quality management system?

•

How are the forensic results reported?

•

What is the chain of command for reporting?

•

What information, if any is provided to Tropicana?

•

What information is provided to the host nation, Marcella?
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Event 9 – Australian investigation
•

Raid on Mr Blue’s house does not provide any further information and the only forensic
data linking Mr Blue to the IEDs has been collected off-shore.

Event 9 – Discussion
•

Can Mr Blue be arrested and prosecuted in an Australian court of law for a crime that
was committed off-shore with evidence that was collected off-shore by Tropicana
soldiers and handed over to the ADF?

•

What are the legislative constraints to presentation of evidence in a court of law that
has been handed over by a foreign national?
o What about the applicability of the Foreign Evidence ACT?

•

Are DST Group scientist or ADF members trained to present evidence in a court of
law?

•

If there is ADF involvement in an Australian law enforcement collection operation, can
the exhibits that are collected by ADF personnel be used in a criminal prosecution if
ADF is not operating under a quality management system?

•

Are the exhibits returned to Tropicana?
o

If yes what are the considerations?
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